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A summary of the provisions made for technical instruction in three towns 
in Lancashire is given as illustrative of what is done in boroughs of relatively 
small. population. 

Barrow-in-Furness is a shipping and manufacturing centre with a popu
lation of 63,000. It has shipbuilding works, large docks, steel and iron works, 
engineering shops, foundries, etc. 

Accrington lies 23 miles north of Manchester. Its principal industries 
are cotton spinning, weaving, calico printing, and the manufacture of textile 
machinery. There are coal mines and quarries in the neighbourhood. It 
has a popUlation of 45,000. 

\Vidnes is a town of 31,500 population situated 13 miles from Liverpool. 
It is a centre of manufacture for alkalis, etc. 

SECTION 1: BARROW-IN-FURNESS. 

The following information and suggestions were kindly furnished to the 
Commission by Mr. George Grace, Principal of the Municipal Technical School, 
after conference with the Staff of the School. 

THE PROVISION AND TRAINING OF TEACHERS FOR TECHNICAL SCHOOLS. 

The problem of providing the best kind of teacher for Technical Schools 
is not one which can be solved by one method alone. The subjects usually 
taken in these schools vary so much in their nature and in the kind of qualifi
cation necessary for their successful e~position, that it is advisable to consider 
the problem under at least two heads. 

(a) Certain subjects, of which Mathematics is the most important, require 
clear thinking and thorough methods of teaching rather than extensive technical 
knowledge. Generally the best teachers are those who have been trained 
to the teaching profession, but whose tastes lead them to take an interest in 
the industrial applications of their subject. 

The only assistance needed by these teachers is in the collection of the 
right type of example needed for technical purposes, and occasional assistance 
by some one with fuller technical knowledge. 

(b) Other subjects such as Machine Drawing, Technical Electricity, Building 
Construction, etc., which deal mainly with technical knowledge, are best taught 
by men having considerable experience. 
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This is especially true of the advanced classes. Even here, however, it 
is necessary to recognize that successful instruction must be based on the scien
tific principles underlying the subject, and it is essential that the teacher.should 
have a thorough grasp of these as well as of the empirical knowledge to be 
gained in the shop. 

Very few of these men are likely to make successful teachers without some 
training in teaching method.' Where possible they should spend some time 
working under an experienced teacher who should hear the lessons given by 
them and have authority to criticize or suggest improvements in method. 

To take men straight from shop work and let them commence teaching 
without some training is likely in most cases to end in disaster. 

At the same time it must be borne in mind that there are exceptional cases 
where men seem to have the ability to teach well without any such training. 

Also, that more skilled teaching is necessary for elementary students than 
for those more advanced, and that a 'man with the requisite technical knowledge 
may make a good teacher for advanced classes who might be unsuitable for a 
class of beginners in the same subject. 

THE IXTRODUCTION OF MACHINERY INTO TECHNICAL SCHOOLS. 

For such schools as the Barrow Teehnical School, where students are 
engaged in actual shop work during the day, it was unanimously agreed that 
there was no need for further school instruction in shop methods. 

The function of the school should rather be instruction in the scientific 
principles underlying the industry in \vhich the boys were engaged, and training 
in clear thinking, than in giving further practice in the manual part of their 
profession. 

The head of our Engineering Department was head master in a "Trade 
School" in Ireland in which boys were taken immediately on leaving an ordinary 
Elementary School and given instruction in the underlying principles of their 
trades (Building Trades and Engineering), including instruction in working 
methods. He speaks highly of the result. It was found that the boys after 
passing through such a training were more useful when they entered their 
apprenticeship, and learnt their business more quickly. (The masters appre
ciated them enough to commence thef!1 with lOs. per week instead of 4S. or 
5s.) He was also definite on the point that this kind of instruction did not 
mean" teaching them their trades in school," and that it needed supplementing 
by some kind of apprenticeship. 

WHAT TECHNICAL SCHOOLS CAN DO TO ASSIST IN SOCIAL REFORlIL 

It is not felt that technical schools could deal directly with this problem. 
Students suitable for acceptance in a technical school are not likely under any 
circumstances to become abjectly poor. Indirectly, however, it was felt that 
a good technical school could render incalculable service in raising individuals 
of ability from even the poorest classes into positions where their talents could 
be of great service to the nation. 
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For the bulk of the poorest classes, however, the question was one for schools 
of a different type, nearer the ordinary Continuation School than the Technical. 

If attendance at these schools be made compulsory, and boys kept under 
strict discipline until 16 or 17, it would be a great -service in preventing the 
growth of the unemployable class. 

The aim of the schools, however, should rather be towards the improvement 
of general intelligence and keeping the boy under rigid discipline than to the 
imparting of technical instruction which would be of little service to him. 

I t was felt by the meeting that one of the causes of poverty and failure 
in life was the number of blind-alley occupations which do not train the boy 
for any position suitible for an adult, and which leave him too much to his 
own devices during the years from 12 to 16, when his habits are being formed, 
and when he needs very careful supervision and advice. 

Several of the staff who have spent most of their lives as workmen, are 
of the opinion that much of the trouble in England is due to the impossibility 
of finding regular work for everybody under anything like pleasant conditions. 
and that no system of education can do anything to remedy this. 

EVENING SCHOOLS. 

The work of the Evening Schools in various parts of the town has been 
so arranged as to provide the preliminary instruction required by all Students 
before they attend the classes in the Science, Technological, or General Divisions 
of the Technical School. 

In future it is intended to confine the instruction in the Technical School 
to more advanced work than is done in the other Schools, and the Committee 
strongly recommend young students to properly qualify themselves by attend
ing an Evening School before joining the Technical School. 

No pupil, attending a day school which receives grants from the Board 
of Education, will be admitted to any of the Evening Classes. 

Fees must be paid in advance, and Students, who are admitted at a reduced 
fee, by joining a Course, will be expected, if they cease attending any of the 
Classes, to pay the amount of the reduction which has been aliowed. 

THE TECHNICAL SCHOOL. 

The Curriculum comprises courses of instruction in Art, Science, Tech
nology and General subjects, conducted under the Government Board of 
Education, the City and Guilds of London Institute, the Union of Lancashire 
and Cheshire Institutes, and the Royal Society of Arts. 

The Classes are carried on mainly with a view to enable artisans-including 
apprentices, journeymen, foremen, draughtsmen and others~engaged in the 
principal industries of the town and district (shipbuilding, engineering, and 
the various building trades) to obtain such technical instruction in Science 
and Art as will prove useful to them in their respective trades or professions, 
and also conduce to their general intellectual improvement and advancement. 
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The instruction given also affords suitable preparation for candidates for 
National Art and Science and \\7hitworth Scholarships, Royal Exhibitions, 
"te., and several of the Classes meet the requirements of Teachers and others 
preparing for the London University Matriculation and other public Examin
ations. 

As satisfactory progress depends upon the work done by the Student 
himself, special importance is laid on the amount and regularity of Home \Vork, 
and any Student who refuses to do Home \Vork may, at the discretion of the 
Principal, be dismissed from the School. 

SECTIONS OF TECHNICAL INSTRL"CTION. 

The work of the Technical School is canied on in seven sections:
Section I.-School of Arts and Crafts; 
Section II.-Mechanical Engineering; 
Section Ill.-Kaval Construction; 
Section IV.-Electrical Engineering; 
Section V.-Building Trades Classes; 
Section VI.-Chemistry and Metallurgy; 
Section. VI I.-General. 
Each Se::tion or Department is under a competent Head, with Assistants 

for the various divisions; e.g., the Department of Mechanical Engineering 
has divisions for Machine Construction and Drawing, Practical Mathematics, 
Mechanics and :Vlechanical Engineering, Heat Engines, Practical Steam, and 
Metallurgical Chemistry. 

There are courses for 5 years, and advanced classes beyond the fifth year. 
An outline of the Mechanical Engineering Course is given for its mvn 

sake, and also because it is typical of the thoroughness and comprehensiveness 
of the work covered by the other departments of the school. 

The classes are held in the evening from 7 to 9.30 o'clock. 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING COURSE. 

The elementary stages of the subjects connected with Mechanical Engin
eering have been ananged in Group Courses, which indicate the order in which 
the subjects should be studied. These courses occupy three evenings per 
week. 

A Group Course Certificate is awarded to Students who fulfil certain 
conditions. This Certificate is recognised by the Liverpool University as 
equivalent to part of their Engineering Course. Students holding it are allowed 
certain concessions if they afterwards attend the University. 

In the Advanced Stages each Student is allowed to choose his own pro
gramme, but must submit it to the Principal for approval. 

First and Second Year Courses. 

Arrangements have been made to take these in the following 
Schools in the tovm :-Secondary School, Vickerstown SchooL 

191d-9 
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Third Year Course. 

No Student will be admitted to this Course who cannot show that he 
has a sufficient knowledge of the subjects taken in the first and Second Year 
Courses. 

The following subjects must be taken:
Practical Mathematics-Stage I. 
Mechanics and Practical Mechanics-Stage I. 
Machine Drawing-Stage I. 

The following is an outline of the Syllabi of Subjects: 

PRACTICAL MATHEMATICS. 

Stage I. 

Arithmetic.-Revision of contracted methods, rough checks and the application of geo
metrical methods of calculation. 

The use of logarithms. 
Mensuration.-Areas of rectilinear figures and circles. Parts of circles and irregular figures 

such as indicator diagrams. 
Surfaces of cones, cylinders, etc. 
Volumes of regular solid forms, and the applications of mensuration to practical problems. 
Algebra.-Elementary algebra to simultaneous equations with practice in manipulation of 

formul<e, such as found in engineering pocket books. 
Trigonometry.-The meaning and use of the trigonometric functions. Solution of simple 

triangles. 
Squared Paper.-The use of squared paper to solve problems where quantities are connected 

with one another according to simple laws. 
Interpolation. Curves of percentages, etc. 
Text-Book.-Saxilby's "Introduction to Practical Mathematics," 2/6. 

MACHINE DRAWING. 

Stage I. 

The construction, proportions, etc., of simple machine parts, such as riveted joints, bolts, 
nuts and ocrews. Simple couplings for shafts, pistons, etc. 

The geometrical constructions used in mechanical drawing and the accurate use of instru
ments. 

The preparation of working drawings and tracings, according to ordinary drawing office 
methods, the examples being chosen with the view of gradually developing the student's knowledge 
of projection. 

Each student will be expected to provide himself with a Sketch Book in which to enter 
sketches and notes. He will also be expected to make dimensioned sketches from actual parts 
of machines and models, and from these sketches to prepare complete drawings to scale. 

NOTE.-Students should consult the Teacher before purchasing Drawing Boards or Instru
ments for this Class. 

TEXT BooK.-Machine Drawing by T. & T. G. Jones, Book 1., 3S. 

APPLIED MECHANICS. 

Problems in simple statics. 
Centre of gravity. The lever. Principle of work. 
Simple machines and the applications of the principle of work and principle of moments. 
Mechanical advantage and efficiency. 
The laws of dry friction on horizontal and inclined planes. 
Simple cases of tension and compressioll. lIooke's law. Elastic limit, etc. 
The use of measuring instruments, micrometers, and other gauges. 
Common engineering materials, their propertics, common uses, etc. 
TEXT BooK.-Duncan's Applied Mechanics for Beginners, 2s. 6d. 
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PRACTICAL MECHANICS. 

Stage I. 

A Special Laboratory has been fitted up for experimental work in Mechanics, 
bO that each Student shall be able to perform simple quantitative experiments 
and demonstrate the elementary principles of Mechanics, such as:-

Resultant of a number of forces acting at a point. 
Conditions of equilibrium on an inclined plane. 
The laws of the lever. 
The laws of dry friction. 
The effects of tension, compression, torsion and bending, Strength of wires of different 

material. 
The relation between the work put in and that given out in screw jacks, cranes, pulleys, etc. 
N OTE.-Students attending this Class must keep proper Laboratory Note Books, and submit 

these periodically to the teacher for correction. 
This requirement is not optional on the part of Students, but an essential condition of entrance 

to and continuation in the class. 

Fourth Year Course. 

Students may be admitted to any of the subjects in this course if they can shew a satisfactory 
knowledge of the work taken in the corresponding subjects of the Third Year Classes. 

The following subjects must be taken:
Practical Mathematics, Intermediate Stage. 
Mechanics and Practical Mechanics, Intermediate Stage. 
Machine Drawing, Intermediate Stage. 
Any Fourth Year Student who is not sufficiently advanced may take a Stage I Class in any 

8ulyject instead of the above. 

PRACTICAL MATHEMATICS. 

Intermediate Stage. 

Practice in the use of logarithms, especially in difficult cases of negative and fractional 
indices. 

More difficult problems in mensuration. 
Determination of volumes of irregular solids by method of sections. 
Algebra to quadratic equations. Partial fractions. 
Practice in the use of trigonometrical formulre, and simple cases of the solution of triangles. 
:Measurement of angles in radians. Measurement of angnlar velocity. 
Use of accurate drawing in the solution of problems, especially when measured drawings can 

replace complicated calculation. 
The use of squared papel" for more difftcult curv('s, 
Full investigation of straight lines and simple cases of maxima and minima. Laws of form 

axn. a+bx', a+bx+ cx'. etc. 
Determination of mean 
TEXT BooK.-Saxilby's 

areas. etc. 
Mathematics, 6/6. 

MACHINE DRAWING. 

Intermediate Stage. 

In this class more difficult work in Machine Drawing will be attempted, including more diffi
cult Geometrical Constructions used by draughtsmen, such as:-

Double curves. The projection of curves in three dimensions, such as 011 the headstock of a 
lathe. Projection of a screw on a cylinder. 

Also lessons will be given on the construction and proportion of more complicated machine 
parts, such as;- . 

Bearings and pedestals, coupl~ngs ~nd clutches; the teeth of wheels. Bevel wheels; che 
construction of crossheads, eccentrics" pIstons etc. . , , 

Students will be expected to proVIde themselves WIth accurate drawll1!~ l1lstruments and note 
books and to submit their drawings and sketches periodically for the inspection of the teacher. 

1'he Prizes in these dasses will be given for the best set of work done during the session. 
TEXT BooK.-Machine Drawing by T. & T. G. Jones, Book 1., 3S • 

191d-9! 
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MECHANICS. 

Intermediate Stage. 

Revision of Third Year's Work. 
Statics of four and more forces acting at a point. Funicular polygon and its application. 
More difficult cases of parallel (orces. 
Fuller investigation of friction between dry and lubricated surfaces. 
The transmission of power. 
The study of mechanisms such as toggle joints, quick return motions, epicyclic trains, etc. 
Elementary cases of tension, compression and torsion, etc. 
The properties of the chief materials used in engineering. 
Hardening, tempering, annealing, etc. 
Elements of Dynamics, Potential and Kinetic Energy, Energy Rotating Fly Wheel. 

PRACTICAL MECHANICS. 

Intermediate Stage. 

Continuation of Third Year's Course, with more difficult experiments in Statics, Friction, 
Tension, Torsion, Bending, etc. 

Experiments with inclined planes, epicyclic trains, toothed gearing, etc. 
Experiments in Dynamics. 
Hydraulics: Discharge from orifices, over weirs, down pipes, etc., effect of bends. 
Hydraulic jack. 

Fiftk· Year Course. 

Students may be admitted to any of the classes in this cOllrse if they can show a satisfactory 
knowledge of the work taken in the previous courses. 

The following subjects must be taken:
Practical Mathematics-Stage II. 
Machine Drawing-Stage II. 
Heat Engines and Practical-Stage I. 

Any Fifth Year Student who is not sufficiently advanced may take an Intermediate Stage 
Class in Nlathematics or Machine Drawing. 

PRACTICAL MATHEMATICS. 

Stage II. 

Further practice in the use of logarithms and other mathematical tables. 
Evolution from more difficult formul<:e. 
The trigonometrical ratios of one angle, including the solution of right angled triangles. 
Use of squared paper for investigation of y = axu

, y = acbx
, etc. 

Graphic solution of equations. Determination of laws from experimental data. Substi
tution of linear for more complex laws. 

More difficult mensuration. 
Rate of increase. Simple .differentiation. Maximum and minimum values. Easy inte-

gration. 
TEXT BOOK.-A Course in Practical Mathematics. F. M. Saxilby. Longman's, 6/6. 

MACHr:~m DRAWr~G. 

Stage II: 

In this class Students attempt a series of drawings illustrating the construction in detail 
of some fairly complicated piece of machinery, such as a small marine engine or locomotive. 

The drawings made are finished and fully dimensioned as if for shop purposes. Each 
Student has the opportunity of learning not only the preparation of drawings in pencil, but 
of making finished tracings suitable for reproduction. 

A prize is offered by the Committee (or the best set of drawings done in this dass. 
By the kindness of Messrs. Vickers, an Air Compressor has been erected in the School, which 

Students have the opportunity of measuring and drawing. 
TEXT BooK.-Lowand Bevis's Machine Design. 
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HEAT ENGINES. 

Stage I. 

The fundamental principles of physics on which a scientific knowledge of steam and other 
"l\,~i!1es must depend. , 

Thermometry. Calorimetry. Capacity for Heat. Specific heat. Latent heat. Total 
h .. al: of evaporation, etc. 

Fuel and the heat of combustion of fuel. 
The properties of steam. Boyle's law. Use of steam tables, etc. 
General description of steam engines and the details of their construction, e.g., cylinders, 

f,istons, crossheads, cranks, eccentrics, etc. 
The action of the slide valve, and the effect of lap, lead, etc. 
The indicator and meaning of the diagrams taken by it. 
Boilers, their construction and simple calculations about them. Common fittings. 
This course will be illustrated by specially prepared diagrams and lantern slides taken from 

modern engines. 
TEXT BooK.-Duncan's Steam and other Engines. 5s. 

PRACTICAL STEAM AND HEAT ENGINES. 

In this Course Students perform for themselves the experiments described in the Theo-
retical Lessons, including:-

Simple experiments in Thermometry and Calorimetry. 
Determination of Boyle's Law. Relation between temperature and pressure for steam, etc. 
Determination of calorific value of fuels. 
Investigation of Indicator Diagrams, including use of planimeters. 
Study of motion of parts of an engine, including the effect of altering the lap and lead of a 

slide valve, reversing gears,expansion valves, etc., by means of moving rflOdels. 
A small portable engine and boiler and a petrol motor have been arranged in the basement for 

<'xperimental purposes, and will be used for determining B.H.P., LH.P., coal and petrol con· 
sumption, etc. 

TEXT BooK.-Duncan's Steam and other Engines. 5s. 

ADVANCED CLASSES IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. 

These Classes cover most of the work required for the Stage III. Examination of the Board 
of Education, the Honours Examinations of the City and Guilds Institute in Mechanical En· 
gineering, the London B.Sc. (Engineering) and the Institute of Civil Engineers' Examination. 

Students who have passed through the work of the Third, Fourth, and Fifth Year Courses 
satisfactorily are allowed to choose a programme to suit their particular circumstances. 

PRACTICAL MATHEMATICS, 

Stage Ill. 

No student is admitted to this class who does not shew a sufficient knowledge of the 
work done in Stage II. 

Syllabus. 

The use of approximate formu\<e and thcir derivati(}n. 
Partial Fractions. Imaginary and Complex Quantities. 
Knowledge of limits in such cases as si.":~ x 
Determination of values of sin x, cos x, eX, and log x, using series. 
More advanced Trigonometry, including the addition formulre and the solution of triangles. 
Theorems relating to areas and volumes of solids and surfaces of revolution. 
Graphic methods of finding centre of gravity and moments of inertia. 
Plotting of functions y a sin (cx+d), etc. 
Harmonic motion, Fourier's Series. Harmonic analysis. Vecto!" Algebra. Scalar and 

Vector products. 
Further work in differentiation and integration. 
Simple differential equations. 
Problems in differential and integral calculus and their application to Engineering. 
TI':X'f BooK.-A Course in Practical Mathematics, F. M. 5axilby (Longman's), 6/6, 
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'MECHANICS AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. 

Stage II. 

This subject is divided into two sections, viz.: "Strength of Materials" and "Machines 
and Hydraulics." 

Students may take either section, or both, during the same session. 

Graphic Statics-
Including the determination of centres of gravity and moments of inertia by graphic methods. 

Strength of MateriaJs-
Tension, Torsion. Compression. Bending, and Shearing considered in detail. Application 

of principles to the design of riveted joints, beams and girders, etc. , 
Strength of thin shells and of thick cylinders as used for hydraulic presses. 
Behaviour of materials when tested. Fatigue, elasticity and elastic limits. Deflection of 

beams. 
Reinforced concrete. Struts and pillars. Arches. Strength and stiffness of springs. 
Students are recommended to take the Advanced Laboratory Course in connection with 

this class. 

Jlachi1!es-
Problems on velocity, acceleration and force. 
Mechanisms. Belts, Ropes, Chains, Links, Vllheel Trains, etc. 
Friction of Screws, Rollers and Belts. 
Dynamics of rotating bodies and application to fly wheels, governors, ana the balancing of 

engines. 
Effect of a blow, reciprocating motion and vibration. 
Harmonic motion and torsional rigidity. 

Hydraulics-
Flow of water over notches and in channels. 
Effects of friction in pipes, etc. 
Hydraulic machinery, lifts, presses, pumps, turbines. jacks, etc. 
TEXT BOOK.-D. A. Low's Applied Mechanics (Longman's), 7/6. 
Students are recommended to take the Advanced Engineering Laboratory Course in con

nection with this class. 

MECHAKICS AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. 

Stage III. 

Graphic Statil:s-
H.esultant of forces not in one plane. Force diagrams for roof trusses and built-up girders. 

Strert/!,Ih of M IIterilIls-
Testing of materials, influence of shape of test pieces. Impact and other tests. 

BMms and Girdcrs-
Relation between bending movement, curvature, slope and ddlection. Continuous girders. 

Riveted joints. 

Siruts-
The Euler, Rankin and Gordon fonnui<e, Eccentric loading. 

Retaining WlllIs-
Reinforced concrete beams and struts. ;:\iasonry and metal arches. 

ENGINEERING LABORATORY. 

The Engineering Laboratory, which is well equipped for experimental work in Mechanics 
and Engine Testing, is open on Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings from 9 to 12 
and Wednesday, Thursday and Friday evening from 7 to 9.30. The work done may be selected 
from the following:-

Testing of materials in tension, compression, torsion, shear and bending. 
Deflection of beams fixed at the enels. Continuous beams. 
Determination of B.H.P., I.H.1'., water and fuel consumption, eLC, of sleam and petrol 

engines. 
Calorific value of solid and liqllid fm'ls. 
Dryness, fraction and quality of steam. 
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Balancing of rotating masses and other dynamical experiments. 
Flow of water over weirs and through orifices. 
Friction of water in pipes, etc. 

579 

No student is admitted to this course who does not show sufficient theoretical knowled'Yc 
of the subject to benefit by the experiments. '" 

HEAT ENGI!'1ES. 

Stage II. 

Students in these classes should have done, or be doing, Practical Mathematics at least 
equal to the level taken in the Stage II Class of that subject. 

Properties of Steam and Gases-
The application of thermo-dynamics to Heat Engines. Calculation of mean effective pres

sure in Single, Compound, Triple and Quadruple Expansion Engines. 
Determination of dimensions for cylinders. Limits of useful expansion. Cylinder conden

sation. 

Engine Mechanism-Slide valve diagrams. Effect of lap, lead, advance, etc., link motions. 
Radial gears. 

Governors and fly wheels. Variation of effort on crank. The balancing of simple engines. 

Design--Types of steam engines and Internal Combustion Engines. 
construction of details. 

Construction and action of turbines. 
Types of boilers, their construction and details of fittings. 
Combustion and calorific value of fuels. 
The course is illustrated by lantern slides of modern engines, details, etc. 

Stage III. 

Arrangement and 

The Properties of Steam and Gases in general-Including more advanced examination of 
engine cycles. The behaviour of steam in the cylinder and gases in internal combustion engine. 

Entropy and entropy diagrams. 

Engine .Mechanisms-Valve motions, problems on valve and valve gear design. T~e 
balancing of engines. Curve of crank effort. Acceleration and inertia effects. Governor 
problems, Balancing by arrangement of cylinders. 

Indicators and indicator diagrams. Compound engine diagrams and their relation. 
Engine and boiler testing. Balance sheet for engines. 

Design-High speed engines. Corliss and trip gears. Locomotives. Turbines. Gas, 
Oil engines and Producers. 

Lancashire, vertical, tubular, marine and other boilers. Boiler fittings. 
This course is illustrated by a specially prepared set of lantern slides, 

MACHINE CONSTRUCTION AND DRAWING. 

Stage III. 

The course of study arranged in this stage comprises a series of examples of t he application 
of the ordinary formula; in use for the proportioning of machine details-strength and proportion 
of riveted structures-shafting under tortional and bending stresses--beltillg and other methods 
of transfernng energy. 

Graphic methods of dealing with the mechanism of the steam engine. The design of 
cycloidal and involute teeth. Physical properties of materials. Special mechanism adopted in 
the construction of machine tools--cams-- quick returns in cutting tools. etc. 

Students are assumed to be conversant with the geometrical problem[; involved in machine 
drawing, as in this stage more than ordinary knowledge of projection is insisted on. 

METALLURGICAL CHEMISTRY. 

This class has been arranged specially to supply advanced Engineering Studellts with >i01l)c 
knowledge of those parts of Chemistry and Metallurgy which are of most importance in Engineer
ing. 

Each evening's work consists of one hour's lecture, and one and a half hours in the 
Laboratory. 
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Chemistry-Objects of Chemistry. Chemical action. Elements. Compounds. Symbols, 
Formula!. Equations, etc. 

The laws of chemical combination. 
Commonly occurring elements, especially those used in engineering, such as carbon, sulphur. 

phosphorus and silicon; their chief properties and uses. 
Acids, Gases, Salts, etc., used in engineering chemistry. 
Air and Combustion, rusting and oxidation in general, and means of prevention. 
Metallurgy-The scope of Metallurgy, physical properties of metals. Metallurgical terms 

and processes. 
Furnace types. Refractory materials. 
Fuel-Calorific power and intensity: Wood, coal, coke, oil, gaseous flues, etc. 
Producers and producer gas, etc. Regenerative systems. 
Blast furnace waste gases, their cleaning, composition and general uses. 
Coke Ovens and their bye-products. 
Pyrometry. 
Water-Its compositio:n, usual impurities, hardness, scale in boilers. Softening processes 

and their objects. Causes of pitting and erosion in boilers. 
Iron-The ores of iron. Preparation of ores and extraction of the metal. The Blast furnace, 

its structure and working. Composition and grading of pig irons. Influence of impurities, i.e., 
carbon, silicon, manganese, sulphur, phosphorous, etc. Cast and malleable iron. Wrought iron, 
its preparation, uses and properties., 

Steel--Definitions and classification of steel. Ordinary processes for making steel. Com
position and mechanical properties of typical varieties. Hardening, tempering, ann'ealing, etc. 

Non-ferrous Metals used in the Foundry-Copper, zinc, lead, tin, antimony, nickel, cobalt, 
aluminum, manganese, etc. Their ores, extraction, properties and uses. 

Common Alloys-Composition of brasses, bronzes, gunmetal, bearing metals, etc. Their 
relation between composition and properties. 

SECTION 2: ACCRINGTON. 

THE EVENING CONTINUATION CLASSES. 

The Education Committee of the Borough have established Evening Classes 
at six centres in the Day School buildings. The courses are for two years. 
There are also preparatory courses for those who are not qualified to go on with 
the Technical, Commercial, or Domestic Courses. 

The classes are held from 7 to 9 in the evenings three times a week. 
Those who have taken these evening classes are prepared to go on to the 

classes at the Municipal Technical School. 

MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL SCHOOL. 

The objects of the School are to give, by carefully arranged courses of Study, 
a thoroughly practical knowledge of Drawing, Painting, Design, and Modelling, 
especially in their application to the professions and trades of the district, so as to 
furnish useful training to those who intend to work as Architects, Designers, and 
Craftsmen. 

In addition to this, it is the object of the School to assist those who desire 
to make Art a part of their general education; and also to give facilities to those 
wishing to follow Art as a profession, or to include it in their general qualifications 
as Teachers in Primary, Secondary, or Art Schools. 

SUBJECTS OF ART INSTRUCTION. 

Freehand, ::\clodel, Geometry, Pt'f"Pl'Ci 
Industrial Art Course, in connecLioll 

Cheshire Institutes. 

and Shade, Design, amI Mudelling. 
Examination Scheme (Jf Lilt: Lancashire and 
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ADVANCED. 

Design.~Textiles, Wall-papers, Stencils, Furniture, Lithography, Metal Work, Wood-
carving, Plaster Work, Gesso, Embroidery, Printed Cottons, etc. 

Life Class.-Drawing, Painting, Figure Composition . 
.Modelling.-Ornament, Figure, Designing in Relief. 
Architecture.-Design, Decoration, History and Development, Building Construction. 
Painting.-Interiors, Flowers, Still Life. 
Textile Design Class.-A special course of instruction is arranged for students attending the 

Weaving Classes. 
Painting and Decorating.-Special Class for drawing examples of Historic Ornament. 

Setting out walls and ceilings. Designing for stencils. 
Advanced students take Decorative Painting with the pencil as distinct from Stencilling. 
Craft Work.-Pottery, Tiles, Metal Work, Mosaic, Gesso Work, Embroidery, Weaving, 

Practical Painting, Decorating and Sign-writing, Jeweller's ·Work. 
Systematic Courses.~Extending over 4 or 5 years are given in Applied Art, Architecture. 

Painting and Decorating, Sculpture, Plastering, Cabinet making, Photography. 

SCIENCE AND TECHNICAL COURSES. 

These are given during five years in the evenings in the following subjects:-
Applied Mechanics, Building Construction, Cotton Spinning, Cotton Weaving, Coal Mining 

and Surveying, English, Experimental Physics and Mechanics, Heat Engines, Human Physiology, 
Hygiene, Inorganic Chemistry, Machine Construction, Magnetism and Electricity, Organic 
Chemistry, Plane and Solid Geometry, Practical Drawing, Practical Mathematics, Practical 
Mechanics, Plumbing, Pure Mathematics. 

Four or five year courses are given in: Mechanical Engineering, Electrical 
Engineering, Chemical Industries, Building Trades, Plumbing Trades, Textile 
Trades (Cotton Spinning and Weaving), Coal Mining. 

There are also courses in Domestic subjects, Commercial subjects and 
Natural Sciences. 

SECTION 3: WIDNES. 

The educational scheme for the borough includes Evening Continuation 
Classes and courses at the Municipal Technical School. The Education Com
mittee makes the following statements in its announcement: 

In order to gain any sound knowledge of a Technological subject, or of any special branch 
of Science, it is necessary that otlwr allied subjects be also studied. 

In all cases a preliminary knowledge of Elementary Mathematics, Geometry, General Science, 
and English is essential before attempting anyone of the special branches. Past experience has 
shewn that a disregard of this preliminary knowledge has been the cause of much disappointment 
to both teacher and pupil; consequently, in order that all pupils attending these classes may have 
the opportunity of obtaining the maximum benefit in the limited time available, the scheme of 
work at the Technical School and Continuation Schools has been carefully co-ordinated and 
systematised. 

Furthermore, Courses of Study, extending over 3,4 or 5 years, and bearing upon the trades 
and industries of the Borough, havc been organised. Students will be required to take the Course 
most suitable to their trade or profession, and to their standard of previolls attaillment; and also 
to take three classes where provided in the selected course. Only in very exceptional cases will 
they be allowed to take individual subjects, by permissi~n of the. Prin~ipa!. As a l!;t:ncral rl!le, 
students will be expected to have passed through the Evemng ContinUatIOn ~'chool before cnterll1g 
the Technical School, or to show evidence of a standard of instruction equivalent: to that of the 
Preliminary Technical Certificate of the. Un~on of Lancashire and ~hcshire ,IH,:,titlltes. 

Students who have passed the exammatIon at the end of the First Year s Course Olay proceed 
to the Second Year's Course in the department which they select. Teachers hold an entrance 
~xamination in their respective classes at the commencement of the Session, and stude nts obviously 
;nfittcd to benefit by the classes they have chosen are transferred to a more suitable Course. 
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Facilities are given, in most of the Courses, for practical work, but attendance at the cor
responding Theoretical Classes is compulsory. 

Miscellaneous Classes have been established in Ambulance (Men and Women), Cookery, 
Dressmaking, Elocution and Voice Production, English, Esperanto, French, Horticulture, Pure 
Mathematics, Millinery, Needlework, Principles of Teaching, Physiology, Singing (Elementary 
and Advanced), Theory of Music, Welsh, to meet the needs of adult Students who desire to take 
up the study of some subject of a recreative character, or to extend their general knowledge. 
Students of full age, who do not hold \Vorks Vouchers, may attend one or more of these Classes 
at their option. 

'While no Classes have been specially arranged to suit Civil Service Examinations, it will be 
found that many of the Classes will form a very suitable preparation for the same. The Principal 
will be happy to give any advice to any students desiring to enter the Civil Service. 

The following diagram illustrates the provision made in Widnes for free and assisted Educa
tion at Day Schools and Evening Schools up to the age of 19. 

The facilities offered make it possible for a boy or girl leaving the Elementary School at 13 
to proceed to the Secondary School and thence to the University at the age of 18 or 19. 

Those unable to attend the Secondary School may, after passing two years in the Evening 
Continuation Schools, proceed to the Technical School for 4 years and thence to the Univer
sity, Manchester School of Technology, Royal College of Science, or other place of Higher Tech
nical Education. 

PLACES OF HIGHER EDUCATION (UNIVERSITES. 8tC.) 

Gossage and Henry Deacon Scholarships. 
University Entrance Scholarships. County Council Scholarships. 

National Scholarships, Whitworth Exhibitions, etc. 

MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL SCHOOL. 
--

Normal Age, 16-17. 

I 
EVENING CONTINUATION SCHOOLS. 

First year after leaving Primary 
School---FREE. 

Normal Age, 14-16. 

PUBLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS. 

MUNICIPAL 
SECONDARY SCHOOL. 

Timmis & Farnworth 

Foundation 

Scholarships and 

County Council 
Exhibitions. 

Normal Age, 12-17. 

FREE-between the ages of 5 and 14. 

When a subject is taught in two or more stages, students are require to have worked success
fully through the lower stage before entering a class in a higher stage of the same subject. 

As a general rule, industrial students will be required to take a course of subjects, and attend 
3 evtnings per week, and will not be allowed to join for one subject only. 

MUNICIPAL TECHKICAL SCHOOL. 

1."---{;OMMERCIAL COURSE. 

Accountancy and Banking, Arithmetic, Commercial Book-keeping, Commercial Correspon
dence, Commercial Law, Economics, English (Commercial), French, Geography, Shorthand, 
Typewriting, 

II.-CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES COURSE. 

Alkali Manufacture, Chemistry, Physics, Practical Mathematics. Metallurgy, Laboratory 
Curator. 
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IlL-MECHANICAL ENGINEERING COURSE. 

Applied Mechanics, Geometry and Hand-sketching, Heat Engines, Machine Constru( tion, 
Practical illathematics, IVlagnetism and Electricity. 

IV,-METAL PLATE COURSE. 

Geometry, Metal Plate \Vork. 

V,-FOR ARCHITECTS, IlUILDERS, CARPENTERS AND JOINERS. 

Building Construction, Carpentry and Joinery, Practical Geometry, Practical }lathematics, 
Staircasing and Handrailing, Builders' Quantities, Graphic Statics, Land Surveying. 

Vr.-FOR BRICKLAYERS AND MASOColS. 

Brickwork and Masonry, Building Construction. 

VII.-FOR PAINTERS AND DECORATORS. 

Painting and Decorating. Drawing and Design. 

VIIL-ART CLASSES. 

Antique, Freehand, Geometrical, Light and Shade. Model and Perspective Dra,\'ing, Plant 
Form and Design. 

MISCELLANEOUS CLASSES. 

Ambulance, Cookery, Dressmaking, Elocution, English, Esperanto, 
Horticulture, Mathematics (pure), Millinery, Needlework (Art), Principles of 
Teaching, Physiology, Singing, Theory of Music, Welsh. 

EMPLOYMENT REGISTER. 

The Committee do not undertake to find employment for students, but 
many firms make enquiries at the School when in need of employees. Students 
desiring employment or advancement should therefore see the Principal and 
leave with him particulars of their qualifications, etc. He will then be pleased 
to inform them of any suitable vacancy which may come to his knowledge. 

PRIZES AND REWARDS FOR STUDENTS. 

As it is desirable that prizes shall take the form most jJcneficial to the 
students, those who obtain them have the option of choosing books on 
Scientific, Art, Technological, or other subjects approved by the Principal, or 
a part or whole of the net value may be taken in instruments or which 
will be directly useful to the winners in their subsequent studies. 
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CHAPTER XI: DRAWING, DESIGN AND ART. 

SECTION 1: ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART, SOUTH 
KENSINGTON, LONDON. 

This institution, founded in 1837 with the definite purpose of encouraging 
the study of art in relation to industry and manufactures, is primarily intended 
for the Training of Art Masters and Mistresses for the United Kingdom and for 
the instruction of students selected by competition in the Art examinations of 
the Board of Education. Other students are admitted when there is room 
for them on payment of fees. There is no age limit for students. Candidates 
upon admission are placed ill the upper or lower division of the school according 
to their proficiency. 

Students go under two categories: (a) those who are passing through the 
course of teacher-training with a view to obtaining the "Full Associateship," 
and (b) those who are specializing in one or the other of the four schools of the 
college with a view to obtaining a "Schools Associateship." 

These four "schools," or departments are as follows:- (I) Architecture; 
(2) Ornament and Design; (3) Decorative Painting: (4) Sculpture and Modelling. 
The instructkm is so arranged that the students may pass through the courses 
in all these four schools or anyone or more of them. There are also "craft 

for studt~nts of design. 
Each student on entering the College takes a preliminary course in Architec

ture, already qualified in that subject, with a view to impressing upon him 
the unity or the arts in their decorative aspect. The rest of the period of study 
follows one or more alternative courses. Students intending to become 
teachers take a full course covering the work of all four schools j and students 
such as National Scholars, for whom a shorter and more specialized course 
is suitable, spend the whole of their time, after the introductory term, in one 
department. 

FULL ASSOCIATESHIP. 

This entitles to the use of the initials "A.R.C.A (London)" and is granted 
to students who ha.ve studied in the College for at least six terms, spending 
at least one term in each "School" and not less than four terms in the upper 
division of one or more schools of the college; or who have obtained a first-class 
certificate in the upper division of one of the schools and a first-class in the lower 
work, or a second class in the upper division of each of the fout 8chools, or 
who have executed a composition for a given decorative subject to the satisfac
tion of the "official visitors." 

Candidates for Full Assodaleship (other than holders of Royal Exhibitions, 
National Scholarships, Free Studcnt::;hips, and Special StUtl!'u (ships, who are 
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admitted without being required to submit works or pass entrance tests) must 
submit a folio of drawings in architecture, sculpture, painting and ornamental 
design, the latter including a sheet of letters in good Roman capitals. If 
these drawings are accepted, candidates must pass test examinations in three 
out of four subjects: (a) Architectural drawing- a small object selected from the 
museum, I2 hours allowed ; (b) Sculpture--a model in clay of the mouth of Michael 
Angelo's "David," 6 hours; (c) Painting-drawing in charcoal-from life, of 
the head, hand and foot, light and shade being indicated, 9 hours; (d) Ornament 
and design-drawing from memory of piece of foliage such as oak, ash or lime. 

SCHOOLS ASSOCIA TESHIP. 

This is granted to students who spend four terms in the College, one being 
in the School of Architecture and at least three terms in the upper division of 
the school in which the student specializes; or who obtain a certificate in Archi
tecture and the school certificate in the upper division of the school in which 
they specialize; or who have executed a composition for a given decorative 
subject to the satisfaction of the visitors. 

Candidates for Schools Fellowships must submit works as follows:-(a) For 
the School of Architecture :-a measured study in pencil of an ancient building 
to scale: also mouldings full size; also some ornament with the perspective 
sketch of the same. (b) For the School of Ornament and Design:-six drawings 
from nature 0'1" architecture, of which two must be careful pencil drawings of 
flowers and foliage; also a sheet of lettering. (c) For the School of Decorative 
Painting:-drawing in charcoal of antique figure, broad masses of shade only 
to be indicated; an anatomical study in charcoal of the same figure about 
one-third life dimensions; life-sized drawing in charcoal from life of the head 
and arm, broad masses of shade only to be indicated. (d) School of Sculpture 
and Modelling:-drawing from antique, from life, and anatomical rendering 
in pencil. Examinations or tests of candidates follow these lines. 

CRAFT CLASSES. 

Students of the Upper Division are selected for instruction in one or more 
of the following subjects or of such others as are from time to time included 
in the work of the College :-Etching and Engraving, Stained Glass, Tile Painting 
and Pottery, Writing and Illuminating, Tapestry Weaving and Embroidery, 
Stone and Marble Carving, Furniture Decoration, \¥ood Cl.rving and Gesso 
work, Metal work and Enamelling. 

The primary object of the Craft Classes is to afford students an opportunity 
of becoming practically acquainted with the capabilities and limitations of the 
materials in which their designs would be carried out. Before entering any 
of these classes, students must either be students in the related School of the Cul
lege, or have already passed through that school. 

In the School of Design and Crafts, practical workmanship in different 
classes is taken concurrently with the general drawing work of the studio, and 
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every advanced student of design will be expected to make himself proficient 
in the technique of one craft. 

Craft Classes are already established in the subjects named above. All 
advanced students of Design are expected to specialize their studies with a 
view to perfecting themselves in one branch of art and coming into touch with 
special forms of industry. With that object they may be required to attend 
the demonstrations of the Craft Classes, and to engage in practical work of a 
certain number of subjects. Such special knowledge will be equally valuable 
to the teacher and the designer. Every student of design is required to make 
series of careful studies in the Museums. 

The following subdivisions are suggested, but there may be some inter-
change of studies:-

I. Decoration, stained glass, mosaic, tapestry, etc., involving figure composition. 
! L Cabinet work, house decoration, pattern painting, stencils. 
III. Pottery and porcelain design, majolica, etc. . 
IV. (a) Printed stuffs, wall papers, etc.; (b) textiles, embroidery, lace, carpets and damask3. 
V. Gold and silversmith's work, jewellery, enamelling, etc. 
VI. Modelled and carved ornament, in stone, wood and plaster, Gesso work and gilding. 
VII. The book and its decoration, illustrations, borders, type, initials, title pages; illumina· 

tion and lettering, wood engraving, photographic reproduction, lithography, etching; book
binding, cloth covers. 

VIII. Metal work in wrought and cast iron, lead, brass, etc. 

As far as possible students of the 5th year are afforded facilities for getting 
into touch with manufacturers. 

Etching and Engraving Course.--Students in this class are required 
to work practicaliy at (me or more of the following methods of engraving, viz. 
Etching, Aquatint engraving, Line engraving, Mezzotint engraving, Steel
facing and plate printing. Tools and materials are provided. 

5'tained Glass Course.-The students being already trained draughtsmen 
and painters, the teaching is mainly directed towards. the acquirement of a 
knowledge of the craft, and especially of craft limitations as affecting design 
and execution. The actual technique of painting and lead-working are therefon~ 
caught in the ordinary class lessons, and the direction and application of them 
in the special weekly lecture or demonstration. 

Pottery Course.--The object of this class is to illustrate in a simple and 
inexpensive manner principles and facts relating to the making and decorating 
of Pottery-enabling students to design, make shapes, and decorate them, with 
a knowledge of the requirements of this important industry. 

Other Courses.-There are also courses in writing and illuminating, em
broidery and tapestry weaving, marble and stone carving, fumiture decoration, 
wood carving and Gesso work; metal work and enamelling. 

The number of students in the College at anyone time varh~s from 180 to 
200, in addition to the few who attend as extemal students for the etching and 
craft classes only. About half of them come from London, or from the urban 
areas of three large industrial cnunties-Yorkshire, Lancashire and Stafford-
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;;hire. The remainder come in small nlwlDcfS from other counties, and occa
:;ionally from Scotland and Ireland and other parts of the British Dominions. 
From time to time a foreign student is admitted. The age range of the students 
is a wide one, eXTending from IS to over 40. 

The total cost of the establishment is about £13,320, and the fees received 
amount to about £800. 

RECOM~mNDATIONS OF DEPARTMENTAL CO~DUTTEE. 

An was made into the work of the College by a Depart-
mental Committee appointed the Board of Education at London, and their 
recommendations in 19II were:-

el). That the training of designers for the manufacturing industries should be specialized. 
and this work undertaken by provincial of art, each devoting special attention to the 
needs of the dominant local industry, repr~seatative manufacturers and artisans 
belonging to such industry. 

(2). That these provincial colleges should be conducted as departments of colleges which deal 
with the oractical and scientific as well as the ::trtistic sides of such industries. 

(3). 'That when such system of provincial colleges is established, the relation of the Royal 
College of Art them should be that of a school of advanced studies only, providing courses of 
one or two duration ;:'odapted to the individual needs of its scholars and in close relation to 
the Victoria and Albert Museum. 

(4). That the training of teachers of art, wherever undertaken, should be conducted under 
conditions involving a higher standard of general or technical as distinct from artistic attain
ments, and including an adequate pedagogic preparation. 

(5). That Universisites should be encouraged to provide suitable degree courses for intending 
artists, architects, and teachers of art. 

EXHIBITION AND COMPETITION FOR DESIGNERS. 

The Committee anticipaTed that the recommended 
add to than detract from the importance of the Royal 

r;1""<Y~'" would l'ather 
because as a 

post-graduate in close touch with art schools the country 
it would have for the first time a well-defined position as the culminating point 
of the whole of industrial art training in 

There is am:ually held at the of Art in London competitive 
exhibition from art schools which gives evidenCe: of constant 
and substantial progress in all iines of indm>1rial art. Some of the provinciE11 
schools of art are remarkably , and have become so strong that it 
has been proposed to discontinue the exhibition from the provincial schools. 
and to specialize on the work of th\~ Royal Coliege itself. 

It appears from the report of the Departmental Committee that there is 
keen competition for among manufacturers of the innumerable articles 
of wear and domestic plenishing which constitute the of that 
section of British trade which is in any way dependent upon art, and also among 
the large furnishing and decorating houses. Designers who are thoroughly 
competent from the trade point of view can command liberal salaries. At present 
the needs of the industries are met in various ways; many are 
by architects or other artists who have turned their attention (I) industrial arL; 

many are purchased, expecially in the textile centres in and about lVlanchest,:( 
and Bradford, from French designers. Thus the Calico Printers' Associatio! . 

Hlld--lO 
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who spend £37,000 a year in designs, maintain 16 designers in full work in Paris 
as well as 38 in London. Designs prepared in England snpply the Indian market; 
those from Paris the markets of England, Europe and America. The vVallpaper 
Manufacturers' Combine is said to prefer German designs for technical adapt
ability, and French ones for artistic skill. Some British firms which employ 
regular designers train them in their own drawing offices, while others find a 
supply in the local schools of art. 

COuRSE IN TEACHING. 

The instruction given at the College in methods of 
art instruction recognised by the Board of Education as 
schools, also Schools of Art for advar:ced and Honors 
the National Competition. Students who enter the College with the intention 
of becoming teachers attend lectures given by the Principai on methods of teach
i:lg, and, as part of their training, give instruction in the College under his dir
ection. The period of training given in the methods of teaching is spread over 
the whole course of a student's college career, and is intended to fit the student 
on leaving to become a teacher and to grapple with the various points that may 
arise in dealing generally with art instruction as above described. 

The teaching power of each Student in Training is taken into account in 
awarding Travelling Scholarships and other prizes j and any Student in Training 
who does not show a capacity for teaching is not allowed to remain in the ~~'u~.E.~ 
as such. 

The lectures treat of the following subjects: 
1. The history of drawing- as a means of education: the works of Rousseau, Pestalozzi, 

FrOt;beL 
U. The necessity for the Art Master making himself acquainted with the system upon which 

{lup.;I,; havc been taught before entering the School of Art. 
Jll. Review of the subjects taught in the School of Art and examincd by 
(a.) Division of the teaching between lectures, class work and individuz,i 

life class, not all end in itself; its relation to other branches of work. 
The 

o[ 
relatioll to the 

(e) The mistake of 
paper work and the beginning of craft work. (d) Craft Classes: 
classes for design, the general work of the School, and to rr;alll' factures. 
ncglecting general education in the Art Student. 

IV. An analysis of the system of instruction in the Royal College of Art. 
V. Sehool Management:
(a) Furniture, [lHings, &c. (b) Arrangement of class rooms, casts, school 

F;;:)lographs, &c. (c) The !-lead Master; his duties to his Committee, his staff and 
(ell Necessity for the staff continuing their studies, or practising some special branch of 
Sdools of art and their influcncc--(I) on the locality generally; (2) on manufactures and 
(f) The relations between Schools of Art, Technical Schools, and Art Classes. 

VI. Foreign methods compared: Primary and Secondary Schools, and Sch...,ols of Art in 
France, Germany, and Austria-Hungary. The Ecole des Beaux Arts and the Ecole des Arts 
dccoratifs ct d'Art industriel, Paris, and their influence. 

AWARDS. 

The following awards are tenable at this 
A R.oyal Exhibition worth £60 a year for three years, amI free admission to 

lectures and instruction in approved College. 
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A National Scholarship worth £60 a year for three years, free admission to 
lectures and one or more Craft Classes, and such instruction in one of the Schools 
of the College as may be approved for the scholar. As a student of the ",-,v.w,,,,,<.O 

a holder of either of the above may become eligible for of Art 
Scholarship, 30 shillings per week and free tuition. 

A Free Studentship admits for two years to lectures and instruction in one 
of the schools of the College. 

Holders of the three foregoing awards have free transportation to and from 
London. 

Local Exhibitions, to which the Local Education Authority contributes not 
less than £25. and the Board of Education not more than £25. 

Art Teachers selected for Special Studentships, £60 a year and free instruct
ion in courses to which they are nominated. 

Four Junior Scholarships of £15 each and free tuition for one year only, to 
students who show special merit in their work during the session. 

A Travelling Scholarship of £50 may be awarded annually in each School of 
the Upper Division, to the best student who has been at least four terms in the 
College, has spent one term in the School of Architecture (unless previously 
qualified in that subject), and has been at least three terms in the Upper Division 
of one or more Schools. 

Students in receipt of maintenance allowances, who are in one 
or two Schools of the College, may be allowed in their last term to do their own 
work in afternoons either in College or outside, and to take advantage of oppor
tunities . of establishing relations with manufacturers and others in 
practical work. 

Prizes of approved books, certificates of merit and a special of the 
value of £s may be granted to students who show conspicuous ability. 

LITERARY COURSE. 

All students are required to at1('ucl Ute k:ciures 
to write essays on various subjects connected \'v~th the 
the French or Italian Classes he:ld by the Lecturer, unless 
a competent knowledge of either of these languages. 

Lectures are delivered un Crafts, with special reference to 
in the Victoria and Albert lVltk\'ulH, and on Costume, Armour, 
history of Art is dealt with in a four years' course of lectures. 

collections 
The 

All students are required to attend the classes held the Lecturer for 
the discussion of the subject matter of the lectures and for the rev!;;ion of the 
students' notes. 

student of the College is expected to execute a 
figure composition once a month as home work; the 
the literature of the period which is being stl1died in th;; lect.ures. 
positions will be hung in order of merit and criticised by the Professor of 
and Mural Decoration. 

from 
COtll-
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2: VICTORIA AND ALBERT 

The South Kensington Museum was ope'led in ISS7 by 
the Prince Consort, to whose the whole scheme was due. 

Queen Victoria laid the foundation stone of the Victoria and Albert 
by Edward in June, 1909. Grants of money 

are made each Y2ar from funds for the acquisition of objects, and 
many very valuable gifts and 1,(>nllp"1~" have been added to the treasures of this 
Museum. 

The Circulation Department of the Museum supplies art schools and muse-
ums throughout the United with the finest specimens of textiles, 

-"'r'-'.~'~~' jewellery, pottery, and industrial art in its various phases. The 
unique and ample resources of the Victoria and Albert collection are drawn 
upon for the supply of some 200 art schools and nearly 100 museums. 
'Where but single specimens of articles exist or the articles themselves are too 

replicas of them are mac~e a of skilled art workers employed 
in connection with the Museum. 

of Art study at pom1:ed times 
urder the 

are \vorking-. 

CIRCULATION DIVISION OF MUSEUM. 

One of the primary when the South Kensington 1l,1useum was 
was the assistance to be given to the various Art and Indus-

of the country of loans of objects and From 
the earliest times this in view, and loans are now made 

and Art Classes in Scotland, 

LOANS TO I'ERMANEKT MUSEUMS AND EXHIBITIONS. 

of the cities and towns of the country have large permanent Museums 
and Art Galleries, and in C01111ection with these appiicatiotl is made to the 
:~.uthorities of the Victoria and Albert Museum for a loan of cases of art objects, 

to comprise those which may be of use for purposes for 
,\'ai:ot.'; industries carried on in these centres. Such Museums after being 

the Authorities receive 011 loan floor cases 4 in number) 
\'\'hlch object :.In: changed every 12 months. For temporary 

t,>;I:ibiticns similar objects arc also 10m:, but naturally for a shorter period . 
.f'l.t the prc;>,ent time the Boa~'d to no less tha1195 permanent Museums. 
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LOANS TO SCHOOLS OF ART AND ART CLASSES. 

In the Circulation Division of this Museum there have been brought to!rel:l1c:r 
nearly 10,000 frames of reproductions of art in wood, metal, 
etc., together with designs-originals and connection with all the 
branches of industrial art; they are available for loan to the various art centres. 

In connection with these loans, the Art Masters themselves, some weeks 
previous to the opening of their respective schools, call upon the in 
charge of the Division, and consult with them as to the class of objects which 
could be lent. The Art Masters are then enabled to choose the various framed 
examples for themselves, each Master selecting according to the special branches 
which he is proposing that his students shaH study during the ensuing term. 
L;sts having been made of such selections, these are sent to the Schools of Art 
:n ,'arious parts of the country early in September and remain on loan for 
3, or 9 months, when the whole of them are returned to South Kensington. 

There are also available for the use of the Masters, various series of lantern 
siides suitable for lecturing upon the industrial arts, together with a Library 
d advanced Art books. 

MONEY GRANT IN Am. 

Parliament in I88! voted a sum of £1,500 to be expended by the authorities 
of the Victoria and Albert Museum towards the purchase of reproductions, 
in plaster or by electrotype or other process, of objects illustrating architectural, 
ornamental, and other decorative Art, in sums amounting to not more than 

of the purchase price of such objects as were approved by the authorities. 
This vote is still continued annually, varying in amount from £750 to 

£1,5°0. 
this means the Committees of local Museums have been enabled to 

gradually build up sections of various Arts and Crafts, etc. 
This system of Museums by money has been carried on 

until the present time, and has been the means of encouraging the Local Museum 
Authorities in the imI~1'I)\i.'meHt of and addition to their Museum of objects 
of Art. 

3: 

The scheme of work in schools under the London COllllty Council is care
fully organized with a view to giving proper instruction in art from the beginning 
of the subject in the Infant Departments to its developmcllt in the very 
ized work of [he Art and Technical Art and Craft Schools and 
Young children spend the maximum time at this subject 
generzJ education, and those ability receive 
child marked has its art eau(;8.tion 

Condem;"d irom P:l])C[ by IlL. A. C. Christie, Chief 
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Jines, without neglecting its general education. Children on leaving school 
are encouraged to attend evening classes, and through these to pass to more 
advanced studies, which latter must be so arranged as to co-ordinate the claims 
of art, commerce, manufactures, and above all, education. Such is the problem, 
in the solution of which the Council is constantly adapting its machinery to 
new circumstances. 

In Elementary Schools-lower, intermediate and higher-all children 
spend a stated time each week in drawing, either under their ordinary teachers 
(who are required to have some knowledge of this subject), or under specialists 
giving their whole time, who take the classes in succession in a specially equipped 
room. In some schools a "peripatetic" art teacher takes classes of the best 
children on certain days, thus ensuring special teaching for those children who 
can profit by it. 

DR.4.WING IN INFANT AND ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS. 

The work of the infants' schools is often very bright and interesting, showing 
wonderful observation and imagination. As much work as possible in all 
classes is done from nature, simple and familiar objects being used, and drawn 
from sight and memory, the latter work forming an important part of practice. 
Drawing to scale from measured objects, geometrical drawing and elementary 
design are also included. In some Elementary Schools careful modelled work 
from plants, shells, etc., is done, of which photographs are sho",'11 , and there 
is also a small selection of typical sets of drawings made in connection with 
the wood and metal work manual workshops of Elementary Schools. 

Drawing is taught ill the" special schools" for children mentally or physi
cally and is regarded as a useful subject for this type of child, much 
interesting and intelligent work being done. Scholarships giving free education 
and travellillg expenses are awarded annually to crippled or deaf and dumb 
children, tenable at Art or Trade schools, thus enabling such children to learn 
a trade suited to their capacity and health. 

Special scholarships are awarded by the Council to clever pupils who proceed 
to Art and Craft schools, and a certain number go on to Secondary Schools. 

TEACHER TRAICfING. 

The majority of these scholarship holders intend to take up teaching. 
The Secondary School art course is but a poor equipment for art teaching, and 
many students take a further course and pass the Board of Education examin
ations, either from the Training College or from Evening Classes or special School 
of Art classes. 

Special classes are held during the winter for elementary school teachers, 
and are attended by large numbers, women teachers especially appreciating 
them. These classes particularly appeal to the teachers of infants' departments 
and boys' a-cd girls' schools, a careful series of studies rnade from plants 
and real objects in colour, chr~lk and charcoal, and a certain amount of design 
and copying beiag taken, in addillon to elementary drawillg. 
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The permanent and" peripatetic" teachers are well fitted for their work, 
being Associates of the Royal College of or holding the Art Master's certifi
cate. ::Vlanyare professional artists or designers who spend four or five mornings 
or afternoons a week teaching. Some of them have charge of evening continua
tion art classes. 

EVENING ART CLASSES. 

These are of two kinds~-the ordinary "drawing" class for children and 
young people in business, preparatory to more advanced work; and the evening 
Art Centres, at which the ,york is fairly advanced, many of them being largely 
attended. The work covers all the elementary School of Art subjects, with 
a few craft subjects such as embroidery or wood-carving, and the object is to 
provide for students between the age of I4 and the time of their taking up 
some definite line of work in one of the Evening Art or Techncial Schools. 
They are held in Elementary Schools, and thus form a link with the Day School, 
making it easier to draft the children into them. Once they have acquired 
the habit of evening study, they go on to the Art and Craft Schools. All evening 
courses are closely co-ordinated, and the Art Centres and drawing classes 
brought into close connection with the schools to which they send their more 
advanced students. 

ART \VOlUC IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 

Secondary Schools in Great Britain are not necessarily supplementary to 
the Elementary Schools, but rather parallel to them, only going on further and 
being intended for children of a better social position. They are differentiated 
by the fees charged. Schools are specially organized to provide commercial, 
technical or craft education. art work in Secondary Schools is somewhat 
similar to that of Elementary Schools, but of much wider scope. A great deal 
of very interesting work is in progress, sometimes frankly experimental. The 
syllabus of an types of Secondary Schools includes drawing from plants, from 
nature and natural specimens, and from all kinds of objects, in pencil, 
colour, chalk, and pen and ink. The boys do special exercises in drawing and 
geometry in connection with their wood and metal work, and the girls some
times do embroidery from their own designs, made under the Art Master's 
supervision, the art class work and needlework being co-ordinated. 

Drawing from prints and photographs or casts of ancient tiles, tapestries 
or carvings is practised; photographs of architecture and sculpture are looked 
at, drawn and discussed i and exercises in lettering are done from Roman and 
Gothic models. This work is sometimes co-ordinated with literature. selected 
passages being written out and decorated, but writing has nOI corne under 
the supervision of the art teacher. Simple geometrical (lesigns are worked 
out and coloured, and more eiaborate designs, either conventional or with natur
alistic or floral ornament derived from models in museums, are produced 111 

considerable quantities. Original illustrations of literature lessons are attcll!] 
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a!1d little figure sketches from life, of fellow pupils, are made in pencil or cd our. 
In the child is introduced to as much Nature as may be, and encouraged 
tf, see what is interesting in ancient both from the artistic and historical 

of view, this part of the course sometimes co-ordinated 
w;th history. 

SCHOOLS WITH ARTISTIC BIAS. 

:'vIost schools have a properly equipped art room, in many cases excellently 
furnished, and coptaining carefully selected photographs, casts, and coloured 
reproductions, collections of shells, butterflies, etc., and plentiful flowers and 
foliage, an admirable and most stimulating environment. 

In some of the boys' schools, the drawing syllabus shows a distinct technical 
bias, and includes architectural or machine drawing, more stress being laid on 
it than in schools of the commercial type. Some Secondary Schools, not of a 
general technical type, provide a course in some definite craft for boys who 
are for the most part scholarship holders from the Elementary Schools. Such 
schools as the one for cabinet-making give boys not only a considerable general 
knowledge of the craft, but also of actual practical work. Their general education 
is made subservient to the special subject, attaining a practical value and 
interest thereby that are remarkable. There is a special school on the same lines 
for silversmithing, and similar schools for girls prepare them for dressmakinK 
and upholstery. 

These technical schools are very interesting from the Art point of view, 
for here a large llurnber of young people take a practical interest in a definite 
form of Art; placpd at a age under well-trained teachers who are 
not only skilled but thoroughly conversant with the requirements 
and ()£ such instruction provides a very valuable preliminary 
education for an apprentice or learner in a workshop. Usually the student, 
on leaving the day school, continues his studies in one of the evening Technical 
Art Schoois. 

ART AKD CRAFT SCHOOLS. 

The work of the Art and Craft Schools and Colleges is very varied. Their 
classes are rather sharply divided into day and evening courses, attended for 
the most part by different students. AlthOl!gh some day students stay 
for evening vfOrk, the majority of evening students are employed 
in the crafts or arts in which they seek further instruction, and the teachers 
usually are also engaged in the crafts, being carefully selected men, not only 
cumpetent in their hut to teach design. The classrooms, equipped 
like workshops, are decorated with casts, photographs and other reproductions 
of ancient and modern work. In all craft classes the of design 
are preserved, and students to luok out the work of old masters 

in mU3eums, churches, etc. The Council av{arc!s priZ\~S for the best 
se'_s of museum studieB suL'miucd, these serving usd"ul to other 
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students in schools or workshops. This craft or trade side of Art has clcimecl 
the very careful attention of the Council for some years, and there are evening 
classes in a very large number of subjects. Besides the schools devoting them
selves to one branch of work, such as building, photo-engraving, and litho
graphy, all Schools of Art have trade, technical or craft classes. \iVhenever 
any concentration of a trade in a given locality renders it possible, a school 
dealing with that work alone is provided. 

A large number of scholarships of different values are awarded each year 
in the Art and Craft schools. The awards are made on actual work done 
during the session, in order to avoid the evil effect that preparation for a set 
examination would have upon vitality and i:idividuality. 

In the Schools of Art, painting and sculpture are taken by whole-time 
day students attending courses of several years, who are prepared for careers 
as painters, sculptors, decorators, teachers, book-illustrators, and the like. 
There are also plenty of evening classes for life drawing and modeliing, and 
for other School of Art subjects, attended by craft students who can only spare 
the evenings. 

A few typical Art Schools in London are briefly noted in the fonowing 
pages. 

CENTRAL SCHOOL OF ARTS AND CRAFTS, Lm~DON. 

This School at Southampton Row, near the British Museum, was establisl":ed 
in 1896 by the London County Council to provide instruction in those branches 
of design and manipulation which bear on the more artistic trades. Tiw Prin
cipal is Mr. W. R. Lethaby, F.R.I.E.A., Professor of Design in the Royal College 
of Art. 

Admission to this School is, within certain limits, only extended to those 
actually engaged in handicraft, and every opportunity is given to students, 
to specialise in relation to their own particular calling. The school is intended to 
supplement, rather than supersede, apprenticeship by affording to students, 
engaged in the typical London art industries, opportunities for design and prac
tice in those branches of their craJt which, OV.'iIlg to sub-division of processes 
of production, they are unable to learn in the workshop. 

The instruction given falls into the following main groups :---
Architecture and the Building Cmfts, including architectural clra\ving and 

design, lectures on history of architecture, building constructIon and structural 
mechanics. Practical courses in stone and wood carving and lettering, iron 
work, bronze casting, etc., are associated with this section and with the 1\10del
ling School. 

Silversmiths' Work and Allied crafts, including silversmitlting, iarg(' and small, 
goldsmiths' and jewellers' work, diamond mounting and gem settillg, art lllCt;I1·· 

work, chasing, repousse work, engraving, die-sinking, design, mudd llWl ;,j. 

casting, enamelling and later, electro-deposition and gem-cultillg. 
Day Technical School jar Boys preparatory to the Si]v(;rsmiths' and l\Uivd 

Trades. 
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Book Production, including book-binding, typography, black and white 
illustration, writing and illumination, lithography, woodcuts and wood engra
ving, miniature painting, etching and mezzotint, and courses of lectures arranged 
with a view to bringing into closer relationship the various branches engaged 
in book production. 

Day Technical School for Boys, preparatory to book production (Printing 
binding, etc.) 

Cabinet Work and Furniture (third floor), including cabinet work, inlaying and 
marquetry, polishing, upholstery, wood carving and gilding; also design for 
furniture, workshop drawing, workshop arithmetic, perspective and interiors. 

}.;[etalworl~ for Cabinet Makers.-Facilities are given in connection 
with the class in Art Metalwork to those students who require to design and 
carry out handles, scutcheons, hinges, etc., for their work. 

Dra7iJ1:ng, Design and Modelling, including Life and Painting on China. 
This group is in close relation to all the other groups. 

Needle7cork, including dressmaking, embroidery, etc. Tapestry and silk 
weaving are added if sufficient applications are received. 

Stained Glass Work, lillosaic and Decorative Painting, including painting 
in tempera, etc. 

THE ROYAL FEMALE SCHOOL OF ART. 

Incorporated with the Central School of Arts and Crafts. 

This school, eslablished in connection with the Board of Education at Queen 
Square, Bloomsbury, in 1842, was transferred to the London County Council 
in 1908. 

The course of study is intended to train young women who wish to obtain 
their livelihood in some branch of Art or Art Craft, or to become Art Teachers 
in Art Schools, Secondary, Elementary, or Private Schools. 

Students are thoroughly prepared for the examinations of the Board of 
Education in May and June, for Elementary Certificate, Art Class Tea
chers' Certificate and Art Masters' Certificate, Examinations in Draw
ing, Perspective, Anatomy, Design, Painting, Drawing from the Antique 
and from Memory, Life, Modelling, Ornament and Figures, etc. 

Two Pupil Teacherships are awarded annually, of the value of £15 and 
free tuition. 

Free Studentships for one year are granted to all students who obtain 
the First Certificate, Art Masters' or Art Class Teachers' Certificate. 

Students are prepared for admission to the Royal Academy Schools by care
ful study from the Antique and Life, and for the Entrance Examinations of the 
Royal College of Art, South Kensington. 

Day classes in Arts and Crafts cover work in addition to tl1(; above, in Black 
and \Yhite and other illus/ral ion; Lithography, vVriting and Illuminating; 
Miniature painting; Etching and Mezzotint; Carving and Giklillg; Embroidery; 
China painting. 
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Visits are made to the Victoria and Albert Museum, South Kensington, 
under the guidance of teachers, and lectures on various subjects connected 
with artistic crafts are delivered during the winter months. 

THE SCHOOL OF PHOTO-ENGRAVING AND PHOTOGRAPHY. 

FLEET STREET, LONDON. 

This School costs the London County Council nearly £3,000 a year to 
maintai;1. It is open only to those engaged in some branch of the photo-mech
anical, photographic, designing, lithographic, engraving, printing and illustrating 
crafts. There is no provision for amateurs. It supplies cuts to the 6 Printing 
Schools in London, but does no commercial work, and must not even prepare 
plates for the County Council. It is the only School of its kind under the London 
County Council, but there are other similar schools at Manchester, Liverpool, 
Leeds and Glasgow. 

The Courses of Study cover Block Proving, Elementary Photography, 
Photographic Copying, General Lithography, Map and Plan Drawing, Transfer 
'Writing, Design, Lettering, Drawing, and all Photo-Mechanical Processes. 

The Equipment is all first-class. The aim of the School is to acquaint 
students with all appliances used in good establishments, so that various 
machines, all arriving at the same result, may be seen in operation. 

The Art section of the school should be of especial service to those artists 
engaged upon work for reproduction, as students in these classes have pnVl
lege of having selected work reproduced, and every opportunity is afIorded 
them of obtaining a knowledge of the various processes and their limitations. 

Unemployed members of the craft at the Labour Exchange and then 
come to tbis School to improve themselves, without fee, while for a 
job. 

There is a Sketch Club, the boys doing the work at home, and having it 
criticized once a month by some distinguished artist. 

A large book of finely-execuied specimens was obtained by the Commission 
at this School. 

CAMBERWELL SCHOOL OF ARTS AND CRAFTS. 

This School is carried 011 by the London County Council in a beautiful 
building erected by Mr. Passmore Edwards, and is strong in artistic work in 
Jewellery, Typography, Bookbinding and Illustration, Archiicctural l>csign, 
Modelling, etc. 

He,-e about 600 evening students and half that number of ::;ludcH1:, are 
by experts. 

printing apprentices attend for two afternoons the 
paying for -their time and the School recouping their travelling expenses. 
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A feature of special comment by our Commission was the teaching of special 
dra'wing 2\l1d design in the evening class in typography, pupils being taught 
to draw letters in pen and ink and arrange them in tasteful orders, and also to 
design simple ornaments. This work has great effect in giving printers ability 
to set" display "type to advantage. 

SECTION 4: PROVINCIAL SCHOOLS OF ART. 

The work of students of Provincial Art Schools goes to London for the 
National Competition. The Headmaster is supposed to send nothing up for 
competition but what he considers work of excellence. At one time everything 
done was sent up, but now all preparatory work is excluded and only specially 
picked work is allowed to go. 

The go to individuals, the institution not getting the credit; but the 
awards substantially influence the from the Government. In a measure 
the variableness of the amount depends on the competition. A Government 
Inspector resides in the district and may visit the Provincial School any day 
in the year and make inspection. There is also a rather serious inspection 
triennially when half a dozen Government officials go down for a few days 
and see the actual work going on in the schools, Formerly the grants were 
paid on the basis of what the pupils did under examination. Now block grants 
are paid on the general character of the work of the School. 

The work of Schools of Art, in the opinion of Mr. Haywood Rider of Leeds, 
has undergone an enormous change, mainly in making the work more practical
what is called Craft Work. These schools are just beginning to make them

were really intended to be when started 60 or 70 years ago. 
l·von.I1Tl1nO' was done on paper, and the Government seemed to think 

the work would find its way from the schools into the industries through that 
channeL It did not do so. Work today must be actually practical, and if such 
work is not taught from the beginning, the student will not attend. There 
is so much competition that if not shown that his trade will be influenced he will 
take no interest in it. 

VALUE OF ART SCHOOL TO INDUSTRY. 

Schools of Art are now recognized on every hand as a very 
item on the industrial side, and their use is recognized everybody as helpful 
in every ',vay to the general public and manufacturers; this Mr. Ricker could 
observe was increasing every day. 

The substance of further information obtained by "conversation II with 
Mr. Rider is as follows:-

There is no line of demarcation between students who come for efficiency 
in the fine arts, such as and sculpture, and those who come for applica
tion of beauty to cndts. The flmnher of students in fine arts is gradually 

; and because the: spirit is in the I the tinc of 
does not exist today "5 he did in numbers 5 years ago. 
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The authorities in charge of these Art Schools feel that they are chiefly 
responsible for the development and maintenance of the esthetic sense in their 
commumtles. There must be some responsible person to see to questions 
(Jf taste and good as these cannot be in many cases from men of general 
trammg. The question of taste ought to rule very largely in all Art work in 
a new country like which it will affect more than it would an old country 
like England, which, because of its traditions, has to be always back 
and not forward. Those who are responsible for Canadian Art must be very 

in watching for the development of taste. 
Mr. Rider there was not enough dwelling on the past in order to 

maintain a high standard of taste. vVe must go to the past and dig up the best 
and make use of it. That is so on all hands. On the question of taste it would 
be better for Canadians to keep their money in their pockets than to encourage 
any form of art that would lead to anything that was not really sound. He did 
not know whether the Dominion would get a lot of art that it would be better 
without-very vicious and very nasty-or whether they would get 
worth having to put into the Canadian industries. This was 
impoltant aspect of the whole problem. Better shut out art than 
give way in the matter of taste. "Better your money in your pockets 
than spend it on bad art; that is all devilish". 

) INDUSTRIAL ART IN LEEDS. 

The entire scheme of art instruction in Leeds is logically from 
primary to professional and is very strong throughout in insistence on fun
damental principles and sensible practice; close relation to industries; correla
tion of exercises, material and methods towards industrial utility combined with 
beauty. Manual Botany and Nature are uti1i:ced for ami 
permeated with instruction in the principles of Art. The teachers have 
ability as well as enthusiasm, while the of the Central School of An, 
Mr. Hayy;C'od A.R.C.A. (London), has a merited for 
exceptioEal of character and tenacity of purpose. 

Great importance is attached to the course of instruction in the 
and Branch Art Schools. In the former (held three evenings weekly) study 
is based on examples vitality and so as to stimulate and encourage 
beginners to further progress. These courses lead to more advanced instruction 
in Art and in the allied crafts as given in the Central School of An. Students 
are not allowed to produce works for the adornment of their homes or the delec
tation of their friends. They are expected to follow a course of serious study 
which will serve as the ground-work for their future advancement in.Art and its 
applications to industry. 

The connection of the art work in Branch Schools with that of j he C eul fa! 
School of Art is aided occasional special exhibitions of adv;m,',·d 
work in the latter, and by leclures and demonstrations 1 he 
le:lchers of the Central School which students in Branch Schools are allowed [I 

t;lHL 
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Examples of advanced work done by pupils in the Central School are loaned, 
to Branch Schools so that high ideals and a high standard of accomplishment 
may be constantly before the students. By bringing out clearly the connection 
between the Branch and Central Schools it is hoped that students may realize 
and appreciate the possibilities of advancement in Art \Vork offered to them, 
and that by thus securing definition of aim and continuity of purpose distinct 
bencfi.t may accrue both to the individual and to the city. 

CENTRAL SCHOOL OF ART (LEEDS). 

This school, devoted to the training for art application to industries, plans 
in every possible way that all study shall lead to some useful and practical end. 
In order to accomplish this, every facility is provided, so that side by side there 
shall be not only study in Principles, Draughtsmanship and Design, but that 
these shall be applied in a practical way in the Craft Studios of the School to 
the various Art Handicrafts and Industrial Arts. 

Students are desired if possible to take up some branch of Craft \Vork so 
that they may realize the application of their particular studies to practical 
work. The importance of a thorough understanding of both the design and 
craft sides cannot be too highly estimated, and it is only by a knowledge of crafts
manship that the artist can hope to design suitably to the purpose in hand. 

In the case of Cabinet-making, Bookbinding, and other technical subjects, 
the aim is to the student a thorough grasp of eveliY part of his trade or craft. 

The Departments are: Architectural, Design, Modelling, Life Drawing 
and School of Instruction in Primary Drawing, and Various Craft 
Schools. 

The curriculum embraces all the subjects in these six Departments, 
and in with them equipment and instruction are provided for the 
following Crafts:-Bookbinding, Cabinet-making, Embroidery and Lace, 

and Je'vvellery (including Repairs), Lithography, Mural LJ<;~'..na 
Painters' and Decorators' work, Metal work, vVood and Stone 

Illustration work (all modern processes), Wrought Iron v/Ork. 
Practically no qualifications in to ability to actually drave are required 

on the admission of students. As a rale the school does 110t get them under 
13 or 14, and nowadays people can draw passably the preparatory things. 
Students aged 17 or 18 who do not have that ability are admitted. There is 
no entrance test by examination; students are .on trial for three months, and if 

show no ability they are then turtlccl away. 
Night students pay 7s. Gel. a term for three terms a year. In some instances 

fees are paid by empioyers, who will act generously if they see that the school 
can help their people practically; at present about pupils having their 
fees paid. 

INSTRUCTORS, CRAFT-WORK, EXHIBITIONS, ETC. 

The instructors are successful craftsmen who have had tcaching experience. 
NIr. Ri{'cr considers them of little use if they are simply cl'aftsmen. Their 
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teaching power is helped by the experience they gain at the school, for as the 
students do not require much discipline, and their general art is suffi
ciently advanced, they only need the tech'lique to be shown them. A technical 
man always works alongside the master and the general masters. The 
Comission found that the teacher-in-training in iron 'work had been awarded 
a travelling scholarship by the Leeds Committee, after he had won a prize in 
London, and had thus been enabled to go to Spain, where there is a great deal 
of beautiful iron work in situ. 

In the jewellery department young girls, just emerging from the elementary 
schools, were doing fine work from their own designs. 

The printing department is well equipped, 200 point-type faces, 
and 2 tons of lead altogether, all this being on loan from Haddon &. Co., type 
founders. Lectures are given to 300 printers in the Assembly Hall. 

Art pupils submit designs to employers, and profit financially by exhibitions. 
Clay-modelling pupils have to copy a cast, and in a specified time make a cast 
from it for educational purposes. The various departments Christmas 
cards, which are printed and sent out to people in the district likely to be icter
ested in the school and to help it. 

The support of the School of Art began with the people, backed 
by the Goverament, but now the municipality are III every way, 
and they are very steady in support, sympathy and interest; yet in actually 
carrying out much of the detail work there is always a certain section of art-loving 
people who do a. big share. 

Mr. Rider, to the National Exhibitions, said he did not th1k the 
winning of scholarships had any influence on the management to exclude 
other than those bright. 

The lithographic has been developed a good deal in Leeds; the stanuanl 
has been raised by the Art SchooL The Jewellery department of the school 
is very with bookbinding. The Art School authorities have many 

of designing furniture on and artistic lines for work-
how it can be done cheaply and yet ta:,tefully. 

TRAI~ING or TE,'"cm(H.s, RESEARCH, ETC. 

Special courses, running two hours twice a week for two years, are given 
to teachers who are to take art classes in the Schools of Leeds. The 
teachers pay and appreciatE' it better, there being twice as ma.ny 
as can be taken, and a beti.er quality of work done. The better the teacher is 
qualified, the better chance he has of work. In exceptional cases an increase 
of or £10 is given for a.ll-round One teacher from each schoul is 
selected, and thus the inrJuence is spread to all. A teacher an Art Course 
at this school would be the leading one in a conference on j and thus 
the influence of the school is reflected all through the city. 

The Leeds School of Art cost in 19II, of 'which £:2,/37 wa;.; fur 
salaries. Against this the Government grant was £1 local rates J~1)71,1) 
and from pupils £1,295. Of the latter sum, students themselves paid only 
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L}'78, t'lC Leeds Education Committee gave (in scholarships) £795; the balance 
came from other public bodies. 

There is a use of this school as a research laboratory by manufac-
turers for fine for things they are making. Only the day previous to the 
Commission's visit Mr. Rider had a desif,rner in a finn of textile printers come for 
an assistant, and it is a regular thing to receive applications for either designers or 
vvorkpeople. 

Advisory Committees in every trade are in close touch with the school and 
behind the regular departments; they are made up of employers, foremen and 
actual wor:{ers in shops, each representative being selected by his colleagues. 
These Committees meet with the Board as often as required. 

This School of Art has assisted in the development of industries, and 
both employers and workpeople shmv it up that it is a great 

to them. 

\VEST LEEDS HIGH SCHOOL. 

The art worl: in this school is conducted by Mr. F. G. Boase, A.R.C.A., 
who co-operates with Mr. Osborne, the Manua! Training teacher, and together 
they produce very fine results, all the wood work being saturated with artistic 
ideas. 

Mr. Boase said he never had any trouble in handling the pupils, although 
he gets 400 every week, because they find the work so interesting. He has 
never yet had to turn one out of school for inattention or bad conduct. 

:v1r. Boase constantly on exhihition on the wall of the art room fine 
<'.TId the boys to bring prints. 

Pupils' work also lhe b(':it specimens are ShO'<Y11 on the walls. 
He also arranges for the art critic of the "Yorkshire Post "to conduct the students 

the art ~;al1eries and talk to them about the pictures, and when the boys 
return they give a report on have seen. Art compositions by the 
boys are put into a MS. conducted by them. Bet\veen 300 and 400 

of home work are done , no marks allowed for 
this. 

This school gets 8 scholarships for the Leeds Central School of Art; then 
students go from there to the Royal '-""'H,".'~'- of Art in London. Eight former 
students are now employed in the arts. 

Art work is related to needlework by close consllltatioll with the teacher of 
that department, and Mr. Boase in personal touch also with the eve-
ning schooL 

MANUAL TRAIKING DEPARTMENTS. 

Mr. Osborne uses "models" at first in order to give control of the hand, 
and for foundation work, but he does not insist upon absolute accuracy; to do 

he says, would be to deaden feelillg;, and what he wants is action. 
He relates the wood work to til(' activities of the school by making articles the 
school and relates it to the home allowing the children free play. He 
IS on 2..rt .. 
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Mr. Osborne appoints one boy as foreman over 6, and they do a great 
deal of communal work. The tools are kept in lockers, to which the boys 
have keys; the tools include surveying instruments, sight markers, etc. The 
boys were making aeroplanes at the time of our visit. 

(2) MUNICIPAL SCHOOL OF ART, MANCHESTER. 

The objects of this School are to give, by a system of carefully considered 
and varied courses of study, with due regard to the bent and capacity of indivi
duals, a thoroughly practical knowledge of Designing, Drawing, Painting and 
Modelling, more especially in the various forms of their ornamental application 
-in association with Architecture and the technical conditions of manufacture. 
It offers not only a useful elementary training to those without previous know
ledge of Art but also a helpful system of study sufficiently complete to be valuable 
to both designers and craftsmen, as well as to those who desire to pursue design 
in its more strictly graphic and pictorial directions. A further object is to assist 
those who desire to make a knowledge of Art a part of their general education; 
also to give facilities for the training of persons who intend to adopt Art as a 
profession, or to include it in their qualification as teachers in public elementary 
or other schools. 

The Courses of Instruction comprise an Elementary Course, Painting, 
Modelling, Figure Drawing, Painting and Composition, Architecture, Design, 
Classes in Art Craftsmanship, Metal work, Enamels and Jewellery, Wood Carv
ing, Embroidery and Stained Glass. Both Day and Evening Classes are held. 

MUSEUM OF ART AND HANDICRA..FT. 

A Museum in connection ",-jth the School, founded by a gift from the profits 
of the Manchester Roynl Jubilee Exhibition of 1887, comprises three large rooms 
equipped with characteristic of artistic skill or handicraft, either original 
or in fine reproductions. Th1s fine collection is at the service of the students 
and public, and forms a Library of Applied Art such as is not available to the 
students of other Provincial Schools. The three rooms are designated as the 
Textile Court, Gothic Court and Italian Court. The first contains a tapestry 
designed by Sir Edward Burne-Jones and executed by William Morris, a typical 
collection of Turner drawings, cartoons for stained glass windows, Greek vases, 
glass, reproductions of early work, medals, coins, etc., and other art treasures. 
The Italian Court contains illustrations and specimens of Italian Art; the Gothic 
Court, casts and reproductions of early Runic Crosses, Gothic Architecture, and 
similar work. There are ali,o collections of majolica ware, pottery (ancient 
and modern), glass, Chinese porcelain, Japanese colour prints and bronzes 
and other Oriental work, as well as specimens of famous modem pottery stich 
as Wedgwood, etc., and mcdern textiles. 

Ulld--ll 
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LIBRARY LECTURES, PRIZES, ETC. 

There is a reference library and reading room. 
Series of free illustrated Lectures are delivered to craftsmen, teachers and 

others during the session. Such subjects are treated as:- Art Education in 
Elementary Schools and Schools of Art:; its relation to general education and 
industries; the functions of a School of Art Museum; the art of the craftsman 
in various kinds of craft work; the training of the craftsman; relation of the art 
school to the workshop; Drawing as a means of vivid illustration, and its appli
cation by the teacher. 

Design is taught in its technical applications; plants and animals are 
studied in their relation to design, and drawn and coloured from nature for 
design. There is a course in Furni<:ure and Interior Decoration. Special 
courses are given on Saturday mornings to teachers in elementary schools; 
Marble Carving is taught to advanced students. 

There are numerous prizes in all departments, and Scholarships are also 
awarded, one being a Travelling Scholarship. These scholarships are provided 
partly by private partly by the Board of Education, and partly by th€' 
Governors of the Royal Manchester Institution. 

(3) ART TRAINIXG IN LEICESTER. 

The Art Department of the Leicester Municipal Technical and Art Schools 
is well equipped, staffed and managed. 

This school has work:ed for some years by teaching and lectures to raise 
public interest in Civic Art. Keeping in mind the recently passed Town Plan-

Act, it hopes through students preparing as architects and builders to. 
develop good taste which will manifest itself in the building of chimneys, bridges, 
terrace houses, allotment garden houses, lamp and tramway poles, and the like. 
I t is considered possible under the new Act to do much towards conserving 
desirable things and preventing undesirable planning and building. The School 
keeps a sharp eye on changes in the locality, and calls attention to alterations 
contemplated in the neighbourhood of the School in the hope of developing these, 
as well as the approaches and surroundings of a proposed new park pavilion, 
into striking and beautiful points of interest. Attention is also drawn to the 
increase of aggressive advertisements which have in many cases destroyed the 
beauty of the tmv11, neutralizing the esthetic effects of the fina architecture, 
besides being poor in design and causing untidy litters. These things, the Prin
cipal points out, dull public interest in civic betterment and discount private 
efforts to improve the city's appearance. 

The continued endeavour to focus the art work on practical issues has given 
additional life and value to the ('ourses of study in each departnK'lll of the SchooL. 
'Without losing sight of the value of preparatory, and to some extent of academ
ical exercises, the educational opportunities afforded by processes of practical 
work have been developed, 
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SPECIAL MUSEUM FEATURES. 

The School Museum is a special feature here. The practice is for the 
examples, and framed specimens exhibited in the school corridors, to be used to 
illustrate a particular subject, such as the history of sculpture and architectural 
ornament. Beginning with Japanese work, a series of photographs and casts 
illustrates the development of sculpture up to the present time. A pamphlet 
with notes on the exhibition was printed and circulated. Apart from the value 
to the general art student of these annotated and easily understood 
picture sequences, a large number of the general public visited the exhibition, 
and thus their taste was, improved. A large number of drawings done during 
the summer vacation by students of Secondary Schools, forms part of the exhibit 
at the Museum. 

About 800 pupils of city schools visited the exhibition, and one or more 
members of the Art School staff went around with them and in an informal way 
helped to make clear the interest attaching to the exhibition. On one occasion 
the exhibition consisted of a collection of exercises selected by the Japanese 
Government for the purpose of showing art work in the various grades of the 
Japanese schools: this work being different from that done in Leicester was 
useful for purposes of comparison, and as illustrative of technique was perfect 
within its limits. The school has also had the benefit of a selection of designs 
and studies which had been awarded medals and prizes in London at the National 
Competition of Schools of Art. Besides drawings and casts, this selection 
included industrial work of various kinds, and the students thus had an oppor
tunity of what other centres were doing and of appreciating the standard 
to which the work had been raised. 

An illustrated pamphlet was issued containing drawings made by students of 
the school relating to the Leicester Coat of Arms, notes added by an expert 
in heraldry. These notes and drawings have long been wanted by printers, 
painters, etc., who use copies of the Borough Arms. 

COURSES CLOSE RHXrlON TO TRADE. 

The courses of stlHly an~ arranged so as to follow in a defll1ite manner such 
local industries as lend thcHl"clves to the influence of the school, and there is 
evidence of the beneficial inllw~ll('e it has had upon them. An irnportant factor 
is the connection existing I lcj Wlecn certain local trade organizat j,m:; and the 
school. 

The complete course of 1 railling given in the Lithographi" Art1::;1,,' class, 
after a careful selection of bop;, wdl taught in the element,wI' hciH!()ls, lewIs to 
the supply of apprentices who, Ix)! reason of their training, will impn '\(' 1 he general 
standard of the work. 

are being taken to secure youths who have a g<x)d Ml too! cd 11('<11 iutt 
to Iw('Ome compositors and printers in order to compete with ill!' n'('vlll dislill!'i 
;t(Lvancc in artistic printing evick,ltt in the productions which /\mcricaJ1 and Gel' 

nmn firms are now offering in 'England. 
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The curriculum provides educational facilities for students who can be 
divided into three groups--Art workers, teachers, and students who take Art 
as part of their general education. Suitable courses of study are arranged, 
varying in a convenient manner for such local indu6tries as can be dealt with at 
the schooL There is an Art Course for Secondary School pupils. also one for 
those who have left schooL Courses are given in all these subjects in Evening 
Classes. In connection with the Art schools, there are many scholarships 
given, in some cases supplying free tuition, in others involving maintenance 
running from 5s. to 25S. per week. 

The pupils correlate design in connection with the trades. Engineering 
and boot and shoe students in the Technical School, in the same building, take 
some freehand drawing. Sign painting is treated as a speciality. 

Specimens of printing and lithographic work from this school are very fine. 
Metal work, embroidery, architecture, modelling, stonegraving, letter 

cutting, painting and decorating and sign writing, wood engraving and furniture 
are all effectively dealt with. 

Art education is given to the pupils through processes of practical work. 

(4) BRADFORD SCHOOL OF ART. 

The objects of the school are; (1) To train students who desire to follow 
the profession of artist, architect, designer or teacher of art. (2) To train stu
dents who are engaged in, or intend to follow some art trade or craft. (3) To 
give a general art education, as a means of culture. The school emphasizes 
the application of art to local industrks, especially textiles. 

The day course for artists, d gners and teachers includes: freehand, 
model, geometry, perspective, light zmd shade j painting, design; drawing, painting 
and rnoclelling from the human figure; drawing and painting flowers, and adapt

them to the purposes of 
The classes for the Training of Teachers include lectures on methods of 

class teaching. 
The Architectural Course is arranged in conjunction with the Department 

of Engineering, and includes drawing and sketching from casts and 
drawing architectural details, such as mouldings, windows, doorways; per
spective; measuring buildings of architectural importance; study of historic 
architecture, Roman, Byzantine and Romanesque, Gothic, Renaissance 
and Jacobean; architectl;ral design; geometry; building construction; mathe
matics; physics; levelling and surveying; graphic statics. Students are trained 
for the R.I.B.A. examinations. 

ARTISTIC TRADE OR CRAFT CLASSES. 

The Course for who are apprenticed to or who intend to 
follow some art trade or craft, includes drawing, modelling, design, and special 
instruction in the practical part of some particular including textile 

(the practical part being taught in the Department of Textile I ndusties) , 
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painting and decorating, wood-carving, lithography, metal work, furniture, 
plaster casting, etc. Most of these classes are taught by teachers who have 
a practical trade experience of the craft. Students may be apprenticed to an 
outside firm and attend half days during the week, or may learn the whole of 
the craft in this School, working half day at drawing and design and the other 
half at practical work. The classes are free, but students must give evidence 
of ability before being admitted. At first only students employed in the trade 
were admitted to these trade classes, but sometimes the attendance would fall 
as low as 5 pupils, hence the door was thrown open; but if craftsmen fill the capa
city of the class they always have first chance. 

Evening Class students engaged in an art trade take courses intended 
only to extend the knowledge gained in office and shop work, this course being 
necessarily more restricted than the day course. 

All students in Textile work at the Technical College come here for instruc
tion in design. Students from Secondary Schools attend for instruction in Art. 

The Principal of the School is Charles Stephenson, A.R.C.A. (London), 
Gold Medallist and Travelling Scholar of Royal College of Art; Royal Academy, 
Antwerp; joint author of Text Books for "Geometric Construction" and the 
Principles of Artistic Design, viz. "Ornamental Design for 'Voven Fabrics." 
The Staff has teacher specialists and lecturers on Figure Drawing and Composi
tion, Architecture, History and Design, Decorative Art, Textile Design, Embroi
dery, Wood and Stone Carving, Lithography (theory, artist and machine 
courses), Photo-lithography, Chromo-lithography, Typography, theory and 
practice; Cabinet work (lecture and practical.) 

There are practical workshops in Cabinet-making, Painting and Decoration, 
Typography and Lithography. 

COURSES IN LITHOGRAPHY. 

In the course .;xtcnds over:) years. The first year is 
spent entirely at tbe School of Art; thell t.he student should become apprenticed 
to the trade, and may continue to attend the School of Art one half of each day 
for 1:\'10 years. For the period, 01' last 3 years of his apprenticeship, 
he should attend the School of Art at least three evenings per week. Ali necessary 
material, including a large selection of lithographic stones, is provided for use 
of students in the practical ela:-'s. 

The Evening Course is so planned that it will serve both for apprentices 
and those who have through their apprenticeship. An additional 
feature is introduced into this class by making use of the new Photo-Litho
graphic section. The artists' ton(' and colour work is reproduce~l photo
graphic processes and made ready for the lithographic printer. In this way 
the artist is able to see the result of his work done by this method. All necessary 
m<1tl'rial, including a large selection of stones, is provided for the use (if students. 
'file work done will be proved in the machine dass, thus enabling the studCll(~" 
at any time to see the result of their work. 
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These classes in practical lithography, machine printing and photo-litho
graphy being entirely technical ones, only such students are admitted as are 
engaged during the day time as apprentices or journeymen. 

A number of boys in the lithographing department are sent by their employ
ers, who pay them for the time spent in school. 

Students must take a full course and pass an examination in each subject 
before being permitted to enter the following year's course, exceptions being 
allowed only in case of advanced students, who may take special subjects 
only, 

To meet the requirements demanded by changes and advancements taking 
place in the lithographic trade, both as regards the artist and the plfinting 
departments, the class in photo-lithography gives students in these two depart
ments the advantage of studying the combination of both processes, A photo
graphic studio has been arranged alongside of the lithographic rooms, contain
ing exposing room and dark room, the former fitted with a large half-tone 
camera and screens, two special arc lamps for exposing and pr:nting, and appar
atus for wet and dry negative making. The developing room is fitted with 
three tanks and other necessary apparatus. Only the older students and 
journeymen lithographic printers with practical trade experience are allowed 
to do practical photographic work. 

The lithographic workshop is provided with a power press, several hand 
litho-presses, a copper-plate press, and all other necessary appliances required 
for the practical working of a lithographic workshop. The class is taught 
hy demonstrations on the power press, and by individual students making 
practical experiments on the hand presses, also by occasional lectures on methods 
or procedure, the nature and quality of materials used, and various uses to 
which they can be put. 

COURSES II" TYPOGRAPHY. 

In Typography the course is divided into 3 years, Only compositors' 
apprentices and past-apprentices are admitted. The class room is furnished 
as a workshop, and contains type of all varieties for high-class printing and 
display work, also press and all necessary material. Theory and practical 
work are combined into one course, and students taking the practical work 
are also required to attend the theory lectures. The courses cover (I) composing 
for book and job work; press and machine work (single cylinder), manu
facture and care of inks; imposing stereotype plates; treatment of paper before 
and after printing; keeping stock; folding, stitching, stabbing and sewing, etc.; 
(3) machines-two-revolution, perfecting and rotary; typesetting machines; 
book-keeping for printers; general management, estimating, etc. 

Students are urged to take it course of freehand with the design 
class, to enable them to sketch out their O1"iIl designs for display work; also 
to attend an evening class for grammar and composil these being most 
essential subjects for a compositor to understand. 
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PAINTERS AND DECORATORS. 

In Painters' and Decorators' work, the Apprentice Class, only for day 
students over I4, is for the purpose of training, in the technique and art of the 
trade, youths intending to become apprentices to the trade. The class is free 
to such a student, who enters directly from a day school and is taught both the art 
and craft of the trade by attending the special Painter-Decorators' Class during 
the whole of the day for one year. 

Students passing the course satisfactorily easily obtain places in the best 
shops in the city, as applications are constantly made for apprentices. After 
obtaining a place as apprentice a boy may, if his master consents, continue 
at school one-half of each day and three evenings per week, working the other 
half of each day in his master's workshop. 

All students must attend the Evening Classes three evenings per week 
throughout their apprenticeship, and are permitted to continue as Free 
Students. 

The course consists of instruction in painting, graining, marbling, letter
ing, gilding, designing for decoration, stencil cutting, drawing. The class 
work is carried on in a large and well equipped workshop, the wall space of 
which is used by the students for practical work. 

The Evening Class is open only to those working in the day time as appren
tices or past-apprentices. Students must take the full course, which comprises 
lectures on tools and brushes; pigments, oils and varnishes; painting, dis
temper, paperhanging, gilding, bronzing, graining, marbling, staining, decor
ation, sign-writing, etc. The course covers three years. 

One feature observed by the Commission was the painting and decorating 
and applied design instruction, the work being very remarkable. 

CABIKET MAKERS' COURSE. _ 

The Cabinet Makers' Course is conducted in a room fitted up as a work
shop, having bcnchcs, cabinet makers' tools, and all accessories. The class 
practises cabinet making in all its l!ranches, and is given opportunity of seeing 
practical illustratiol1:'1 of wPlI-made and artistic furniture. Each indi
vidual has the advantage of carrying out all operations under the supervision 
and guidance of a thoroughly CUlll.petent cabinet maker. Studenl$ who purchase 
their own wood are allowed to retain the examples made hy themselves. 

The course covers,-·lectun:s and practical work in the u;(' of tools, forming 
various joints and processes, veneering, marquetry work, of >\roods 
and best method of handling, storing and treat'ng them; methods of making 
out "cutting orders" or writing off lists of wood quantities from 
making "laths" or boards, with details for use in " out ; 
purpose and relative standard sizes and proportion of each artiCle ami 
of furniture, with description of technical terms as applied to dilTerent pari s; 
l1aJ!l,'S and meaning of historical styles or periods of furniture, and ~e! hod 
of date of any given example; cabinet metal work of various kind 
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different uses and methods of fixing; the suitable introduction of glass into 
furniture, and correct methods of fixing plate, mirrors, lead-lights, etc., tiles, 
marble, etc.; full course in drawing and designing. 

NOTES OF INTEREST. 

In the Life Model room there is an inverted arc system of lighting com
bined with an adjustable light operated on a circular hanging rail and directed 
to the model. This system is used only in two other places in England. 

It was found that the Secondary Schools supplied pupils directly to the 
crafts through the School of Art. The Principal assists students to obtain 
employment. 

It is clearly stated that this is an Applied Art School, applied to modelling, 
typography, painting and decorating, wallpaper, metal work, woodcarving, 
life modelling, lithography and textile work. The work of the students on designs 
for textiles was particularly good. 

The students in the Evening Class of Textile attend one '-'V'''lLl''l' 

per week, the fee being included in that of the Department of Textile Industries. 
The subject taken is Artistic Design for Textile Fabrics. The students in all 
departments appeared attentive and interested. 

The Principal said he believed not in teaching geometTY as such, but in 
"doling it out" to the various groups as they were at their own work. 

In regard to \Vood Carving, it was mentioned that the demand for wood 
carvers dropped when mission furniture came in, but the Atlantic liners had saved 
the situation, as they require so much carving. 
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SCOTLAND. 

CHAPTER XII: OUTLINE 0 TH 
TIONAL SYSTEM. 

SECTION 1: INTRODUCTORY. 

EDUCA-

611 

In educational matters every country has a tradition as well as a history 
and a reputation. In Scotland the educational tradition is admirable, although 
Scottish leaders themselves are not slow to state that its excellencies have been 
exaggerated. 

As early as the 16th century there was a marked example of class legislation 
in connection with Scottish education. It provided that the eldest sons of 
well to-do freeholders should attend school until thejr knowledge of Latin was 
reasonably perfect. Younger sons, the daughters of the well-to-do, and all 
children of the poor were left out of consideration. 

The tradition that every locality in Scotland has had a good parish school 
for centuries does not tally with the facts. Even one hundred years ago only 
about one-fIfth of the children in Scotlarld attended schools. 

Since that time education has always been comparatively easy of attainment. 
A convenient school for all was at least the ideal, and there have been plenty of 
educational endowments to meet the case of the capable but poor scholar. 
These features have been preserved and made more effective, and now there is 
ample provision of Elementary Schools where education is free, and bursaries 
or schola,rships to assist any 'youth of parts' to go through the Secondary 
and even the University courses. Taking in Government grants and private 
endowments, the sum of about 50,000 is paid out annually for scholarships 

EDUCATION PRACTICAL AND GRADED. 

Education in Scotland from the Parish Schools to the Universities h<[s always 
been democratic in its administration. The people control educational matters 
locally by the exercise of the franchise and nationally by means of their Parlia
men tary represen ta tives. 

The tradition agrees with the facts in that education in Scotland has always 
been practical. Importance has been attached to vocational education. As an 
example, navigation was taught in the schools of the chief seaport towns for 
more than a hundred years. The existing system has and enlarged 
this feature. Instruction preparing for crafts and trades may now be obtained 
in Supplementary Courses and Continuation Classes, and afterwards at Cernr:.1 
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Institutions which include Technical Colleges, Agricultural Colleges, Colleges of 
Domestic Science, Art Colleges and the Universities. 

Education in Scotland has always been graded. From very early times 
there have existed the Elementary School, the Grammar or Secondary School 
for higher education, and the University. The so-called educational ladder 
has been preserved, but its top is no longer in the classical University for the 
learned professions only; it now reaches from the Primary School to industrial, 
technical and professional training for nearly all occupations. 

At the present day the Scottish system aims at preparing the child both for 
individual effort and social duties. Its exponents claim that it provides for 
both of these and does not admit predominance or exclusive right to either. 
I t regards them as complementary in a life that is neither egoism extended nor 
pure altruism. 

ENLARGEMENT OF AREAS. 

There is some agitation at present in the direction of extending the area 
of each School Board. Those who favor this claim that the nation should aim 
at being educated as a whole, and not at being an aggregation of more or less 
educated parishes. Poor parishes have difficulty in meeting the cost of element
ary education, to say nothing of being able to provide education of a secondary 
character. On this ground there is urged a strong claim for the relief of the 
ratepayer from the school rate. Another argument, in favor of this enlargement 
of the administrative areas, is that thereby it is probable that the best men would 
be more snrely induced tu corne forward and act on the School Boards. There 
is the usual reluctance of thc more capable mCI1 to come into official life unless 
tIl(; part called upon and have opportunity to play is itself important 
and rdatl\ely large; 

THE ROUTE OF EVOLUTION. 

Prior to the Reformation the large number of schools attached to the 
Monasteries and Houses of the various Religious Orders was supplemented 
by a general system of parochial schools. \Vith the Reformation a renewed 
impetus was given. John Knox in his i First Book of Discipline' formulated 
a system of education by which a liberal scheme of instruction was to be provided 
in every parish at public expense. This scheme formed the basis of various 
Acts, the most notable of which was the i Act for Settling of Schools,' passed 
by the Scots Parliament in 1696. This Act made general the escablishment 
of a school and the appointment of a schoolmaster in every parish. The 
landowners of the parish were required to provide the school and to contribute 
to the salary of the teacher, and in the towns and cities the magistrates had the 
management and patronage or tite schools. Side by side with the accommodation 
chus there continued the schools of the churches and other voluntary 
agencies. This composite persisted till 1833. in 'which year education 
grants voted by Parliament firs! !Jecame available for public education. It 
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may therefore be said that the system originated as a local organization, and 
that not till a comparatively recent date did it receive the central support and 
control, which in new countries mark the beginning of an educational system. 

CREATION OF SCHOOL BOARDS. 

In 1872 the importance of local activity and local support was again formally 
recognized. In that year the great Education Act for Scotland was passed, 
by which local education authorities were created and power to levy a rate for 
the :3upport of the schools was given. In every parish and burgh a School Board 
was formed, and to these Boards were transferred most of the existing schools. 
The revenue out of which the schools were supported came from (1) grants from 
Parliament, (2) fees and endowments, (3) local rates. Complete management 
was vested in the School Boards subject to the control of the central Education 
Department. A certain number of Church Schools, mainly those of the"Roman 
Catholic and Episcopal Churches, remained outside this public system, bu.:: 
continued to receive grants from the Central Authority (now the Scotch Educa
tion Department). 

Since 1872 various Acts of Parliament have extended the scope of the 
Education Authority, and enlaged the conception of general education. The 
most important is the Act of I908, under ,,,hich provision is made for medical 
inspection, feeding and clothing of necessitous children, establishment of em
ployment bureaux, and expansion of the system of Secondary and Continuation 
Class education. 

SECTION 2: SCOPE OF SYSTEM. 

The system here outlined is in essence that which exists today. There 
are 970 School Boards which manage 2979 public schools and employ 16,678 
teachers of various ; also 352 so-called 'Voluntary' Schools (9 Church 
of Scotland, I United Free Church, 57 Episcopal Church, 220 Roman Catholic 
Church, 65 Undenominational), with 2,383 teachers. In all about 825,000 
children are dealt with. 'rhe teachers in the public schools are appointed on 
professional qualifications only, and without any denominational test; in the 
voluntary schools they generally conform to the denomination concerned. 

There is annually expended on this composite system about £2,560,000; 
of this, £17,000 is derived 1'[(lrn cndmvmcnts, £836,000 from rates, £49,000 
from voluntary contributions, £44,000 from fees and books :sold to children, 
£1,594,000 from Treasury grant", and £20,000 from other "ources. Up to the 
age of I4, at which compulsory attendance ceases, education in thv Board School 
is free. 

Along with this must be taken into aceount the work (If the Universil 
dating from 141 I. 
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OBLIGATIONS AND POWERS L"NDER ACT OF 1908. 

The most recent legislation-Education (Scotland) Act, 1908-conserves 
the main functions of the fundamental authorities for education in Scotland 
viz., the system of 'Parish Schools' and School Boalds, so dear to the heart 
of Scottish parents, who have long been conspicuous for their jealous care of the 
educational interests of their children; consolidates the important developments 
of recent years; and provides a basis for further progress in response to new 
or newly-appreciated needs of the times. The Act assimilates the School 
Board franchise to that of the Parish Council and gives additional facilities 
for the combination of existing School Board districts into larger areas. Boards 
are now enabled to unite the whole or a portion of their territory with adjacent 
rustricts of another Board. 

The Boards are empowered (I) to deal directly, instead of through Courts as 
formerly, with parents who prove neglectful in the matter of school attendance 
of their children, it being the duty of every parent to provide efficient education 
for his children who are between 5 and 14 years of age; (2) to institute pro
secution of parents for lack of cleanliness, food or clothing of children, and 
where necessary to supply such lack out of school funds; (3) to ensure sufficient 
care of destitute and neglected or defective children by provision of food, clothing 
and lodging; (4) to regularize times of entering and leaving school by adopting 
'fLxed dates;' (5) to guide and advise young people as to their future careers in 
life, thus avoiding the easy temptation to casual labor; (6) to co-operate 
with employers in securing for future workers the best possible industrial training; 
(7) to require attendance up to 16 years of age at day school or continuation 
class, or partly at each, as a condition of granting school exemption certificates 
at the age of 12; (8) to prosecute parents and those who employ such young 
persons during hours required for such continued education under orders or 
by-laws of School Boards re continuation schools, the penalty on such employers, 
and on parents who conduce to such offences, being up to $5 for the first and 
:;'25 for subsequent offence; (9) to provide out of school funds for meals at 
cost, lodging of pupils near school, conveying them to school, or paying the 
travelling expenses of teachers or pupils to or from their homes in out-lying 
parts. The School Boards deal also 'with the following matters: 
care of defectives in special schools; compulsory attendance extending 
to 16; supplying school books and stationery to pupils; employing medical 
officers and nurses and providing appliances for medical examination and super
vision of pupils; maintaining or combining with other bodies to maintain any 
agency for collecting and distributing information as to employments open to 
children on leaving school. 

EFFECT OF ACT OF I908. 

The scope of the new Act is well summarized in a circular from the 
Department showing its general effect in extending the influences and enhancing 
the interest attaching to the work of School Boards: 

Heretofore that influence and interest have heen largely to de:ding with children 
under They will be so no longer. III many respects the three or that immediately 
follow period of compulsory attendance are the most critical in a pupil's life. and for the 
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proper use of these a more clearly defined responsibility will henceforth rest upon School Boards. 
In future the individual citizens who undertake this responsibility will find ampler scope for the 
exercise of their administrative talents. The development of secondary and technical education 
under a more elastic system than has up till now been possible, the more perfect org:wizatioD 
of continuation classes, the selection of young people who deserve to be gllided and, when;, 
necessary, assisted by bursaries in their progress towards the universities or the central institu
tions for the teaching of science, of art, and of agriculture,-these are some of the duties that will 
lie to the hands of School Board members. Their successfnl discharge will call into play the 
highest qualities of skill and discretion. 

BURGH AND COUNTY COMMITTEES. 

These Committees on Secondary Education, established for certain areas 
under this Act, are composite bodies, consisting in the main of representatives 
of the various School Boards of the area, with additional members representative 
of the managers of the Intermediate and Secondary Schools of the district 
(whether School Board or voluntary schools) and of County and Burgh Councils. 
Even in the sphere of Primary Education these Committees are capable of dis
charging highly useful duties, for it is evident that certain educational services 
cannot always be properly or economically organized on the basis of iGdividual 
School Board areas, such as provision for medical inspection of school children, 
supply of expert teachers of special subjects that lie ou tside the competence of the 
ordinary staff of a small school, etc. These Committees do not for the most part 
exercise any functions of direct management, and may best be regarded as organs 
of co-operative action on the part of School Boards. 

PROVINCIAL COMMITTEES. 

Still other educational services transcend the province even of Burgh or 
County Committees, such as the training of teachers for the service of the 
schools, not of any particular district, but of Scotland as a whole. This service 
till recent times was discharged almost exclusively by Church organizations. 
But in 1905 the Presbyterian Churches consented to transfer their functions and 
interests in the matter to Provincial Committees instituted in connection with 
each of the four Scottish Universities, and containing representatives of School 
Boards within a given "Province," as well as of the University of the' 
and of other bodies interested in the training of teachers. After the constitu
tion of the Burgh and County Committees, already referred to, the .Provincial 
Committees were reconstituted on the basis of these Committee;;, 

The Governors of the "Central Institutions" exercise func11ow; analcgous 
to those of the Provincial Committees, and like them contain for the most part 
represen tatives of the various Burgh and County Committees of their' 'Province." 

NOMENCLATURE. 

The educational system administered by these vario1ls llodi,';;, so far ;,,; 
general education is concerned, uses a classification of schools based. 
distinction of curriculum. The term 'Elementary,' as (itl!llc,i in the 
Education Act of I870, is not strictly applicable to any class uf school in ~;ur! bwL 
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The term 'Higher Grade' connotes a school receiving grants under the Code, 
and is therefore restricted in application. The term 'Higher Class' comes 
originally from the Education Act of 1872, and is mainly of historical interest, 
having no necessary relation to the character of the work done in the schools so 
designated. 

The nomenclature used is the following:-
Primary School.-A school, or a department of a school, glvlllg an education based 

upon English to pupils who are, as a rule, below the age of 14. A Primary School may contain 
individual pupils, or small sections of scholars, who are being instructed on the lines of an Inter
mediate School. 

Intprmediate School.-A school providing at least a three years' course of instruction in 
Languages, Mathematics. Science, and such other subjects as may from time to time be deemed 
suitable for pupils who, on entering, have reached the stage of attainment in elementary subjects 
indicated in Article 29 I. of the Code. 

Secondary Sc!wol.-A school providing at least a five years' course of instruction beyond the 
Qualifying stage (Article 29 1. of the Code). 

FUNCTIO~S OF VARIOUS SCHOOLS. 

An Intermediate School corresponds generally to a Higher Grade School, 
but there are some Higher Class Schools which may faU into this category. 

A Secondary School corresponds generally to a Higher Class School, but 
there are some Higher Grade schools which have developed, or in suitable circum
stances may be expected to develop, a complete Secondary School course. 

An Intermediate School should retain its pupils until at least the age of 
15-I6, and the normal attainments of the pupils at that age should be those 
indicated by the Intermediate Certificate. 

A Secondary School should retain its pupils till at least the age of I7-18, 
and no pupil who has not qualified for the award DE some form of Leaving 
Certificate, 01" for one of the alternative technical or commercial certificates, can 
be held to have completed the course satisfactorily, 

Though the education of the Intermediate School is of the nature of Second
ary (as distinguished from Primary) Education, the choice of subjects and the 
relative importance to be given to them at various stages of the curriculum 
may properly vary within certain limits, according as the school is one providing 
a three years' or five years' course. The curriculum of each type of school shOUld 
be so arranged as to present, at the age at which pupils normally leave, a certain 
unity and completeness-. 

On the other hand, it is important that as between the S:~condary School 
and the various Intermediate Schools of the same district there should be no 
unnecessary divergence of curriculum in the earlier stages, so that transference 
from the one to th2 other may 110t be impeded. 

SPECIALIZED EDUCATIO~ OF ADOLESCENTS. 

This system of general education is supplemented by provision for the 
specialized education of adolescents and adults under the rq.;ulations of the 
Continuation Class Code, culminating in the work of the specially selected 
Central Institutions (Technical Colleges, Agricultural Colleges, Schools of Art, 
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etc.) whose function is to focus the work of the Continuation Classes and to 
provide the highest possible instruction in the arts and sciences underlying the 
practice of skilled occupations. 

The successful working of this system postulates arrangements for securing 
a supply of well-educated and thoroughly trained teachers, adequate to the needs 
of the schools-in itself a task of no inconsiderable magnitude. 

SECTION 3: PRIMARY EDUCATION. 

The most important function of School Boards is still that of providing 
(along with the managers of voluntary schools) for the primary education of 
children between 5 and I4 years of age. To this end the labours of hosts of teach
ers are directed, and for this purpose by far the larger portion of the growing ex
penditure upon education is incurred. The prevailing conceptions as to the scope 
and purpose of Primary Education have undergone considerable modifications 
in recent years, very largely as a result of the gradual raising of the school age. 
At no time has Primary Education been regarded in Scotland as simply a matter 
of instruction in Reading, Writing, and Arithmetic, and at the present time less 
than ever is it so regarded. The problem is how to use the various subjects of 
instruction so as to develop all the faculties of the child, to elicit his sympathies, 
regenerate his impulses, cultivate his faculty of observation, exercise his intelli
gence, and improve his powers of expression. This is a high and difficult art, 
demanding for its exercise thoughtful, de"voted and well-trained teachers. Pro
vided the art be skilfully exercised, proficiency in Reading, "Writing, and Arith
metic will be secured as a matter of course, as an incidental result, within the 
usual limits of school life in the case of normal children. But to aim at this 
incidental result principally or directly may well be to stultify the whole educa
tional process without securing more than an evanescent, because mechanical, 
proficiency in the subjects on which instruction has been concentrated. 

Still, for practical purposes, Reading, Writing, and Arithmetic may be taken 
to be the main subjects of instruction in the Primary School curriculum. All the 
others are to be regarded as auxiliary--valuable for the discipline they afford 
and the variety of means they offer for exercising the intelligence of the children, 
rather than for the amou.nt of positive knowledge or of proficiency acquired, 
even though that may be considerable. 

The auxiliary subjects are :--Nature Knowledge, Geography, History, Phys
ical Exercises, Singing, Drawing, and (for girls) Sewing. The three first-named 
may' and ought to be made to subserve in large degree the purposes of the main 
instruction in English and Arithmetic, and instruction in the former class of 
subjects need in no way interfere with the attainment of due profu:iency in the 
latter. Drawing, if properly taught, is a valuable instrument for Nature Study, 
and may indeed be reckoned as part of the same subject. Other ('./;" 
Physical Exercises and Singing, while less intimately allied with the main ins1 f1l(> 

tiol1, are essential concomitants of it, while Sewing is an art iTI which some 
of expertness must be acquired during school life if it is to be acquired at alL 
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SUPPLEMENTARY COURSES. 

A notable educational development of recent years has been the attempt to 
add reality to the work of the Primary School in its later stages by setting aside 
some time for the consideration of what has been already learned in its practical 
bearing on the probable future occupation of the pupil and the employment of 
his leisure time. That is the special function of the' Supplementary Courses' 
to which it is desirable that one or, if possible, two years should be given before 
the dose of the period of general education. 

The Supplementary Course is a Scotch institution with a dose resemblance 
to the cours complementaires in France. It prepares directly for industral train
ing. It is the most advanced work of the Primary School, and is designed for 
pupils who leave school at I4. Under the Act of 1908 the School Board may fix 
dates for children entering and leaving school, these being chosen with the 
approval of the Central Authority, viz., the 1st of August, February or April 
next after the child's 5th birthday for entering; and corresponding ones at the 
age of 14 for leaving. 

From the time of entering to about 7 years of age, the child remains in the 
Infant Department; then from 7 to 12 there are five main stages. At 12 he 
passes the qualifying examination and goes to either Supplementary Course or 
Secondary work. 

There is no distinction between Elementary and Secondary work before 12 

years of age. The 6th and 7th year course is the same in all types of school, the 
idea being tha.t if you are going to build higher, you will have a better foundation 
all along. The bulk of opinion is in favor of deferring specialized instruction till 
after 12. 

SELECTION OF COURSE. 

At the age of 12 a notice is sent to parents asking them what course they desire 
the child to follow. If a child is to leave at 14 it is better for him to take the 
plcrnentary Course, then his artisan or commercial training in the evening schools, 
at which the Board has power to keep him till 17. The integral difference 
between these two plans is that in the Supplementary Courses no new ground is 
~roken; what training is given is through literature, and the pupils' 
yvork is consolidated; e.g., arithmetic is technical-~' graphs' and the like. 
Generally speaking half the time is given to manual work; the boys have 5 
honrs and manual instruction and the girls have full housekeeping, 

household arithmetic and account-keeping. They go out in turn to 
to be cooked as the day's work, and they also have dressmaking 

and other things. 
If a boy had taken the Supplementary Course and then changed his mind, 

he \1'ould really require to go back to the beginning of the Higher Grade course, 
al'.d though he might then go a little faster he would be handicapped almost to the 
extent the time he had spent. He would not lose much, however, in his powers 
of oosc.~vi.1tion and reasoning. On the science side the work in the Continuation 
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Classes follows that of the Supplementary Course. After two years of the latter 
and two years of evening technical work a lad would be as ,veIl equipped for the 
particular kind of artisan work to \vhich he was going as if he had had the three 
years' science course of the Intermediate School. 

To SERVE THE LARGEST NUMBER. 

The Supplementary Course meets the needs of the many. As a matter of fact 
there are only very few cases of boys changing from one course to the other, chiefly 
because the schools are very fortunate in having the right men to advise the 
parents, so that only those who are quite sure of not being able to keep the boy 
at school after 14 send them into the Supplementary Classes. Out of about 7,000 

going out yearly in Glasgow probably 2,000 have not reached the Supplementary' 
stage, but the by-law passed under the Education Act requires that they shall 
make it up before 16. The difficulty is that where boys are working in factories 
and shops, the number of hours, including education, must not exceed the limit 
stated in the Factory Act. Hence some employers are rather inclined to say 
that if there is any restriction as to hours of labour they wiII take nobody before 
17. Others pay their apprentices sixpence a week additional for each certificate 
they get, so that some of these boys earn fourteen shillings who would ordinarily 
be getting only ten. One of the main objects of the by-law is to improve the 
attendance at day school, and in time it is expected that those who do not 
attend will be so much handicapped in employment that the effort will be 
made to keep them at school till 14. Only those \vho do not attain a certain 
standard come under the by-law, and the parents begin to appreciate it already. 

Pupils who hav"e satisfactorily c )mpleted the course of the Primary School" 
including attendance for at least one year at an approved Supplementary Course, 
are granted the 'Certificate of Merit'. 

'VIlhile there is no doubt that in many of the Supplementary Courses good 
work is being done, there is still need of improvement, specially in the direction 
of the future work of the pupil in Continuation Classes. At present too many 
come forward to Cia::;scs with little of the special training that the 
Supplementary Courses are to secure. 

In the Su pplementary Classes pupils receive special instruction in that which 
prceedes the trade they have to learn. If the boy is to follow any given line 
of work he gets practical training in the use of good tools. If he is going into 
ironworking he does not learn in the Supplementary Classes to become a mechanic, 
but he gets training in the use of ironworking tools, and is given experience in 
order that he may know the meaning of materials, tools, plan::; and drawings. 

During the year 19IO, 60,683 candidates were approved by the 
for enrolment in Supplementary Conrses or Grade Departments. 

Some idea of the progress in advanced work in the Primary Sch.ools during 
recent years may be gathered from the fact that whereas in H)OO the numher 
of these schools was only 162, with an average attendance of 3,2R2, in the next 
len years the nnmber of schools increased to 1,945 with average attendance 

1!J1d---12 
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DEPARTMENT'S SUGGESTIONS FOR SUPPLEMENTARY 

COURSES. 

The supplementary instruction is to a certain extent specialized, and the 
Scotch Education Department indicates the nature of the specialization in some 
Specimen Supplementary Courses. It is expressely stated that these courses 
are mainly suggestive and cannot as a rule be satisfactorily overtaken in "their 
whole extent by pupils who leave at 14; it is expected, however, that they will 
be carried out in such a way that the pupil can continue them without any 
essential change of method in the more advanced Continuation Classes. 

The following are the differentiated lines of work suggested:
Preparation for commercial pursuits. (Commercial Course.) 
Preparation for manual occupations and trades. (Industrial Course.) 
Preparation for rural life. (Course for Rural Schools.) 
For girls-Preparation for domestic duties. (Household Management 

Course.) 
Navigation is also suggested for Seaboard Schools. 

THEIR MAIN OBJECTS. 

But school work, says the Department, has for its end and aim objects 
more important than preparation in the narrow sense for any particular occu
pation. It should aim at producing the useful citizen, imbued with a sense of 
responsibility and of obligati'on towards the society in which he lives. It should 
render him-::iO far as the school can do so--fit in body and alert in mind, and 
should prepare him for the rational enjoyment of his leisure time, as well as fit him 
for earning his living. These are ideals, no doubt; but they are ideals towards 
which the school should constantly strive. It follows that instruction in certain 
matters of general import should in all cases be combined with, and should even 
take precedence of, the instruction special to each of the courses of the preceding 
paragraph. 

\'lith regard to the special instruction to be given in the several Supple
mentary Courses, it is not i:1tended that such instruction should attempt to 
take the place of that kind of knowledge which can only come from the daily 
practice of some particular occupation. But this instruction, rightly given, 
should make that practice more intelligent, and should remove certain difficulties 
from the way of the learner. It should be sufficiently general in scope to make 
it profitable even for those who for one reason or another will not follow in after 
life the particular group of occupations which has been kept mainly in view. 

DEVELOPING SELF RELIANCE. 

The Department recognises that great differences will exist, particularly be
tween town and country schools, as regards facilities for the formation of such 
courses. In considering the problem, the position of the small rural school taught 
by one teacher has been kept in mind. In such circumsLances class teaching of 
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the small number of pupils who have reached the Merit Certificate stage is clear
ly out of the question. The Department does not regard this as being, in certain 
respects, any real disadvantage. It has been frequently noted as one of the 
defects of the large town school, with its minute sub-division of classes, that thc 
pupil is left little leisure to think for himself, and that the habit of depending 
upon the instructions and explanations of the ever-present tcacher is apt 1'0 

become ingrained. Whereas, in the opinion of not a few experienced observers, 
the country lad, as compared with his contemporary in a town school, shows to
wards the close of his school career greater intellectual resources. This is due 
not so much to inherent mental ability or to any superiority in the teaching, 
as to the fact that the aid of the teacher not being always available, he has been 
forced by circumstances to think for himself. It is clearly desirable, in the case 
of a pupil who is to be more or less his own master at 14, that there should be 
in school a period of preparation for this state of semi-independence, during 
which transition period he shall be regarded not as a pupil of a class, but as a 
student studying, under direction, certain subjects for ends which he himself in 
some degree realises and desires. 

Not merely should self-reliance in study be fostered, but a sense of respon
sibility should be inculcated, by giving the pupil at this stage some authority 
as regards conduct in the playground, and the minor matters of discipline, as 
well as a position of honor in exercises common to the school, such as drill. 
The boy at this stage tends to acquire a sort of authority among his school
mates, and it is most important that this natural influence should be enlisted 
on the side of law and order, rather than that it should be driven, as it easily 
may be, into opposition. There seems to be no reason why it should 110t be 
turned to account in Primary Schools, as it frequently is in Secondary Schools, 
as an instrument in the development of character, and in the fostering of a 
healthy school spirit. . 

INDIVIDUAL STUDY DIRECTED TO PRACTICAL ENDS. 

vVhether in town or ill w!l;lit:ver the opportunities for collective 
instruction may the desires that the distinguishing note of 
the work of the pupils in the Supplementary Courses should be individual study 
directed to practical ends. The oliject should be, not so much to impart in
formation to the pupil, as to exercise him in obtaining for himself from ,sources 
within his reach, and out, in an orderly manner, all necc~'isary facts 
relative to a given topic. 

Great use may be made of the daily newspaper as a starting-poillt of such 
investigations. For instance, having made an analysis of till" ,;II returns 
for a given pmt the pupil may ascertain the general character of its j rnde; look 
LIp in an atlas the various places mentioned in the shipping list; mil kc noh' tif 
their relative position and distance; gather from school leN. 

or encycl0pi:Edia certain information as to the more importall t or them; alld 
finally set forth in well digested and orderly form the infornntL l!l OIYiaincd. 
He may proceed to make a similar investigation for ancthc'r 1;0[·( aml institul 
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a comparison; or he may be referred to the sources of accurate information 
as to the total exports and imports of a place and be asked to make an analysis 
of these over a series of years. Similarly, historical allusions in the leading 
article or elsewhere in the newspaper may l:e made the occasion for reference 
to such sources of information as are to be found in the school library, and 
for a certain amount of collateral reading of authorities, the results of which 
should be embodied in preci.s form. All this is not matter for formal and re
gularly recurring lessons in geography or history, but for individual investi
gation extending over, it may be, several days. The newspaper will also be 
useful in other ways. Its various articles will afford material for exercise in 
precis writing; dif6.culties of vocabulary will give occasion for frequent and 
useful reference to the dictionary; above all, perhaps, the market reports will 
furnish a body of material for exercises in calculation much superior to the 
cut and dried examples designed to illustrate the rules of a text-book, while their 
perusal may be made the occasion of acquiring much incidental information of 
practical value. 

By means such as these a sense of actuality may be given to the work and a 
spirit of initiative cultivated in the pupils. The examples given are not intended 
as directions to be implicitly followed; it is much more important that individual 
teachers should exercise their ingenuity in devising for themselves the best means 
they can for achieving the essential objects aimed at. 

SECTION 4: INTERMEDIATE AND SECONDARY 
EDUCATION, 

The immcnRc impulse which the passing of the Act of 1872 gave to Primary 
Educ;LtioH made its effects fcit within a very few years upon Intermediate and 
Secondary Education also. In course of time the original provision for higher 
education was supplemented by the development in connection with favourably 
situated Primary Schools, of secondary departments which have become the 
Higher Grade Schools of to-day. vVhiJe a large proportion of these are satisfied 
with providing a broad basis of general education on Secondary School lines for 
pupils who are to leave school about the age of 16, a small number are staffed and 
equipped upon a scale which enables them to give a complete Secondary Educa
tion parallel to that offered by the older endowed schools and Higher Class Public 
Schools. As a consequence it is now possible to consider the supply of centres of 
higher education as reasonably complete. 

SECTION 5: CONTINUATION CLASSES. 

DUTIES AND POWERS OF SCHOOL BOARDS. 

Remarkable activity has been shown in the endeavor to discharge the new 
duties placed upon School Boards by section 10 (I) of the Act ,)f 1908 as regards 
the establishment of classes for further instruction of young persons who have left 
school, with a view to their future usefulness as workmen and citizens. The 
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number of centres for Continuation Class instruction is now over I IOO. Sec. 10 

is as follows;-
10.- (I) \Vithout prejudice to any other power of a school board to provide instruction in 

continuation classes, it shall be the duty of a school board to make suitable provision of contin ua
tion classes for the further instruction of young persons above the age of 14 years with reference 
to the crafts and industries practised in the district (including agriculture if so practised and the 
domestic arts), or to such other crafts and industries as the school board, with the consent of the 
Department, may select, and also for their instruction in the English language and literature 
and in Gaelic-speaking districts, if the school board so resolve, in the Gaelic language and literature. 
It shall also be their duty to make provision for their instruction in the laws of health and to 
afford opportunity for suitable physical training. 

(2) If it is represented to the Department on the petition of not less than ten ratepayers 
of the district that a school board are persistently failing in their duty under the foregoing 
subsection, the Department shall cause inquiry to be made and may call upon the board to
institute such continuation classes as appear to the Department to be expedient, and, failing 
compliance, may withhold or reduce any of the grants in use to be made to the board. 

(3) It shall be lawful for a school board from time to time to make, vary, and revoke by-laws 
for requiring the attendance at continuation classes, until such age not exceeding seventeen years 
as may be specified in the by-laws, of young persons above the age of 14 years within their district 
who are not otherwise receiving a suitable education, or are not specially exempted by the school 
board from the operation of the by-laws; and that at such times and for such periods as may 
in such by-laws be specified. Such by-laws may also require all persons within the district 
having in regular employment any young pcrson to whom sllch by-laws apply to notify the same to 
the board at times specified in the by-laws, with particulars as to the hours during which the young 
person is employed by them: 

Provided that no young person shall be required to attend a continuation class held beyord 
two miles measured along the nearest road from the residence of such young person. 

(4) Sections I8S, 186 and 187 of the Public Health (Scotland) Act, 1897, shall apply to 
by-laws made under this section as if they were herein re-enacted, with the substitution of the 
Department for the Board and of the school board for the local authority. 

(5) If any person fails to notify the school board in terms of any such by-law in regard to 
young persons employed by him, or knowingly employs a young person at any time when his 
attendance is by any such by-law required at a continuation class, or for a number of hours 
which, when added to the time required under any such by-law to be spent at a continuation 
class, causes the hours of employment and the time so spent, taken together, to exceed in any 
day or weck, as the case may be, the period of employment permitted for such young person by 
any Act of Parliament, he shall be liablc on summary conviction to a penalty not exceeding 20 
shillings, or in case of a second or subsequent offence, whether relating to the same or to an
other young person, not exceeding 5 pounds. 

(6) If any parcnt of a young person by wilful default, or by habitually neglecting to exercise 
due care, has conduced to the commission of an offence under the immediate I?receding subsection, 
01' otherwise to failure on the part of the young person to attend a continuation class as required 
in any such by-law, he shall be liable on summary conviction to the like penalties as aforesaid. 

ADVANCED WORK BY COUNTY COMMlTTEES. 

A small number of County Committees have taken active steps towards the 
organization of technical instruction within their area, including the preliminary 
step of appointing a special In this connection the systematic scheme 
of the Renfrew County Committee is cited as worthy of imitation. The scheme 
aims at a concentration of advanced work at certain central pointM, these centres 
being in turn affiliated with tilt; Central Institutions. It comprises one feature 
of unusual interest, the first of its kind, a graded Rural, Course extending over 
three years, and leading on to a study of Agriculture and Agricultural Science. 
All the way through the instruction is given a 'rural' bias, so that tlH' country 
student feels himself specially provided for as much as the town arti;:an 11-; ill 
an industrial course. 

For further particulars of the work of County Committees, including pbn 
of co-operation between the Fife Committee and the School Boards, see Chapl!'l 
XVI on organization in County of Fife. 
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PROGRESS IN CONTINUATION CLASS 'VORK. 

The stimulus given to the institution of Continuation Classes by the Act 
of 1908 was demonstrated during the year 1910. Probably the change of pro
cedure by which Continuation Class authorities were requested to submit to the 
Department a definite programme of work, some distance in advance of the 
opening of the session instead of after the session had started, had something 
to do with this. The change has been found profitable in several ways. (I) It 
helps to make the Continuation Class question a live one the whole year round, 
managers requiring early in the summer to prepare their plans for the autumn. 
(2) It calls upon managers themselves to determine their coming programme 
-after a careful survey of the needs of their area-rather than to leave the pro
gramme to be decided by the demands of intending pupils on enrolment night. 
(3) It gives time for the discussion of subjects of general application, e.g., organ
ization, affiliation, etc., before the detailed proposals come up for examination. 

The completed statistics for 1909-10 reveal the fact that 127,687 individual 
students were included for grant, as against 108,813 in the session 1908:"'9. 
Comparing these figures with 78,171 in 1901-2 (the first year of the operation 
of the Continuation Class Code) it is evident that a substantial increase in the 
provision for after-school instruction has been attained, and there is reason to 
hope that the steady progress shown will be well sustained. 

In 1910-11, 593 local authorities successfully conducted Continuation Classes, 
as compared with 550 in 1909-10. The premature closing and abandonment of 
some ISO centres (mostly in rural districts), conducted by 65 School Boards, 
resulted in only 1,121 centres coming to fruition, as compared with 1,055 in 
!1)09~IO. Continuation Classes all over the country are urgently in need of 
assi~;tance way of loan of specialist teachers. Often Boards are unable to 
include in the curriculum provided for young people the more attractive subjects 
of instruction, e.g., Cookery, \Voodwork, Physical Exercises, etc., because flO 

teacher is available. \Vhen a regular rota of such teachers is forthcoming, it 
may be possible to hold together more securely many rural classes which now 
lead a precarious existence. 

TEACHERS FOR CONTINUA nON CLASSES. 

In the exp2ctation of a much more widespread prov;slOn of Continuation 
Classes than exists at present, and in view of the prime importance of having 
these classes in all cases taught by fully qualified specialist teachers, rather than 
by members of the day school staff who may possess only a limited qualification 
in the subject, County cornmittees are urged to cake up on their own initiative 
the question of the appoin l I1Wllt of a staff of such specialist teachers for Con
tinuation Class work, particularly in agricultural districts, whose services ,vmIld 
1)e lent out to various Boan\;; on condition of a contribution proportionate to 
the service rendered in each casc. 
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CO:\1PULSORY ATTENDANCE AT CONTINUATION CLASSES. 

There is evidence that this subject is engaging the attention of a rapidly 
increasing number of School Boards throughout the country. It is very satis
factory to note that no objections were lodged with Department to compul
sory by-laws passed by Boards, and that they appear to have worked smoothly. 
In some ,cases the application of the is restricted to persons under r6 
who have failed to'pass the qualifying examination-a very modest requirement 
indeed but one which yet makes a useful beginning. In other cases ;t is found 
that the clause requiring attendance at Continuation Classes, up to the age of 
[7 years, extends to young persons who have failed to reach the standard of 
education implied by two years' attendance at a Supplementary or Intermediate 
Course. In all cases a clause is inserted to penrlit of the School Board granting 
exemption from the operations of the by-laws in any particular case-an in
dispensable condition and one which should prov.de sufficient security against 
any cases of individual hardship which may arise. 

SECTION 6: DEPARTMENTAL SUGGESTIONS TO 
SCHOOL BOARDS. 

The Scotch Education Department issued a circular (426) on 27th August, 
1909, in connection with the foregoing important matters, directing the special 
attention of all School Boards to the new and exceedingly important duties 
placed upon them by section IO of the Act of 1908, and requesting their careful 
consideration in connection with all proposals for the forthcoming session of 
Continuation Class work. 

The Department sets out by stating that a certain amount of moral training 
had been and a certain modicum of instruction in Reading, \Vriting and 
Arithmetic (and incideatally in other subjects) imparted in the hope, apparently', 
that the education so given would be of material assistance to the child in its 
future occupation, whatever that might be, and that he or his parents might be 
trusted to turn it to good account. {}p to the passage of the Act of 1908, how
ever, it had been no of the statutory duty of a School Board or other public 
body to take cognizance of the period of adolescence and re-enforce parental 
control when most needed, but actually weakened from natural causes; to guide, 
inform and advise young persons as to choice of occupation: to ascertain 
what further systematic instruction was needed to increase their efficiency in 
occupations and make them more useful citizens; or to see to the actual provision 
of suitable means of further education. Though sporadic, and in large measure 
unsystematic, efforts have been made by many School Boards to provide such 
instruction, generally speaking they had felt no responsibility for providing edu
cation for young persons over 14· 

EXTE:C\T OF CONTINUATIO:C\ CLASS \VOJUC 

Experience in other countries as well as Scotland shows that instruction 
and control and discipline of adolescents is a matter of State concern, and it 
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is a tribute to the soundness and efficiency of Scottish educational traditions 
that the momentous experiment in this direction is to be made first of all in 
Scotland. The legislation has indicated generally certain lines which this further 
education should follow The maintenance and improvement of the health 
and physique of young people; (2) the broadening and refining of their interests 
and sympathies by the influence of good literature; (3) equipping them with a 
competent knowledge of some craft, industry or occupation whicn offers a 
reasonablt chance of providing a means of livelihood in their adult years; (4) 
the inculcation of the responsibilities and duties, as well as rights and 
privileges, of communal life. 

IMPROVEMENT TO COME GRADUALLY. 

The task now imposed upon the educational authorities of the country will 
require the whole-hearted efforts of a generation not less active in educational 
endeavor than that which has brought the working of the present Education 
Acts to something like fruition. 

The first step is to ensure that all School Boards shall provide, in rudimen
tary form, at least, some part of that instruction called for by the Continuation 
Class Code. That part which bears upon industrial training will require the 
services of teachers specially qualified; but as a beginning, School Boards should 
provide for young persons who have left school the form of instruction prescribed 
for Supplementary Courses of the day schooL Such instruction must be re

and to some extent broken up to meet the conditions of Continuation 
Class work, but every School Board in the country may reasonably be expected 
10 provide this instruction with their existing staff, though many have hitherto 
1I0t to do so, although the Government under the Continuation 
Chws Code enables managers to recover three-fourths of their outlay upon 
maintenance. 

SUPPLE:MENTARY COURSES PREPARE FOR CONTINUATION CLASSES. 

The foundations of all Continuation Class instruction should be laid in 
the Supplementary Courses of the day school, and some course of the kind 
outlined in the Code should be placed within reach of every day school pupil 
between 12 and 14, either in his own or a neighbouring school. Much greater 
ati:ention than at present should be given to the development of the practical 
work prescribed, much pains taken to adapt the instruction to the 
probable future occupations of the pupils, and vigorous efforts made to ensure 
that a much smaller proportion of pupils leave the day school without some
thing approaching to two years' experience in Supplementary Course work. 
This of itself will probably imply in very many cases some overhauling of Ele
mentary Class curricula and systematic enforcement of regular school attendance 
at an earlier age than is at preHenl customary. 
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IMPORTANCE OF SUPPLEMENTARY COURSES. 

The Qualifying Examination is, of course, the passport, not merely to 
Intermediate and Secondary Schools, but also to Supplementary Caurses. 
The importance of the latter has not yet been fully realized by all managers, 
and still less by all parents. Consequently, of the 60,683 scholars who success
fully passed the Qualifying stage (together with 2,I41 ",-ho were accepted as 
showing equivalent attainments) during 1910, a considerable number drifted 
into the first year of the Intermediate Course without having any genuine 
intention of remaining to the end. Steps are being taken, both by local managers 
and by the Department, to try and cope with this undoubted waste by diverting 
the stream into its proper channel-an end which will never be satisfactorily 
attained until Supplementary Courses are placed in a position of equal dignity 
with the earlier years of the Intermediate Curriculum. In the circumstances, 
it would not be fair to draw any deductions from a comparison between the large 
number who enrol as Intermediate scholars and the comparatively small pro
portion who complete the course creditably. Looked at y itself, indeed, 
the number of those who gain the Intermediate Certificate is far from being 
unsatisfactory. Last year the total was 4,093. In 1910 as many as 1,088 
Leaving Certificates were gained-a figure considerably in advance of anything 
that had previously been reached. 

OBJECT OF SUPPLEMENTARY COURSES. 

The duty of a School Board under the Act of 1908 is not merely to provide 
necessary opportunities for making good the defects of previous education ,but 
to take steps to ensure that all young people of their district shall have received 
that general preparation for the duties of life which it is the object of the Supple
mentary Course to supply. This object will be attained most completely and 
economically, especially in the rural districts, by encouraging, if not requiring, 
a certain limited attendance during the winter months at ordinary Supplementary 
Classes of pupils over 14 who have not already completed 2 years' attendance 
at such courses. 

The essential idea of Supplementary Course work is that of individual 
study under direction rather than that of class instruction. These older pupils 
should have individual lines of study marked out for them, to be followed up 
very largely at home, the teacher being called on for explanation of difficulties 
and review of work done, as was the custom in olden days in the rural schools 
of Scotland. These centres of instruction will be visited at n'gular intervals 
by specialist teachers competent to advise and direct students in subjects 
requiring expert knowledge or skill beyond the resources of the ordinary school 
staff. 

DEVELOPING PUBLIC OPINION. 

In more populous districts, particularly in industrial centres, the equivalent 
of Supplementary Course instruction will probably be provided lnore conveniently 
in classes distinct from those of the day school. The disadvantages attachilr· 
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to Evening Class instruction are so grave in some cases as to make it doubtful 
whether they do not outweigh the advantages. It is hoped that School Boards 
in such districts will make a stmng effort, by conferences with employers and 
otherwise, to cause public opinion to regard attendance at suitable Continuation 
Classes as part of that instruction in trade or industry which an employer is 
supposed to provide for employees in trades where there is a regular system of 
apprenticeship, and therefore as nominally falling within the regular hours 
of employment. 

CO-OPERATION OF EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYED. 

It is even more important to create among employers in those industries in 
which there is no semblance of an apprenticeship, and in which the labor of 
adolescents is too often no preparation for independent livelihood in adult 
life, a sense of responsibility for the future of young persons in their employment. 

It is obvious that bylaws passed by School Boards under the Act of 1908 
requiring attendance of young persons under 17 at Continuation Classes, (the 
times of such attendance to be deducted from the maximum number of hours 
of daily or weekly employment, as prescribed for any industry by Act of Parlia
ment) must be largely inoperative unless supported by public opinion. School 
Boards in industrial districts have no more important or pressing task than the 
fostering of a movement for the better use of the years of adolescence as a prepara
tion for adult life. To accomplish this, School Boards must associate with them
selves representatives of employers and employed, and must join hands with 
every agency for industrial efficiency and social welfare. They must also adapt 
their classes to the exigencies of particular employments, both as to periods 
and nature of instruction. 

VOLUNTARY OR COMPULSORY ATTENDANCE. 

The Department proceeds to ask whether it is possible on a basis of voluntary 
attendance to reach the class of young persons who have little instinct for self
improvement and are least willing to exchange the freedom of the streets for the 
discipline and comparative restraint of even the most attractive Continuation 
Classes. They also question whether there may not be an even larger class 
who will accept a certain measure of compulsion without demur and profit by 
or even enjoy attendance at Continuation Classes when attendance is required 
of them, who, if left to themselves, lack sufficient energy or resolution to resist 
other attractions. Lastly they ask whether it is possible on any system, whether 
voluntary or compulsory, to rCSCLlC youths from "blind-alley" occupations and 
give them a training which will arford better chance of regular employment in 
adult life, unless the hours of casual labour are restricted and regulated so as 
to admit of the necessary teaching being given. 
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ANALYSIS OF OCCUPATIONS. 

For the proper consideration of these questions, the first would 
seem to be the annual compilation of a register of young persons between 14 
and 18 not attending schools, with an analysis of occupations followed 
by them. Each group of occupations followed must be closely studied to discover 
the sort of instruction most suitable to those engaged in it, not merely for present 
efficiency, but for future power. It is important also to consider the times at 
which and the manner in which instruction may best be given, having regard 
to the exigencies of the particular employment. 

By such a system of Continuation Class instruction, resort to compulsion 
may be rendered unnecessary, and if not, a Schoo! Board which has exhausted 
all efforts at organization on a voluntary basis will be able to appeal with greater 
confidence for the power of compulsion which the law now allows. \Vhen compul
sion is resorted to, it should be limited in the first instance to those who have 
not received the minimum of supplementary instruction before leaving the 

school. 
The register referred to would be valuable in ascertaining the extent 

to which young persons are profiting by present educational opportunities, 
and also in making out another section~that relating to the maintenance of 
Employment Bureaux. 

It is urged that all Cont;nuation Class instruction should be intensely 
practical, in the sense that it must be regulated by the purposed future of the 
pupil, as it is obvious that a wise choice of that future by individuals is of vital 
interest to the whole community. Further that arrangements should always 
be made for the instruction of students in English, in the laws of health and 
duties of citizenship, and opportunity should also be offered for suitable physical 
exercises. 

TEACHERS SHOULD KNOW OCCUPATIONS OF PUPILS. 

Thorough knowledge on the part of School Boards of the occupations 
actually entered upon by young people when they pass from the School 
is not only an essential of any sound system of Continuation 
Class organization, but is needed by teachers as a directing il1t1uence in ordering 
the work of Supplementary Courses for children who have not yet left school. 
Teachers in charge of these courses exercise an important if not determining 
influence upon the choice of occupations by their pupils, alld it i.s essential that 
in this work they should have the assistance and support of a properly constituted 
agency established for the purpose of aiding children scbool in their 
choice of future employment, such as the Act of 1908 every Board to 
establish. 

RUlL'lL EDUCATION. 

Schemes for development of work of the Agricultural i II rural dist ricts 
are progressing satisfactorily, their main objects being to at the disposal 
of the farming community the benefits of experience and re:-;earch of College Staffs, 
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and to link up with the College organization the agricultural and horticultural 
work done in various schools and classes in the College districts. These ends are 
being attained chiefly by the appointment of (a) a College organizer for each 
county or group of counties comprised in the College area; (b) additional 
dairy and poultry instructresses; and (c) in the case of the crofting districts 
comprised in the area of .the Aberdeen College, special crofter instructors. 
These extension schemes have developed in considerable measure up to the date 
of this Report. The formation of local advisory committees to assist staffs 
of Colleges in organization of extension work has the hearty approbation of the 
Department. 

SECTION 7: CENTRAL INSTITUTIONS. 

The Central Institutions may be said to form the crown of the Continuation 
Class system. The following is a list of such Institutions at work in 1909-10:

Aberdeen and North of Scotland College of Agriculture. 
Aberdeen, Robert Gordon's Technical College. 
Dundee Technical College and School of Art. 
Dunfermline College of Hygiene and Physical Training. 
Edinburgh and East of Scotland College of Agriculture. 
Edinburgh College of Art. 
Edinburgh, Heriot-Watt College. 
Edinburgh, Royal (Dick) Veterinary College. 
Edinburgh School of Cookery and Domestic Economy. 
Glasgow and West of Scotland College of Domestic Science. 
Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical College. 
Glasgow Athenceum Commercial College. 
Glasgow School of Art. 
Glasgow Veterinary College. 
The West of Scotland Agricultural College. 
Leith Nautical College. 

These Institutions continue to grow steadily in importance and usefulness. 
The normal goal of students entering the Institutions is the diploma awarded 
on the completion of a four years' course by a committee of assessors, including a 
person of eminence in the profession to which the particular diploma course 
has relation. By means of co-operation between the Central Institutions and 
School Boards the work performed in courses under Division III. of the Conti
nuation Class Code is linked up with the higher work in the Cent Tal Institutions, 
and steady progress in the perfection of this system of co-operation is being 
effected year by year. 

INFLUENCE OF CENTRAL INSTITUTIONS. 

Fortunately there are many districts in Scotland where the question is 
not how to meet a minimim requirement such as that of the Supplementary 
Course, but rather how to organize technical instruction relating to industries 
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. so as to provide in the completest way possible for the industrial requirements of 
the district. In some sections, recent progress in Continuation Class instruction 
has been very remarkable, both as regards numbers in attendance and in propor
tion of students who carry their studies to a really advanced In such 
districts the Central Institutions have exercised a direct influence upon the whole, 
and gradually all purely elementary work has been eliminated from these 
institutions, which have been linked up with subsidiary centres throughout 
the whole district, the work at the latter being recognized as pro tanto equivalent 
to work done at the Central Institution. 

Increasingly vigorous efforts have also been made to interest both employers 
and employed in the work, inducing the former to give all possible facilities 
and encouragement to employees to attend the classes. This process of co
ordination and affiliation is most advanced in classes for subjects which natu
rally connect themselves with the Technical Colleges, but in Industrial Art also 
the advance has been considerable. 

Agricultural Colleges, though of more recent foundation, are rapidly occupy
ing their special field of operation. For each County or group of Counties 
within the "Province" of the College a highly skilled instructor has been or 
will be appointed to give advanced instruction at suitable centres, whenever 
sufficiently qualified teachers can be found to exercise an influence upon School 
Gardening and Nature Study classes of the primary school, so as to make them 
an effective introduction to the special study of agriculture; and gencrall y 
to act as agent of the College in bringing home to the farming community in 
every possible way the results of agricultural research and experience. It is 
hoped that a similar course may be followed in the case of the Central Schools of 
Cookery and Housekeeping, Colleges of Domestic Science, etc. 

The total grants to Central Institutions from the Department for 1909-10 

were (a) from Parliamentary Vote, £39,208 and (b) from Education (Scotland) 
Fund, £34,797. For 1909-10 the total maintenance expenditure of Central 
Institutions (incfuding 5 recognized as such since passing of Act of 1908) was 
£I23,321. This expenditure was met by (a) receipts from students' fees, (b) 
the Department's grants referred to above, and (c) contl·ibtttions from local 
resources, including Endowments, 

It is not considered necessary here to give extended or detailed information 
concerning the work of the several Central Institutions. General information, to 
the extent that may be useful in Canada, is given in the report on Edinburgh 
and Glasgow, in regard to some CentTal Institutions. 

THE UNIVERSITY GRANTS. 

A Parliamentary Grant of £42,000 is made annually to the four Scottish 
Universities. The expenditure out of these grants is not accounted for in detail 
to the Treasury, nor are unexpended balances surrendered at the close uf the 
linancial year. The grant is made under Section 25 of tbe Univt'rsities 
land) Act, 1889. In addition, the Universities receive £30,000 annually from 
the Local Taxation Account under Section 2, Subsection (2) of the EdUCt! 
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and Local Taxation Account (Scotland) Act, r892. Thus a sum of £72,000 per 
annum is received by the Universities from Parliament and is administered by 
the University Courts in accordance with the ordinances of the Commissioners 
under the Universities Act, r889. 

The Scotch Education Department does not control these moneys in any 
way, but under Section r6 (r) (b) of the Education Act r90S, the Secretary for 
Scotland (the representative head of the Education Department) administers 
grants to the Universities from the Education (Scotland) Fund. (See above.) 

The following table shows for 1905-9 the number of students and the atlo
cation of the Parliamentary Grant of £72,000. 

Grants. Number oj Students. 
Edinburgh ..................... . 
Glasgow ......................... . 
Aberdeen ......................... . 
St. Andrew's ....................... . 

£25,920 
20,880 
14,400 
IO,SOO 

£72 ,000 

3,286 
2,699 

970 
585 

SECTION 8: HOW EDUCATION IN SCOTLAND IS 
FINANCED. 

SOURCES OF INCOME. 

The nl011CY which all these various educational institutions are financed 
may lit' r;aid to corne from four main sources, viz:

( I) Treasury Grants derived from taxation. 
Eeceipts from local rates. 

(;3) Endowments and receipts from investments of corporate bodies. 
(4) Fees of pupils or students. 
The public at provide (I) and (2), the former to the central govern-

ment, the latter to the local rating body. NO.3 is derived from particular 
bodies & individuals who ha\'e felt tl!e importanc'e to tJ1e country of a prot:er 
provision of e=lucation. NO.4 is a receipt directly from the beneficiary and 
bearing an approximate relation to the amount of the benefit received. 

The contribution of the public under the fIrst head Haws as part of general 
taxation to the Treasury. TIle amount required is voted annually by Parlia
ment, or is allocated specifically under various Acts of Parliament. The details 
of distribution to the various managing bodies are, with the except~on of the 
University grants and the grants to reformatory (industrial) schools, adminis
tered the Scotch Education Department. Under the second head the School 
Boards levy (through the Parish Councils) local rates of various amounts 
according to the needs of the area controlled by the Board. The amount so 
raised is what is required in supplement of grants from the central body and 
other revenues, to meet the current expenditure of the year ill question. 
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(I.) CE:'\TRAL FUNDS. 

THE PARLIAMENTARY AND SCIENCE AND ART GRANTS. 

There is voted annually by Parliament for Public Education in Scotland, 
including the Science and Art Grants, a sum which is administered by the Scotch 
Education Department. In J909-10 the amount granted was £2,147,29I. 

.This total may be subdivided as follows :.--

1. Administration of the Central Offices of the Scotch 
Education Department and Audit of School Board 
Accounts ..................... , ............... £ 

2. Inspection .. ,. , .... , ............. , ........ , ... . 
3. Grants for elementary education, ................ . 
4. Grants for Continuation Classes, including Central 

Institutions and Secondary Education ......... , . 
5. Grants for Training of Teachers ..... __ .......... . 
6. Maintenance of the Royal Scottish Museum ...... . 

22,320 
4 1 ,482 

1,759,394 

166,500 
142 ,392 

15,203 

It will be seen that, of the total, administration takes about 1 per cent, 
inspection about 2 per cent, elementary education 82 per cent, continuation 
classes and secondary education about 8 per cent, training of teachers about 
7 per cent, and the Museum less than one per cent. 

(A) THE EDUCATION (SCOTLAND) FUND. 

This fund, constituted by the Education (Scotland) 1908, amounting 
in the aggregate to about £500,000 a year, now "pooled" and distributed as 
per Act of 1908, consists of: (a) Residue Grant; (b) Grants-in-Relief of local 
taxation before the Act of 1908; and (c) similar moneys assigned by the Treasury 
to Scotland as a whole in consideration of corresponding demands which the 
sister countries made upon the National Exchequer. 

The first charges upon this Fund are for such educational purpOSC'f; as CaTlllot 

be considered a proper charge upon the resources of anyone district, e.g. 

(r) Expenses of inspection and examination in connection with Secondary 
and Intermediate Schools, so far as unprovided from Parliamentary votes; 

(2) Universities, if they can make out good cases for aid; 
(3) Central Institutions (ill respect of either capital or maintenance expen

diture) when the benefits are spread over the country as a whole; including 
Technical Colleges, Colleges of Agriculture, Schools of Art, etc.; 

(4) J\1aintenance of National Institutions and paYlllCllts to Provincial 
Committees for the training of teachers; 

(5) Retiring allowances to teachers if superannuation scheme authorized 
the Act of 1908 is established; and any other educational expenditure apl'ron-d 
the Department. 
The method of financing Central Institutions is this: Frum the total c:xp(>n~ 

ditures (first approved by the Department) deduct income from fees and iif:d 
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tot~l deficit; ask Board to state proposed expense for next year; after deducting 
from this the income from fees, pay the balance from two different sources-half 
from Imperial Exchequer, half as divided between (a) Local Authorities and 
(b) The Education (Scotland) Fund. If a Central Institution has certain 
endowments, the Department takes them to save this latter Fund. 

Under this plan the Department aids Art, Commercial, Veterinary, Navi
gation and other special schools. 

(B) DISTRICT EDUCATION FCND. 

After above general charges are paid, the balance of The Education (Scotland) 
Fund is broken up into District Funds. The Districts (subject to combination 
if found desirable) comprise 33 counties and the 6 largest urban school-board 
areas, viz., Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen, Dundee, Leith and Govan. 

The distribution among these 39 districts is made to School Boards in 
accordance with schemes of allocation prepared by the Department and so 
framed as to give greater aid to those districts in which per head of the popula
tion the burden of expenditure on educational purposes approved by the 
Department is excessive as compared with the valuation of the district. That 
is, the money is to be allocated upon a principle which takes account both of the 
relative cost of education and of the relative wealth or poverty of the district 
to which the distribution is to be made, as well as population. 

In the application of the District Funds the principle applied is that the 
first charges on the Fund prevail: that is, all expenditure on the general educat
ional services of the district, such as are not properly referable to any one School 
Board area, ranks as a first charge. 

The existing Secondary Education Committees are utilized in applying 
District Funds. In every instance the School Boards of the district are largely 
reprellented on these committees, which may, therefore, be expected to perform 
a useful function in relation to all those forms of education which it may be 
beyond the resources of single School Boards to deal with. 

The following items are prominent among the first charges on the District 
Fund:-

(1.) School Boards which have established Intermediate or Secondary 
Schools are to be recouped for reasonable expenditure incurred in respect of 
pupils drawn from surrounding parishes. Only so far as a school of this type is 
a central school serving not merely the parish but the district will it receive fin
ancial assistance from the District Fund. 

(2.) Similar provision applies to Continuation Classes of an advanced 
character "providing further instruction for pupils who have left school" also 
to endowed schools under due safeguards. (In 1910 the Department paid about 
£112,000 to Continuation Schools.) 

(3.) The District Bursary Scheme enables duly qualified pupils in each and 
every part of the district by means of bursaries or otherwise, to obtain education 
at a recognized Intermediate or Secondary School; or at a Supplementary Course 
of three years; or, where deemed expedient, at an Agricultural College, a Tech-
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nical College or other Central Institution, or at a University or Training 
Centre or Training College. 

(4.) Payments may be made to the Committee in aid of travelling expenses 
and maintenance of special teachers whose services can be placed at the disposal 
of School Boards for instruction in technical subjects such as Agriculture, 
Horticulture, Physical Training, Cookery, etc. 

(5.) One half the cost incurred by each School Board in providing medical 
inspection and supervision of pupils attending schools within their districts. 

(6) Grants-in-aid up to one half of capital expenditure of any kind, such 
as provision of schools or rooms for physically and mentally defective, blind or 
deaf mute children; for school gardens, laboratories, rooms for cookery, laundry 
etc., workshops, equipment for the use of travelling teachers or others employed 
by the committees. 

(7.) Such further sums as the Department may approve for the promotion 
of education within the district generally. 

RELIEF OF RATES. 

After providing for the aforesaid payments and for the approved 
expenses of the Committee, the balance is to be distributed to the School Boards 
and managers of State aided schools within the district as an addition to the 
"fee grant", i.e., in relief of their ordinary expenditure. 

The Department calls upon every Board to exercise the "critical function" 
of watchfulness as regards the first charges paid out of each District Fund. and 
to exert all legitimate influence to secure that no money is expended for district 
purposes without a reasonable assurance of adequate return. The chief end of 
this "critical function" is to insure the efficient and economical adminis
tration of the District Fund as a whole; and incidentally it cannot fail to have 
a high value as tending to foster the interests of individual Boards in the larger 
concerns of the district. This function extends also to the corresponding 
charges on the Education (Scotland) Fund itself""-"u circumstance which brings 
the several Boards into more direct and living contact with every element of 
importance in the educational fabric of the country. 

BURSARIES. 

Secondary Education Committees have not been slow to avail themselves 
of the opportunity given by the Act of I908 to make payment out of the District 
Fund of such sums as they deemed necessary to enable properly qualified pupils 
to proceed from Primary to Intermediate or Secondary Schools, The expendi
ture upon bursaries from District Funds alone during the year ending 15th May, 
1910, was £84,800. If to this be added an approximate expenditure upon bur~ 
saries of £65,000 from separate Endowment Funds administered by the {"lIn· 

mittees or by the Governors of the Endowments, a total of £ 149,800 is reached. 
Expenditure of this kind is a necessary corollary of the sy,,;tem of Secondary 

Education which it is sought to establish, and in the more sparsely populated 
191d-13 ' 
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parts of the country it is the only feasible alternative to providing at great cost 
a greatly increased number of Secondary Schools. The sum stated is so large, 
however, that in some cases at least it is feared that it has been in its essence 
either a subsidy to the parent or a means of indulgence to the pupil rather than 
a bona fide outlay upon the means of education, as intended. 

A committee on Secondary Education, or the School Board or Secondary 
School may establish and maintain hostels for Junior Students, Bursars, or other 
pupils attending Intermediate or Secondary Schools; and if after careful manage
ment a deficit should occur, it may be paid out of the District Education Fund 
with the approval of the Department. 

(2) LOCAL FUNDS. 

FINANCES OF THE SCHOOL BOARDS. 

There are in Scotland 970 popularly elected School Boards, and they admin
ister locally in the parishes and burghs the primary system of public education. 
In addition, they manage Secondary Schools, Junior Student Centres and Con
tinuation Classes. The facts and figures given below only deal with institutions 
managed by the School Boards, and in each type a considerable number of cases 
are not within the public system. The School Boards may, however, be taken 
to represent approximately the Primary system; and the Continuation Class 
system in so far as the latter is below the Central Institution standard. 

The work done by the School Board system involves the education in 
Primary Schools of about 803,800 pupils on the register; in Intermediate Schools 
about 22,400; in Secondary Schools about 10,000; and in Continuation Classes 
about 100,000 young persons. Besides these there are the candidates for the 
teaching profession in the Junior Student centres. 

These figures give an approximate idea of the volume of the work in which the 
moneys noted below are expended. 

INCOME OF SCHOOL BOARDS. 

The total income of School Boards for the year ended 15th May, 1909, was 
£3,649.416, and the expenditure £3,747,947. These amounts do not include 
balances. The income was made up as follows:-

1. School fees and books sold to pupils ............... £ 96,999 
2. Grants from Scotch Education Department...... .. 1,543,287 
3. Grant under Local Taxation (Customs & Excise) 

Act, 1890, and Education and Local Taxation 
(Scotland) Act, 1892 .......................... . 51,172 

4· School Rates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,4:27,707 
5. Loans ........................................ . 
6. Income from Endowments ...................... . 
7. Other receipts ................................. . 

452,175 
I6,922 
61,154 
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EXPENDITURE OF SCHOOL BOARDS. 

The total is £3,747,947, made up as follows;-
1. Election of Boards .............................. £ 
2. Salaries of Administrative Staff ................. . 
3. Salaries of Teaching Staff. ................... . 
4. Sites and Buildings ............................ . 
5. Printing, postage, etc .......................... . 
6. Books, apparatus, stationery .................... . 
7. Rents, rates, etc ............................... . 
8. Furniture, repairs, etc .......................... . 
9. Fuel, light, cleaning ............................ . 

10. Interest on and repayment of loans .............. . 
I 1. Other expenses ..••............................. 

FINANCES OF OTHER LOCAL BODIES. 

14,746 
83,781 

2,050,522 

483.942 

22,548 
106,525 
114,564 
121,358 
179,936 

473,897 
96,I28 

637 

The finances of the Secondary Education Committees, the Central Insti
utions and the Universities have already been dealt with in so far as seems 

necessary for the purposes of this Report. 

191d--13! 
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CHAPTER XIII: CONVERSATION WITH 
JOHN STRUTHERS. 

639 

SIR 

Information obtained from "Conversation" with SIR JOHN STRUTHERS, 

Chief Secretary for Education for Scotland. 

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND NATIONAL SYSTEM. 

There was a common Department of Education for both England and 
Scotland to administer grants which were given for purely Elementary Educa
tion as long ago as 1837; but as the system advanced and education widened 
and the amount of money spent became more important, Scotland in 1866 was 
separated from England and got her own grants from the Exchequer for Scottish 
education. 

A word about the Scottish National System of education is essential, because 
all preparation for advancement in industry and commerce runs back to the 
fundamental question of primary education. Without a sound general educa
tion it is hopeless to do anything to build up Technical Institutions. 

Scotland has probably the oldest National system of education in Europe---a 
school in every parish, whose ideal was to enable the better pupils to fit themselves 
for the University, the entrance standard of which was low. Amid changes 
and troubles that system of Parish Schools, in charge of men fit to prepare selected 
boys for the University, has endured till now, though in several respects it 
became inadequate as time went on. It was supplemented in recent years, 
the modern state of things beginning in 1872, when an Act was passed establishing 
{nr every parish a School Board elected by the people, and charged with the 
duty of providing sufficient sehools and means of education for the people 
of the parish. Essentially each of those School Boards is an independent body. 

COMPULSORY ATTENDANCE. 

In Scotland all pupils must stay at school till they are 14. The School 
Board has certain power in individual cases to dispense with that requirement 
in cases of pupils over 12; but the Act of 1908, on which the Boards are acting 
very well, suggests that if a pupil is let away at 12 it should be rnade a condition 
that he returns to school part of the year, say in winter time in the rural districts, 
or attends Continuation Classes in the evening in towns till 1(>- So 
flf stopping altogether at 14 they go on till 16 at least; and UIlr.ler the Act of 
1908 every School Board has power to make attendance at Continuation Schools 
compulsory till 17. The Boards hesitate about putting it in forn' at once. but 
a number have proposed compUlsion, and it is working quite satisfactorily. 
i\ good many others, Edinburgh for example, are thinking about it. 
11m; proposed modified compulsion as a first step in that direction. 
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ACT OF 1872. 

Under the Act of 1872 the Parish Schools and Burgh Schools continued 
and hundreds of new schools were established because the Act introduced com
pulsory education up to a certain stage. 

There was really no separation between Secondary and Elementary Educa
tion; every parish did its best to give both. In some parishes there was no 
Secondary Education; in some there was a great deal. Anything approaching 
systematic provision for Secondary Schools was in towns or burghs; though 
the rural parishes taught a few selected pupils Latin, Greek and Mathematics 
more or less in the schoolmaster's spare time. As time went on what might be 
called a separate system of Secondary Schools was evolved by agreement and 
discussion, and that movement culminated in the Act of 1908. 

ACT OF 1905-SECONDARY EDUCATION CmIMITTEES. 

The Secondary Education Committees instituted by the Act of 1908 are 
part of a plan to do things which each School Board cannot be expected to do 
for itself. The Committee is really a co-operative union of the School Boards 
of the district. 

There is a Secondary Education Committee for each of the six largest 
to'l',rns, then one for each county. This Committee is composed practically 
of representatives of the School Boards of both districts. The Committees are 
composed in various ways. Those School Boards which maintain a Secondary 
School have a right to direct representation; others which have no Secondary 
School combine in districts and elect so many representatives, and there are 
members, to a small number, added from the County Council. 

STRESS UPON CONDITIONS FOR HEALTH. 

The Act of 1908 lays great stress upon the health conditions of schools and 
c.11ildren. Children who enter school will be medically examined, and re-examined 
at definite intervals, and special examinations will be made of all children 
reported by the teachers; the object of all this being to build upon the system 
of education measures for promoting the health of the country. Defective 
children found are set aside, and special education provided for them. If 
children come to school dirty, neglected and filthy, the School Board has power 
to summon the parent and ask the reason, and if 110t satisfied that the parent 
has been doing all he could, the Board can prosecute, and meanwhile take the 
child in hand. If satisfied that the parent has done what he could, and that 
the condition arises through insufficient means, then they have to feed and clothe 
that child till the parent is in a position to do so-the object being to make 
health considerations a much more important element than hitherto in the educa
tion of children, whether general or vocational-to make sure that the arrange
ments do not conflict with proper health conditions. 
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SCHOOL BOARDS--FuNCTIONS AND POWERS. 

The Department has not taken away the original powers of the School 
Boards, which they hold as fundamental, be{:ause they want parents to be able 
to say that they have a direct voice in choosing the teacher most suitable for 
the district, and in controlling to a certain extent the education of their own 
parish. 

The school is always under the control of the Local Authority, which 
engages the teacher and takes all responsibility for the buildings. It gets grants 
from the Secondary Education Committee, but more or less on a fixed basis 
according to expenditure that has to be approved by the Department, and the 
Committee can remonstrate either way. 

If a School Board fancied some apparently eccentric and absurd scheme of 
education, it would be at liberty to carry it out in its schools, and by law the 
Department could not do anything; but of course it does exercise enormous 
influence by giving grants to School Boards if they do certain things, and a School 
Board would have to carry out those absurd and eccentric courses entirely at 
its own expense, by means of a rate levied upon the parish. If a course of 
education does conform to the Department's regulations, then the Board get 
probably 50% of the whole cost; so that naturally there is a strong inducement 
to folIO'll what everybody would think a proper course. The Department has 
a veto, but at the same time the Local Authority is independent in this matter 
and in fact has very considerable freedom in varying its courses of instruction 
within the Department's general regulations to suit its particular view. The 
Department tolerates all sorts of things by way of education in a particular 
parish, though they may think them unreasonable. It would be perfectly 
hopeless to thrust anything on the parishes on the ground that it would benefit 
the locality, if the School Board did not approve of it. In such cases the Depart
ment could only go on reasoning and hammering at them, but doing it in a reason
able spirit, with a little humour now and again. (Sir John added that he some
times thought the Scotch were the only people in the world who appreciated 
humour). 

SUGGESTION FOR CANADA. 

Sir John remarked that Canada, having no State Church, afforded a fine 
opportunity for what might be called an "Established Schoolmaster" in every 
Township-not to be simply a teacher, but to take charge of the general education 
of a place and see that the standard of culture was kept up in that district. 
He had observed also that a majority of Canadian teachers were women; and 
while he had the highest admiration for women teachers, especially in junior 
classes, experience in Scotland had shown that it was absolutely essential for 
satisfactory education to have a man in every parish who is more or less in 
of education in the district, and who sets a standard. 
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VOCATIONAL INSTRUCTION AND GENERAL EDUCATION. 

The feeling has been growing for ten or twenty years in fayour of vocational 
instruction, that is, for direct application of education to some individual means 
of earning a livelihood, whether profession or trade. Yet even now the great 
subject of education in Scotland is general education; and tho'ugh they are 
advancing very rapidly in the direction of special education, they regard the 
soundness of their Elementary and Secondary Education as the most important 
object they can possibly have in view, and that anything else done must be entire
ly subsidiary to that. Yet a feeling has been growing that general education 
may be too g,eneral; that when a boy leaves either Elementary or Secondary 
Schools he is -going to earn his living in some particular way. and therefore it is 
"veil that in school his mind should be directed towards the kind of knowledge 
likely to be useful in his future occupation. 

That is provided for both in Elementary and Secondary Schools. At 12 

years average children are supposed to have completed what might be called a 
purely Primary Education; to have had good sound instruction in Reading, 
\Vriting, Arithmetic, some knowledge of Geography and History, some practice 
at Drawing, and some knowledge of Nature Study. For children who have not 
left the Day School at 12 there are courses classified roughly as Commercial, 
Industrial, Rural and Girls' Courses in Household Management; and in every 
school of any size which takes pupils beyond 12 the aim is to have one or more of 
those courses according to the size of the school and the nature of the locality. 
Those courses are making very great progress, and are very much appreciated. 
They are given by the regular teacher, and large town schools generally have 
sufficient teachers who have specialized in one or other subject to provide the 
necessary instruction in these Supplementary Courses more or less completely. 
In the country districts of course this cannot be so, and the County Committee 
is supposed to come to the rescue and provide a special staff of teachers of dif
ferent subjects who vrill circulate through the county according to proper arrange
ment. 

In the case of apprentice boys and girls in town shops, the difficulty of dealing 
with the employer is very great. A good deal of progress is being made in Edid~ 
burgh and Glasgow in the way of getting employers to make special arrangements 
for day classes, but substantially the continued education of those who have 
gone to work in towns is provided in the Evening Classes, which are connected 
with the Secondary Institutions. 

VOCATIONAL TRAINING A~'1) SPECIAL OCCUPATIONS. 

The almost universal notion in Scotland is to give a boy the best general 
education possible as long as he will remain at school, and then let him go into 
the particular line of life he is to follow. Once he knows what further knowledge 
he needs, let him come back al1d make special arrangements for instruction; 
but so far as he has to acquire technical skill (manipulative skill), he would 
do that far better while earning his bread in remunerative employment. 
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There is another fup..!.:tion that a school can fulfil in that connection. In 
very many industries specialization prevails to a remarkable extent, and an 
apprentice may be working for years at only a little snippet of the whole thing, 
so that as to manipulative skill he is perfect, but he has not an all-round knowledge 
of his business. Such training is defective, and technical classes could supply 
what he does not know about it technically, as many of the Scottish institutions 
do. For example, in the Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical Co!lc;:::.C' t1~ere 
are classes for boiler-makers and every occnpation of the district, i1 which the 
instruction is not merely theoretical but practical-not practical .;1 the sense 
that a boy is trained to become a boiler-maker before he is a boiler-maker; 
but when he is a boiler-maker they say, "Now, here are certain things you 
want to know about the business, more or less theoretical, and there are certain 
other things you ought to be able to do ". Then by arrangement with the trade 
they provide classes in the day-time, in the evening, in the morning, at all sorts 
of times. 

If the grocers, for example, said they would like classes for the instruction 
of their hands, the Technical College would consider it, see what sort of attendance 
they might expect, invite two or three leading men in the industry, both employers 
and workmen, to join with some of the governors of the College in forming a Special 
Committee for a class of that character. Then they would search about for 
suitable instructors, and start a class in the College. That would happen 
in a lesser degree in Intermediate Centres, such as Kilmarnock, and Hamilton, 
but could not be get in the smaller villages. 

TRADE INSTRUCTION. 

The \Vest of Scotland College in Glasgow has a system of trade instruction 
worked out probably as well as anywhere in the world. It is not a system of 
preparing boys before they leave school for some industry; it supplements 
the workshop with instruction which the shop does not give, either theoretical. 
or it may be mechanical, in so far as the boy has been restricted to a small part 
of his trade. 

The shipbuiJders have arranged for some of their apprentices in the College. 
The apprentice works for a year; then they let him off to attend the Technical 
College in the winter, the employer paying his wages; then he goes back and 
works at shipbuilding in the summer. That goes on for three or four years and 
in the final year they let him go to College a full year without going to the work
shop at alL They pay him according to arrangements made by indhridual 
firms. Many have gone the length of paying the apprentices' wages for the full 
time, even though they may have been out of the workshop for a whole year. 

CONTINUATION CLASSES BY SCHOOL BOARDS. 

\Vhat are called Continuation Classes had been in existence in Scotland 
for a generation, but as a rule flourished only in larger centres of population, 
which was very natural, because the classes were usually held in the evcllil'; 
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and difficulties of evening instruction in the country were patent. The Act 
of 1908 allows Boards to hold such classes in the afternoon or daytime, and 
suggests that in rural districts the pupils should attend the ordinary Day Schools in 
the afternoon, say through the wiIl"ter months, but instead of being put into a class 
and taught along with other pupils, should be regarded as students studying on 
their own hook, the schoolmaster giving them advice and assistance at such 
times as he can spare. It is really reviving an old practice in Scotland, when 
farmers' sons and such people, who had long left school and were working on the 
farm, attended for two or three months in the winter time and studied their own 
particular subject-land surveying, improving their arithmetic, or anything 
they had a fancy for, the schoolmaster being at hand to give them what assistance 
they wanted. 

The Act has brought a tremendous increase in the number of School Boards 
that have started Continuation Classes or made arrangements for the further 
education of children; and the Department hopes, by the usual kind and persist
ent pressure and reasoning, to get this practice made practically universal. 
These courses are largely in the evenings, but in the rural districts the day-time 
is possible and desirable because of the farm work in winter, where special 
arrangements can easily be made to allow pupils off. 

CONTINUATION CLASSES BY EMPLOYERS. 

Scotland has a fair number of instances, not very many, of individual 
firms starting Continuation Classes and continuing them on their own respons
ibility. They get a grant from the Department, but bear the deficit of expend
iture which the Local Authority would have to bear. If it is recognized as being 
a proper institution, with proper teachers, etc., and if the Local Authority 
offers no objection, the Department gives a grant. 

The North of Scotland Railway Co. maintain Continuation Classes in 
connection with their railway shops at Inverary, and do not call on the Local 
Authority to contribute anything. In the case of that railway school the Depart
ment pays roughly three-quarters of the expenditure. 

All the Department's grants are paid to the managers of the schools, not 
to the Local Authorities, and it is for the Department to decide whether the 
school was one deserving State support. Whether it was under the School Board 
or under a body of private managers was immaterial; but as a matter of courtesy 
and good arrangement the Department always consulted the Local Authority 
as to the necessity for the school and as to why they did not take it up themselves. 

VOCATIONAL TRAINING IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 

In reference to vocational training in Secondary Schools, Sir John said he 
was speaking more of what he hoped they would have than of what had been 
actually achieved, because of the very, very strong trend 'in favour of general 
education in the Secondary Schools, and the difficulty of getting them to arrange 
a special course for entrance to any particular kind of institution other than 
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a University. Yet in a fair number of centres the possibility of pupils going 
to the Technical College is being kept in view. 

The stimulus for the establishment of a Technical Class is very often supplied 
by the people; it depends a good deal on the district. The School Board or the 
Secondary Education Committee has part of this duty, and lastly the Depart
ment and its Inspectors, who make sure that this matter is being considered. 
The latter form a very useful means of getting matters considered by the local 
people. The 67 Inspectors-z8 full Inspectors and 39 assistants-cover a 
popUlation in Scotland of about 4,500,000. The Inspector is the responsible 
person to whom all instructions are conveyed. The 28 inspectorates are arranged 
in four groups. There are now three" Provinces" and it was necessary for special 
reasons to make the ~orth 'West Highlands a special district. 

SPECIALIZED COURSES IN SECO~DARY SCHOOLS. 

In the Secondary Schools the principle of general instruction is strong, 
and they do not admit any specialization until pupils have got the Intermediate 
Certificate, at about the age of 15 or 16. Till that age every pupil is following 
the general course. Of course there is a certain amount of latitude, English 
being the all-important subject. The course includes also instruction in another 
language, ancient or modern, according to choice. Mathematics, History, 
Geography, Science and Drawing are the other five main subjects. 
After pupils have obtained the Intermediate Certificate the Department asks 
the Secondary School to propose any more specialized course, such as they 
think best suited for their pupils in view of their future occupation. Of course 
the majority of the pupils who stay on in a Secondary School to the age of IS 
or 16 have in view a University course. The great bulk of the instruction, even 
after that stage, is on the same old University lines; but a certain number aim 
at going to a Technical College to prepare for engineering and such like profes
sions, or to Agricultural Colleges; and if a school has a staff and equipment 
for it they will make a special course suitable for those pupils. 

In the case of girls the Department very strongly presses the formation 
of special courses for those beyond 15 who have the Intermediate Cenificate, 
to prepare them for managing a house in every way, Cookery, Laundry Work and 
what is called Housewifery forming the basis of the course. They always 
have English. They probably go on with a modern language which they have 
already studied, and according to their taste will continue Drawing or take up 
Music. They like to stay from 15 to 18. A good many take that three years' 
course, though a good many drop off after two years. 

In all towns of very considerable size there is instruction in 'Woodwork for 
boys over 12. In the country districts there is a much greater diversity, It is 
a case of slowly getting teachers qualified, or of one county being mOTe active 
in that direction than another. But the goal which it is believed will soon be 
reached, is to have \¥oodwork for boys of 12 and upwards as a ge1leral ,;ubject 
through all the Primary Schools, just as Drawing is at present. For boys 
of 15 the Department favours special courses, such as the Commercial C'OIInX' 
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or that preparing for the Technical or Agricultural College, which will be optional 
with the locality, which has the authority. 

LOCAL MANAGEMENT WITH CENTRAL GUIDANCE. 

This combination of local management with central guidance-which is 
not absolute control, but approaching control-Sir John considered of enormous 
value; for while any system by which each parish in Scotland was left to provide 
the education itself might be a great deal cheaper than at present, it would be 
hopelessly insufficient; on the other hand, any system by which the Department 
took the management of all the schools, while it might be more economical than 
the present arrangement, would not be so satisfactory in many ways. Sir John 
wanted many brains actively thinking about these problems; and these cannot 
be got to think to purpose unless they are given responsibility. 

There are certain things which even the counties cannot do for themselves, 
such as the training of teachers (which in Scotland is a national matter); 
also, University Education, the work of Technical Schools, Colleges and Schools 
of Art. There cannot be more than two or three outstanding institutions 
of the highest kind in a country the size of Scotland. Hence, in addition to the 
School Board for every parish, and a County Committee for every county, 
there are bodies for Teacher Training and for Higher Technical Education in 
each of the three" Provinces" which, for purposes of educational administration, 
were formed to centre around each of the Universities-Edinburgh, Glasgow 
and Aberdeen. 

SYSTEM OF 01l.GANIZATlON AND CO-OPERATION. 

The system of organization is that in each" Province" in Scotland thet'e is 
a Technical College and a School of Art; also a School of Domestic Science 
and an Agricultural College. These are the centres of operations; they give the 
most advanced instruction, and School Boards are asked to frame courses which 
fit into those of the Technical College, etc. That is gradually being done, 
so that a coherent, organized system of classes is being obtained. A conference 
was arranged between the Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical College 
and the Glasgow School Board, which till that time had not been co-ordinating 
their work. vVith difficulty they were persuaded to have a common system 
of organization in which the objective of the Continuation Classes conducted 
by the School Board should be the Technical College, and which would be 
beneficial to the pupils to the extent to which they carried it. Of course the 
co-ordination is a loose one, no rigidity being insisted on, but the Glasgow and 
Govan School Boards accepted the proposal, and now it has spread over practi
cally the whole of the south-west of Scotland; so that classes in Kilmarnock, 
Dundurn, Paisley, Greenock, Hamilton, and many other places are all directly 
linked on to the Technical College at Glasgow. 

A certain amount of work done locally counts for so much work done in 
the Technical College, and a student who has completed the course at certain 
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other institutions, called Intermediate Centres, can pass on to a more advanced 
class in the Technical College. Each of those centres at Kilmarnock, Paisley, 
etc., is in turn a sort of centre of operations for all the smaller Continuation 
Classes held throughout the villages and country districts. The ideal, which has 
been largely accomplished, but is not absolutely universal, is to secure a certain 
coherence in the whole thing. The Technical College with the consent of the 
School Boards appoints one of their men, who now makes it his sole business to 
go round those schools and discuss with the managers what they might do and 
what they should aim at, how classes should be arranged, etc., also to report as 
to the quality of the work done. The Department aRks him to Renel his report 
to their District Inspector, who adds such observations as the Department thinks 
proper before sending it to the manager of the school. Of course anything 
added is merely a suggestion, and has no legal authority. The system is based 
upon securing willing agreement, and it is only in the very extreme cases that 
the Department resorts to orders. 

The Provincial Committee does not deal with co-ordinating between the 
Local Authority and the Technical College, because it specializes on the training 
of teachers. The Central Institutions are regarded as coming in the place 
of the Training Colleges, and the governors of the Centrals and of Agricultural 
Colleges as corresponding to the Provincial Committee for purposes of organiza
tion of Technical Education. 

THE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES. 

The Agricultural College of a "Province" is under the management of a 
body of governors chosen by the separate counties throughout the "Province" 
with the addition of some representatives of the University, the Town Councils, 
etc., so that essentially the Agricultural College of a "Province" is under the 
management and influence of agricultural opinion in each of the counties that 
it serves. The institution is not, as in England, merely a College whose sole 
business is the training of from 30 to 100 students who are making a systematic 
study of agricultural subjects, and having nothing to do with the Training 
Authorities. In Scotland the Agricultural College is really a combination of 
the Agricultural Authorities-using that term for a group for half a dozen or more 
counties which can be combined for the advance of agriculture in the district. 
The training of a body of students who are going through the full course in the 
College is in a way only a by-product, and not the important object, which is the 
development of agriculture in the district by any means the College can employ. 
Obviously this process of relating to the College the instruction on agriculture in 
the Continuation Classes is one of the purposes. 

AGRICULTURE. 

The business of the Agricultural College in each" Province" is to draw up 
special schemes of instruction in Nature Study-not agriculture, but more gt;neral 
foundation for the specific study of agricultun."--suitable for the schools 01 that 
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DUDDl~GSTON, EmXnURGH: ·WORKING O~ VEGETABLE PLOTS. 

DGDDI~GST()N, EDINBURGH: FRUIT PLOT. 
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KETTINS, FORFARSHIRE: CLEANING VEGETABLE PLOTS. 

KETTINS, FORFARSHIRE: ROCKERY AND HERBACEOCS SECTION. 
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district, and including the practice of gardening or School Gardening. \Vhen these 
are started by the School Boards the officials of the Agricultural College visit 
and advise with the teachers, and report on them to the Department's inspectors, 
who· include in there general report on the school the remarks of those specialists 
on that particular subject, who are asked by the Department to advise, inspect 
and stimulate. The Department cannot have all sorts of people running in and 
out of the schools; and all this visiting of teachers from special institutions 
such as the Agricultural Colleges is done in a certain systematic way which the 
Department can control so that the school is not unduly interfered with, and 
so that there may be something like consistency in the advice that is being given 
to the school. 

The report of such an officer of the Agricultural College goes first to the De
partment's Inspector, who sends it to the Department, which in turn sends it to "the 
School Board who manage the school, with any additional comments they want 
to make; and if there is any reason for so doing, the Department sends a copy 
of that to the Secondary Education Committee. 

In the County of Fife there is a combination of purely rural, mining, indus
trial and all sorts of classes, The School Boards make provision for Primary 
Education and the less advanced Continuation Class work; and the central 
tmVllS provide, in addition, first-rate Secondary Schools. A strong Secondary 
Education Committee supplies specialist teachers for mining and other branches 
to circle around the district. 

PARISH SCHOOLS AND BURSARIES. 

In Scotland the traditional desire of some parents is for one of their 
boys to go to the University; and that applies very strongly in the more remote 
districts where there is no industrial activity. The most interesting instance 
is the Island of Lewis, where the popula1:ion of 30,000 lives on what is largely 
a peat bog-just about the dreariest conditions for existence imaginable--and 
frightfully poor. Yet at Stornoway in recent years, under the system described, 
the Secondary School is filled ·with pupils from all parts of Lewis who are 
there by means of their bursaries of incredibly small amounts. In proportion to 
its population Lewis is turning out for the final Leaving Certificate (fitting for the 
University) a larger number of pupils per thousand than any other part of 
Scotland. It is astonishing. Many lads from the almost abject poverty of the 
crofter's house on to the University and make their mark in after life. The 
same sentiment prevails in a place like Caithness, which has one of the highest 
records of pupils obtaining the Leaving Certjficate. Banff and Aberdeen are 
also characteristic in that way. On the other hand, Glasgow, Fife and the 
:r~Iidlothians-all those industrial districts-are quite low down in the pro
portion of puplls who reach the scale of Secondary Education which fits them 
for the University. 

INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS, "CENTRES" AND BURSARIES. 

Under the Act of the School Boards and Parish Schools are continued, 
but in addition there is scattered all through the country, a class of Intermediate 
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Schools taking pupils to IS or 16 for Secondary Education. Lastly, a smaller 
number of what might be called fuller Secondary School take pupils up to 17 
and 18 and prepare them directly for the Universities-the standard of University 
education having in the meantime advanced enormously. 

There is no rigid separation of the Elementary School from the Intermediate 
and Secondary. The old Parish Schools have full liberty to carry their pupils 
as far as they can, but the Department advises the school, in the pupil's interest, 
not to keep him at the original school for the honour and glory of the teacher, 
but to send him as soon as possible to a proper Centre. For that purpose there 
is a provision of money for Bursaries under the Act of 1908; so that if a boy in a 
Highland glen is found to be a promising pupil, the teacher gives him some 
instruction in secondary subjects, and then advises him to go to a Centre, there 
being ahvays one within half a dozen miles or so. If the boy cannot travel home. 
every day, and has to board at the Centre, he can get an allowance to help meet 
the extra cost by applying to the Secondary Education Committee. The 
principle is that it would be too costly to put a full quota of Secondary Schools in 
every parish, so it is made possible for the boy who lives in the most out-of-the
way corner of Scotland to be in the same position as regards Technical Education 
as if he were living next door to the Secondary School. 

The Bursaries are not awarded by competition; it is a case of the boy being 
sufficiently qualified, as shown on an examination for that purpose. The parents 
may represent to the Secondary Education Committee, more or less confiden
tially, that they cannot afford to keep the .boy at the Secondary School, and he 
gets help" as a matter of right"~--as it is put in the Department's circular. At 
the same time the Department does not want to make it a matter of absolute right 
so that a head pupil's parents, who are wealthy farmers or have big incomes 
living far away from Secondary Centres, can come and say, "You must pay 
the whole of my boy's education at a Secondary School." 

The Bursary plan referred to applies also to the Technical Classes. The 
Central Committee of each county has funds at its disposal from which it can 
make grants to assist students to go further than the district, to another Centre, 
for technical instruction. Thus if a boy did not live in Glasgow he could yet 
get the benefit of the Technical College there. The plan does not give him ab
solute equality, but it does a great deal to mitigate the inequality as between 
young men living in Ayrshire and those living in Glasgow. 

TRAINI:XG TEACHERS FOR TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

A Provincial Committee, which consists of representatives of the Univer
sities and higher Technical Schools, provides for the Training of Teachers. In 
order to become a teacher of even a Primary School, the candidate must go 
through a general course. Beyond that the Department olTers him the oppor
tunity of getting special qualifications. For example, for teaehillK ill Rum! 
Schools, he can secure qualification through a certain course in Agriculture and 
su bjects relating thereto over and above the rest of his work. That i nstnlci k',1 
is to be got either at the Agricultural College or through Instructors sell: oll' 

from it; or through people specially approved by the College. 
Hlld--14 
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Scotland has not had difficulty in the selection of special teachers in the 
technical and industrial field as between rival factions wanting to have a man who 
is affiliated with organized labour or as representing free labour. That point is 
never enquired into. The Local Authority makes the appointment, and in
variably sets itself to enquire \VllO is the most capable teacher of the subject. 
~md not whether he is a member of a Union or not. It is only very accidentally, 
or probably for some special personal reasons that the question whether a man 
is a member of the Union or not ever comes up for consideration. The Depart
ment has had no hint of any local difficulty where prejUdice might be shown 

one teacher and in favor of another in that respect. 
There are no Central Institutions or others in Scotland doing Trade School 

rK~~~LecLcrllllg a trade as such-and there is no movement in favor of it at 

In Elementary Technical Schools in towns and cities, for a subject like 
the Department would expect as teachers not merely mechanics of 

ability, but graduates of Technical Colleges. For an ordinary handicraft subject 
they want capable workmen who can teach. of Continuation 
Schools had made them distinctly doubtful of having technical subjects taught 
well the ordinary school teacher. He would do perfectly well in Arithmetic or 
:Nlathematics applicable to technical industry, but technical instruction requires 
men who are masters of their craft or business. In textiles you must have a 
man who is really a capable spinner, weaver, dyer, etc, and the difficulty is to 
get men who combine that knowledge and ability with sufficient general edu
cation and power to teach. In the larger centres there is no difficulty in getting 
such men by offering decent salaries, but in smaller less advanced, there 
is difficulty. If choice must be made Sir John was very distinctly in favour of 
the man who knows the practical work and can do it; teaching ability will come 
from In large towns like Edinburgh short courses in the art of teaching 
are provided for such people. These help them to know more or less how 
to handle the classes. The engagement of those men is left entirely in the hands 
of the Local Board or the County Committee, and as a rule, except in large towns, 
the latter make the selection. 

"EDUCATION FOR SCOTLAND FUND. H 

"The Education for Scotland Fund" has a most complicated story. It is 
constituted of amounts, which as grants-in-relief of local taxation. were given to 
education. They have been ., pooled" and re-allocated for various purposes, 
tl:e first one being the maintenance of Central Institutions; next, the mainte
nance of Secondary Schools; thirdly, the provision of Bursaries to enable suitable 
pupils to attend Secondary Schools; fourthly, various other matters which a 
small School Board cannot reasonably be expected to do for itself, and which a 
combination of Boards repre';(~l1ted in a County Committee can do for all the 

collectively, such a,; providing teachers of special subjects. Thus if a 
is not able to employ a teacher of all to itself this Committee 

several and circula1es them around the several districts. 'So with 
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manual work, woodwork and other subjects. The County Committ~e does 
that. 

OTHER FUNDS FOR TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION. 

The Department spends in grants for Continuation Classes about £1 I2,000 

a year. That is exclusive of the grants to the Central Institutions. For 
Continuation Classes the Department makes the grant according to attendance 
paying three,fourths of the expenditure after deducting revenue from fees. 
There are a number of schools or classes which do not get quite three-fourths 
of their expenditure. 

The plan of financing Central Institutions is to take the total expenditure 
which has first been approved by the Department, ask the Board of Govemors 
to state their proposed expenditure for the next year, with usual increases or 
diminutions and reasons, and after deducting from that the income from fees, 
to pay the whole balance from two different sources,-half from the Imperial 
Exchequer, and the other half about equally from rates by the Local Authorities 
and from the Education for Scotland Fund. If the Local Authorities exceed 
the estimated deficit, and the increase is reasonable, the Department admits 
it. If a Central Institution has certain endowments, the Department 
takes them to save the Education for Scotland Fund. 

How THE EDUCATION FUND IS DIVIDED. 

There is a point that the authorities are beginning to recognize now. The 
first charges upon this Education Fund are those for the training of teachers and 
the maintenance of the Central Institutions. \Vhen those are served, the balance 
is divided to the various counties according to population, and inversely to 
their valuation-the richer a district the less it gets per head of the population. 
Then the first charges upon the County Fund are the proper maintenance of 
Secondary Education, provision of Bursaries for Secondary Education in the 
district, the supply of circulating teachers, and one or two minor items such as 
medical inspection. 

After those are satisfied the balance is distributed pro rata to the School 
Boards of the county; so that if the Department spends more upon the Central 
Institutions there is so much less to distribute to the counties; if the counties 
spend more on the Secondary Schools, Bursaries, etc., there is so much less to 
distribute to the School Boards. What the School Boards get is usedin relief 
of the rates; so that really every halfpenny spent on the Central Institutions 
means something out of the pocket of the ratepayer in the long nm. That works 
well, having the great advantage of securing proper attention to advanced ec/Jl
rii:tion which did not appeal to the ratepayer. If the Department said, "The 
maintenance of these Central Institutions is to be a charge upon the local rates," 
the whole of Scotland except two or three sections would object. Under the 

plan, since the Department is charged with the administration of the 
!a ,v, of the Parliamentary grants and of the Education for Scotland Fund, 

lHld-14! 
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whether more or less is to be spellt out of the County Fund on Secondary Educa
tion-with less going to the School Boards for the relief of rates-depends to a 
certain extent on the Department, which has to be guided more or less by what 

feel to be the local opinion. 

FINANCING SCHOOLS OF ART, ETC. 

The three large Schools of Art in Glasgmv, Edinburgh and Aberdeen
the two first being of the very highest rank, with many features of highly special
ized ability in their particular lines, and with an abundance of students and a very 

reputation in the Art world-are financed on the lines described for Central 
Institutions. In Glasgow, Edinburgh and Aberdeen the Colleges of Domestic 
Science or Household Arts, the Commercial College (called the Athenzeum) 
in also the Veterinary College, and the Navigation School at Leith 
are all maintained in the same way. There is not sufficient local support for 
those schools, so the Department meets the whole expenditure after deducting 
revenue from fees, half of amount being from the Education for Scotland Fund. 

One half of the expenditure for buildings and equipments for these Schools 
of Art and Domestic Science Colleges is met by the Department if their plans 
are approved, and the other half is found by the locality, through subscriptions 
or otherwise. 

There are separate grants to the Universities, which are partly directed 
towards scientific education. 

DEVlcLOP:VIE,,,;T FGND FOR RESEARCH. 

Lately a Development Fund has been established for the United Kingdom 
to aid many things, such as agricultural research; and institutions such as Agri
cultmal Colleges in Scotland may be expected to develop research work through 

from that source. So far as agriculture depends upon information, in
struction and advice, all operations will be conducted through these Agricultural 

There is a Development Commission for the three Kingdoms which 
administers the Fund to the extent triat grants are nat paid from it except upon 
the recommendation of the Development Commission. Any body of persons or 
any government department may make application to the Commission for a grant 
for a specific purpose, and justify their application. The Scottish Department 
made application lately to the Development Commissioners for a grant for the 
Agricultural Colleges in Scotland, and got a grant for capital expenditure of 
£60,000 and a promise of an annual amount which depends upon circumstances. 
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CHAPTER XIV: ORGANIZATION OF EDUCA
TION IN EDINBURGH. 

SECTION 1: THE EDINBURGH SYSTEM. 

The capital of Scotland has always held a high place in the provision of edu
cation, and the juvenile part of the population enjoys facilitieR in all grades which 
are probably unsurpassed elsewhere in extent and quality. The number of 
independent bodies concerned with the problem of education is great and these 
engage in an honourable rivalry in which, under the guidance of the Scotch 
Education Department, little of overlapping or unhealthy competition is to be 
discerned. 

The mUltiplicity of administrative bodies, and the mutual relations of the 
various types of institution, present a difficult and perplexing problem. 
It will be seen, however, that beneath this apparent complexity there lies a well 
ordered and organically articulated system, in which may be found most of the 
elements demanded by the modern theory of education. 

The following classification may be given:-

A. University Ed,ltcation. 

I. The University of Edinburgh, with faculties of Arts, Science, Medicine, 
Law, Divinity and Music. 

2. School of IVledicine of the Royal Colleges. 
3. The Edinburgh School of Medicine for \Vomen. 

B. Technical, A rt, and Professio1tal Illstruction, 

1. The Heriot-vVatt College. 
2. The College of Art. 
3. The Royal (Dick) Veterinary College. 
4. The Dental Hospital apel School. 
5. The College of Agriculture. 
6. The School of Cookery and Domestic Economy. 
7. The Training Colleges for ]'eachers. 
8. The Continuation Classes of the Ecinbnrgh School Board. 

C. Secondary and I ntermed1'ate Education. 

I. The Endowed Schools. 
2. The Private Schools. 
3. The Schools of the Edinlmrgh School Board. 
4. Junior Student Centres ('Training of Teachers). 
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D. Primary Education. 

I. The Schools of the Edinburgh School Board. 
2. The Voluntary Schools. 

E. The Special Schools and Institutions. 

I. Endowed Hospital Schools, viz.:
Donaldson's HospitaL 
John Watson's Hospital. 
Trades Maiden Hospital. 
The Orphan Hospital. 

2. The Royal Blind Asylum and School. 
3. The Institution for Deaf and Dumb. 
4. The Special Schools of the Edinburgh School Board:

Willowbrae Defective. 
Duncan Street Defective. 
St. John's Hill Day Industrial. 

AD?fINISTR.,'l.TION OF EDUCATION. 

657 

It will thus be seen that a very ample and diversified system of education 
exists. From the number of institutions and the variety of public bodies 
concerned in their management, there ensues that vigorous and widespread in
terest in educational welfare which is characteristic of Edinburgh. 

One part of the system is, however, There exists in the city no 
central institution for music which would link up such instruction as is given 
in the and Secondary Schools to the advanced work done by a relatively 
small number of students in the in Evening Classes in the 

College instruction is of music. 
The population of and the number of persons 

in the work of members of adminis-
teachers of all and subordinate workers, may be stated 

at not less than 3,500. The mlllual eXJlenditure on the whole system is approx
imately not less than £500,000 ($2,400,000); and in spite of the great number 
of independent managing bodies it may be said that the expenditure results in 
an efficient and characteristic system, \Vhen it is borne in mind that in each 
local area of England under the Act of 1902 the co-ordinathn of all of 
education is promoted by one local Education Authority, it will 1)(~ realized 
that the efficiency of the system of the Scottish capital gives evidence 
of t':l.e cordial co-operation and high aims of the many bodies engaged in the work 
of ejuCI'"tlOn. 

...... he work of the office of the School 
on'"ri<,-n,Pn"",,:-Elementary Education, 

Information and Employment Bureau, 
Finance. 

Board is divided into flu! f\)l1owillf~ 

Education, Medical, Edl1CHtiull~tI 
vVorks, Schoui A ltcIl(lam-,' , and 
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VOCATIONAL GGIDANCE. 

The Edinburgh Board has a full l\Iedical Inspection staff and an Employ
ment Bureau of proved success. The former attends to the physical welfare 
of the child throughout his school career; the latter picks him up as soon as 
he is near the leaving age, advises him as to the pursuit for which he is fitted 
z:.nd as to the opportunities for employment in the city; and frequently secures 
him a position under satisfactory conditions. The employers of the city are in 
active and cordial co-operation "dth the Bureau, and also with the highly
organized system of Continuation Classes which the BoaI'd has established. 

EDUCATIONAL FINANCES. 

The revenue of the Board applicable to the year ending l\1ay 15th, 1910, 
camc from three sources, as follo\,'s:-

(1) From Government (per Scotch Education Department): 
£ s. d. 

Day Schools: (a) Code Grants ............. " ..... . .. . 50 ,255 19 9 
(b) Relief of Fees.. ........ . ........... . 2I,000 0 0 

Continuation Schools: (c) Code Grants ....... . 9,139 2 

From Education (Scotland) Fund. 22,275 13 II 

Total Income from Government ............ £102,670 15 0 

(2) From Local Rating All/hority: 
School Rate. . ....... . 138,000 0 () 

Froll'l miscc/laneolls sources; 
lJ(Juks, etc., sold, Endowments, etc.. ... 6,7 19 6 7 

Total from Rates, etc. 719 6 7 

Total from all sources .. . £247,390 2 4 

01 the total revenue the sum of £44,484 2S. 2d. \vas expended in the repay
m;:1H of loans (principal and interest) and in respect of capital expenditures 
lHit covered by loans. \Vhen that amount was deducted from the income 
from rates, etc.,the sum of £100,235 4s. 5d. remained to be applied to ma111-
ti::la;,ce, tog-ether with the SU:11 of £102,670 I5s. 9d. from the Government. 

The maintcna:lce expe1lditures were as follows:~ 

(f) Fd.'lc'iftioll 

Day Schools ... 
(ll) Contim\;l.tion Scho()j:c 

,t\dnlinistration, E1 c, 

TotaL. ... 

.£ s d 
I 10 

Q,955 19 -t 
10,592 6 5 

201,850 7 7 
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The percentage of the total expenditure of each of these three items is as 
follows:-(a) 71.6%; (b) 6'1%; (c) 4'3%. 

The increased provision made for Education in Edinburgh by the Local 
Authorities is shown by the yearly amounts from the rates, as follows:~ 

Year. Population Amount. 
£ 

1880 ....................................... . 235,670 23,356 
1890 ....................................... . 302,262 52,170 

1900 ....................................... . 3 17459 99,106 
1910 ............ , ........•.................. 320,3 15 138,000 

SECTION 2: PRIMARY EDUCATION. 

CLASSIFICATION OF PUPILS. 

In the 39 Primary Schools under the Board the classification of pupil:, 
follows lines laid down by the Scotch Education Departllll'IH, viz.~Infant 
Diyision, in which instruction is provided suitable for children under 7 year,; of 
age; Junior Division, for children betweell the ages of 7 and 10; ami Senior Diy
ision, for pupils between 10 and 12. 

Liberty of classification irrespective of age is, however, permitted proyided 
that satisfactory reasons can be shown for the retention of children in any 
Division beyond the ages specified. 

The instruction given in these Divisions is so graded that the pupi~s are 
led by easy stages to the standard of attainment necessary for the Qualifying 
Examination, which forms the gateway to the Higher Grade School or to the 
Supplementary Courses provided in 32 of the Primary Schools. 

GENERAL FEAT"CRES OF PRIMAl< '{ CURRICULUM. 

The foHowing is an outline of the inSlTllctioll given in the four Diyisions, 
though the Curriculum varies in detail to meet requirements of school 
districts. 

In all Divisions provision is made for instruction in Reading, \Vriting, 
and Arithmetic, according 1.0 their degree of advancement, also in J'llysicnl 
Exercises, Singing by note, and the committing to memory of pieces 
of poetry of literary merit, while girls receive instructioll ill Needlework. I:. 
addition a certain time is devoted to Religious Instructioll ami tlw of 
temperance, and every opportunity is taken to train the childrell If, 1;aLil" of 
punctuality, cleanliness, neatness, and good manners, and in tlw of con
sideration and respect for others. 

In the Infant Departments the instruction is necessarily o[ au 
nature, and full use is made of Kindergarten methods. 

In the Junior Divisions a start is made with the "f ( 
practice is giyen in the speaking of English; and Nature St is introdw(' 
the object of the latter being that children may obtain by lllcam; of olbcrval :: 
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and inquiry a knowledge of common objects, natural phenomena, and School 
surroundings. In the Senior Divisions the foregoing subjects are continued 
and amplified, and the study of History is introduced. 

Instruction throughout the Divisions is so graded that normal pupils may 
complete this stage about the end of their 12th year, when, on being certified 
by the class-teacher and by the Headmaster to be of good proficiency in class 
work, they are presented to H.M. Inspector for approval of enrolment in a 
Supplementary Course or Higher Grade Department. 

This presentation is termed the Qualifying Examination. 
Pupils so presented are expected 

(a) To read at sight with good pronunciation and intelligent phrasing, narrative prose of 
moderate difficulty. 

(b) To write to dictation with good spelling and legible and regular handwriting. 
(c) To answer questions as to the subject matter of, and the meaning of words and sentences 

in the class reading-books. 
(d) To write a composition, the heads being given, or to give in the substance of 

a passage read. 
(e) To know the four rules of arithmetic as applied to whole numbers, easy vulgar fractions 

and decimals to three places, and to be expert in applying this knowledge to the 
calculation, both mentally and on paper, of simple sums in money and in the common 
weights and measures. 

(f) To be reasonably proficient in the other subjects included in the scheme oi work oi the class. 

The qualifying stage being passed, those pupils who aim at obtaining the 
Intermediate Certificate enrol in a Higher Grade School, but those who are to 
leave school at 14 proceed to the Supplementary Courses. 

SUPPLEMENTARY COURSES. 

In these courses which are provided in thirty-two of the Primary Schools 
the curriculum is in the main a continuation and development of the subjects 
previously studied, but fresh interest is gained directing attention to their 
bearing on the probable requirements of the pupil's after-school life. 

THE CO::'l[MERCIAL COURSE. 

Pupils who are to en/i;age in commercial pursuits enter the Commercial 
Course in which endeavour is made to give them such familiarity vdth principles 
of arithmetic as will enable them to deal 'with concrete cases such as occur in 
actual business transactions. The more ordinary methods of book-keeping 
are explained and illustrated by keeping accounts in simple form; the purpose 
and proper form of common commercial documents, such as invoices, receipts, 
cheques, etc., are explained; and systematic exercise is given in handwriting 
with a view of securing speed while preserving legibility and correctness of form. 

THE INDUSTRIAL COURSE. 

In the Industrial Course, other puplis receive instruction in elementary 
Geometry and ::'viensuration by construction and measurement of figures drawn to 
scale by use of compasses, protractors, and set squares. The use of "graphs" to 
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indicate the relation of varying quantities is taught, and the methods of measuri ;lg 

solids are indicated; practice is given in Arithmetic, and the pupil is made 
familiar with the use of the ordinary foot-rule and decimally divided scales. 
Pupils also attend the school workshop, where they are taught the proper use 
of tools and are exercised in the production of various objects from working 
drawings, as well as in the construction of such drawings from actual objects. 
Those sufficiently advanced are also instructed in the simple principles of Mechan
ics and in such problems as are contained in elementary text-books on Building 
Construction or Machine Construction and Drawing: 

THE HOUSEHOLD MANAGEMENT COURSE. 

Girls have a Household Management Course giving a preparatory know
ledge of the essential branches of housewifery. It comprises a series of carefully 
co-ordinated lessons in Cookery, Laundry Work, and Needlework, including 
mending, darning and cutting out, Dressmaking, and the use of the sewing 
machine. In a number of the schools the girls also obtain practice in the actual 
management of a house, with consequent marketing and keeping of household 
accounts. In these lessons every care is taken that the pupils clearly understand 
and appreciate the" reason why" of the practical methods taught. 

GENERAL STUDIES. 

These Courses aim not merely at the preparation of pupils for any particular 
occupation, but the production of useful citizens, alive to their responsibilities, 
and with capacity to enjoy rationally their leisure time as well as to earn their 
living. Hence certain subjects are in all cases combined with instruction spedal 
to the particular Courses. This more general instruction includes English, in 
which the main object is to create a taste for good literature; home rt'uding 
in conjunction with systematic lessons in composition proper care of the body, 
thrift, conditions of trade and employment, institutions Government, and 
history and geography of t11e 

In the Supplementary Course each pupil is required to keep a record of the 
work done, for submission to ILM. Inspector, and this record forms t.he basis 
of the entries on the Merit Certificate which marks the conclusion of Primary 
School Education, and is the passport to the Division II. Classes in the Evening 
Schools. 

CENTRAL SCHOOLS. 

Owing to varying numbers in attendance at Schools, it is not 
practicable to carryon the three Courses above indicated, and in somp rmi\,S 

is necessary either to omit one other of them or to form combiner! Cour;;ct;, In VlCW 

of the fact that this cannot be regarded as a satisfactory posit;c,n, the Board in 
1909 adopted a resolution that with the view of facilitating the classificatioll of 
the pupils, of reducing the cost of equipment, and of providing staff Illr n' 
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suitably trained to giye the required instruction, it was desirable that Centra; 
Schools should be established in which Supplementary Classes only should 
accommoda ted. 

DETAILS OF SOME SUBJECTS. 

The following details with regard to the instruction in some of the particular 
~ubjects may be of interest:-

Hygiene and Temperance.~As in fonner years regular instruction is given in these subject~ . 
.'\ "Syllabus of Lessons on Temperance" was recently issued by the Scotch Education Depart
ment, and this the Board have agreed should now be used in the Schools. In the classes below 
the Supplementary Course this instruction is given in conjunction with Kature Study and Physi
cal Training, or as part of the general training of the scholars in good habits. In the Supplementary' 
Courses the work done forms part of the instruction as to the Laws of Health, and is of a more 
systematic nature. 

The Scriptural aspect of Temperance is also dealt with at least once a month in the time set 
apart for Religious Instruction. 

Singing.~Thc six masters employed specially for this subject devote their time mainly 
classes in the Senior Division and Supplementary Courses of the Schools visited by them. 
Singing of the other c1asse,s .il! the School;; .is. taken by the class teachers under the supervision, 
in the case of the Junior DIVISIOn, of the VISltlllg master. 

11Janual Instruction.-Manual Instruction in the form of vVoodwork and Drawing is given 
to boys in all the Schools. The instruction is conducted in 33 School workshops, :22 of which 
also serve as Cookery class-rooms. During the Session 4789 boys received instruction. The 
work is mainly confined to pupils over 12, but in course of the year 216 boys received instruc-
tion before reaching that age. 

Needlework.-This subject forms a part of the curriculum in all the Schools, and except in 
three Schools, where the instruction is given by the ordinary staff, Sewing is taught by special 
teachers. Dressmaking is also taught in a large number of Schools. In only one is the work 
carried on by the Sewing Mistress without an assistant; in 20 Schools the Sewing Mistress had one 
Sewing assistant; in 7 Schools two, and in eight Schools three assistants. The instruction is, as 
a rule. highly spoken of by II.?Y1. Inspectors. 

Cookery, Laundry Wor}e, and IIousewijery.-There are now 13 whose whole time 
is employed in giving instruction in these subjects throughout the Schools, provision 
haying been made for girls in these subjects ill all schools but three. 

School Gardens.--~As an adjunct to Nature Study, gardens or flower-plots, which are culti
vated by the pupils, have been provided in connection with I I of the schools, with one or two 
exceptions these being in some part of the School grounds. Headmasters are unanimous in speak
ing highly of the educational value of this instruction, which is easily co-ordinated with other 
subjects, gives reality to the Nature Knowledge les8011s, and is a strong factor in curbing ten
dencies to wanton mischief and destructiveness. Such gardens are a comparatively recent 
development in Scotland. 

SECTION 3: CONTINUATION CLASSES. 

These classes are for those who have completed the Supplementary Classes, 
and for others who have gone to work after leaving the Elementary Schools. 
Their main objects may be set forth in four divisions : 

(I) Bodily well-being through I"L< .. b .... lance and improvement of the health 
of young people. The aim is th2"' tl1o;:;e children shall have sound bodies, enjoy
able health, and grow up in a wholesome, healthy way. 

(2) The enlargement of the sympathetic interest of the pupils and the 
broadening and of their interests and sympathies by the influence of 
good books and the interest of good literature, and by good and instruc
tion in regard to the things they ought to know about. 

(3) That the and girls should be equipped for the practical work they 
have to do, and that they shall possess competent knowledge of SODle craft, 
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or occupation which offers reasonable prospect of livelihood in adult 
years. When the boy is attending the Continuation Classes he is learning h;" 
trade through practical work for wages, and in the evenings or afternoons attend
ing these classes where he receives instruction and training to supplement what 
he learns in the shop, office or factory. 

(4) The inculcation of a sense of civic responsibility. The aim is that the 
boys and girls over 14 shall recognise their obligation as boys and girls living in 
Edinburgh, and that they shall think of the responsibilities and duties of commu
l1al life as well as of its rights and privileges. 

These are the four main things: health, wider interests and sympathies, 
practical ability in occupation, and good citizenship. 

The development of the Continuation Classes in Scotland generally and in 
Edinburgh particularly has been remarkable during the past few years, the latter 

due to the new policy initiated about 8 years ago by the Edinburgh School 
Board. To-day the standard of attainment is infinitely higher than it was 10 

years ago, and the pupils are vitally interested in their work. The change in 
the standard of attainment and in general tone is due to several causes, one being 
the Introduction of practical experts to teach scientific and technical and trade 
subjects in the Continuation Classes. 

ORIGIN AXD PROGRESS OF CLASSES. 

School Board Public Evening Classes were begun in 1813, when the to~'l 
number of pupils enrolled in the II centres opened in Edinburgh was 983., and 
average attendance 410. For the first 13 years the number in attendance varied 
little; in only one year previous to 1906 did the enrolment rise above 4,000. 
Since 1904 the Edinburgh School Board has devoted very special attention to 
its system of Continuation Classes. The co-operation of employers, soda! workers, 
voluntary agencies, parents and teachers, has been enlisted, with the result 
that in 1910 the number enrolled was slightly more than 10,000. Since 1905 
there has been an increase in the numher attending of 6,500) or 186%. The 
Board's policy has been referral to in the Education Department's Blue Book 
in The following terms, viz. 

_\n example of what can be a<:hieved by well voluntary effort is again furnished 
this by the notable further incrca,;e in attendance at the Continuation Sehools of the Edin-

School Board. 

The following points are interesting, viz.:-
That while the number of pupils in attendance has almost trebled itself 

since 1904-5, the total cost to the rates has not quite doubled itself. 
(2) That whereas in 1904-5 with only 3,600 odd PllPils the cost per pupil 

'Nas 13S. 9d., in 1908-9 with practically double the number of ]lupils the cost pCI' 

was only 9s. 9d. . 
That the increase in numbers has been steady sillet, 1 ; afld tktl 

for the last three years the ratio of increase has been prac1kal1y nmsianl 
~howing in round numbers a yearly average increase of J I I 70 pupik 

(4) That in 1904-5 when the numbers were lowest the co;-;t per pupil III 

t1H, rates was highest. 
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SCOPE OF WORK. 

In the years immediately succeeding the of the Education Act of 
the chief function of the School was to make good the defects 

of day-school education, and to provide instruction in the elements for those 
who had never been in attendance at a day school. \Vithin recent years it has 
been more and more the object of the Continuation School to take up the work 
of education at the point where the day school leaves it, and to some know
ledge of the underlying principles of the occupations followed by the pupils. 
Since 1893 there has been a Special Code of Regulations for Continuation Classes. 
There it is specifically stated that the classes may be held at any time of the day, 
morning or evening; hence the substitution of the name Continuation Classes 
for ti1e name Evening Schools. The present code makes provision for 

(1) Classes for the completion of general elementary education-Division I. 
(2) Classes for the elementary instruction of pupils in special subjects, especially such as 

may be of use to pupils engaged in or preparing for any particular trade, occupation, or profession 
-Division II. 

(3) Organised courses of systematic instruction arranged with a view to fitting students for 
the intelligent practice of particular crafts, industries, or occupations-Division III. 

(4) Auxiliary Classes for instruction in Physical Exercises, Military Drill, Vocal Music. 
Wood-carving, Fancy Needlework and Elocution-Division IV. 

REQUIREMENTS OF DEPARTMENTS. 

By the Education (Scotland) Act of 1908 the scope of Continuation Class 
work has been considerably ~ridened; its organization being no longer left to 
voluntary action of School Boards. Section 10 of the Act lays upon School Boards 
the duty of making suitable provision of Continuation Classes for the further 

of young persons above the age of 14 years with reference to the 
craft" and practiseu in the district, and also for their instruction in 
the English and literature, in the laws of health and in physical training. 
The same section confers upon School Boards the power to make, vary, and revoke 
bylaws for requiring attendance at Continuation Classes of young persons between 
14. and 17 years of age. 

In a circular explanatory of the provisions of the Act the Scotch Education 
Department has pointed ont that School Boards in industrial districts have no 
more important or pressing task before them than the fostering by ali means 
in their power of a movement for the better use of the years of 3.do!escence as a 
preparation for adult life. The question of the exercise of the powers conferred 
by Section 10 is referred to as follows:-

Before applying compulsion every effort should be made by the provision of suitable in
struction at convenient hours, by conferences with employers and associations of workmen and 
by co-opera.tion. with 091e~ ag<;ncics to st!mulate voluntary attendance. W~en compu}s!on is 
resorted to It nught be llImted in the first Instance to those who have not receIved the mInlmUm 
(rY, years) of Supplementary Course: instruction before leaving the Day School. 

EXTENT AND CHARACTER OF CLASSES. 

The School Board's Continuation Classes are carried on In 26 schools. 
These form the com:.ecting link I Jelween the Primary Schools and the five Central 
Institutions. They serve the needs of pupils who have to work during the 
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but desire either to extend their general knowledge or to make a beginning of 
studies bearing on the occupation upon which they have entered. 

Much attention has in recent years been given to these classes, and to bring
ing them into vital contact with the city industries and occupations. The 
Board works in close co-operation with employers of all kinds and receives from 
them valuable advice as to forming of courses and actual requirements of the 
industries. The classes meet on three nights a week, and are held in summer as 
well as winter. It is found that a well-organized, well-staffed voluntary system 
attracts large numbers of the city youth of both sexes, and compulsory atten
dance has not been introduced, although the Act of 1908 gives power to the 
Board to frame by-laws to that effect. In the winter of 191O-II the number 
of students was 10,099; in the summer of 19II, 3,020. 

The education in these classes is practically free, the fee for the Session 
(5s.) being returnable in all the schools (except 3 set apart for Adults over 20 

years of age) at the close of the session to each pupil who makes 80% of possible 
attendances. 

The range and variety of instruction may be gathered from the following 
list. 

COURSES AND SUBJECTS. 

Division I.-Classes for the completion of General Elementary Education. 

English and Arithmetic, and one or more of the following-The Empire, Civics, The Laws oi 
Health. Drawing, \Voodwork, Common Commercial Documents, Needlework, Cookery, Laundry 
vVork, Dressmaking, Millinery. 

Divisions II. and IlI.-Specialized Classes and Courses. 

ENGLISH COURSE:-
English, Composition, English Language and Literature. 

COMMERCIAL COURSES:-
(i) Shorthand Course:-

English, Shorthand, Typewriting. 
(ii) General Commercial Course:-

Two or more of the following-Commercial Arithmetic, Business Procedure, 
Elementary Book-keeping, Shorthand, English, Commercial Geography, 
French, German, Esperanto. 

(iii) Combined Commercial Courses:-
Business (Operative), Business (Historical, Geographical and Economic). 

TECHNICAL COURSES:-
(i) Elementary Engineering. 

(ii) Elementary Physics. 
(iii) Constructional Engineering. 
(iv) Elementary Building Construction. 
(v) Plumbers' Work. 

(vi) Carpentry and Joinery. 
(vii) Cabinetmaking. 

(viii) Upholstery. 
(ix) French Polishing. 
(x) Printing. 

(xi) Baking and Confectionery. 
(xii) Tailors' Work. 

(xiii) Plaster Work. 
(xiv) Brassfinishers' \Vork. 

ART COUIlSES:-
(i) General Art Course. 

(ii) Wood Carving and Design. 
(iii) l'v'Iodelling in Brass and Copper. 
(iv) Modelling in Leather. 

DOMESTIC COURSES:-
Two or more of the following-Cookery, Needlework, Dressmaking, Lallndry 'Nf'r1c H()n~" 

wifery, Millinery, and First Aid, Home Nursing, Hygiene and TCllljwr,uu'('. 
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Physical Exercises. 
Swimming and Life Saving. 

(iii) Vocal Music. 
(iv) Wood Carving. 
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(v) Elocution. 

The co-ordination of the work of these classes to the higher work in the 
five Central Institutions is ensured by frequent conferences of the teachers and 
administrative officers concerned, and by the issue of a joint prospectus giving 
all the details and the relationships of the various courses. 

ELEMENTARY TRADE INSTRUCTION. 

Special attention is directed to the efforts of the Board to provide proper 
facilities for elementary trade instruction. In connection with the new Supple
mentary School at Tynecastle a range of 18 workshops has been erected in a 
two-storied building 406 feet long and 28 feet wide, with an adjoining wing on 
The west side 100 feet long. The height of the building is 33 feet, and the average 
door space of each room 1,000 square feet 

The cost of erecting these buildings has been £6,000, which ,yorks out at 
the exceedingly low average of 3!d. per cubic foot; while the tools and fittings, 
with necessary electric motors, have entailed an expenditure of £2,020, making 
a total cost of £8,020. 

The 18 rooms have been allocated as follows:-Engineers' and Brass
finishers' work, Tinsmiths' work, Moulders' work, Pattern-making, Cabinct
making, Carpcntery and Joinery, Plumbers' work, Upholstery, Plaster work, 
Practical Science, Mechanical Drawing-~one each; CockelY, 3, Laundry work, 
2, Tailors' work, 2. 

The school was opened in September, 19II, with 23 teachers, all highly 
:okilled experts at their respective trades, and 391 pupils, embracing the following 
trac!es:-Engineers n6 pupils; Brassfinishers 20, Moulders 21, Tinsmiths 35, 
Cabinetmakers 21, Joiners 44, Plumbers 40, Plasterers 2 I, Upholsterers II, 

Polishers 8, Tailors 22, Tailoresses, 32. 
The winter attendance was very satisfactory, and the workshops were 

opened for a summer session of I I weeks, the enrolment bcing 216. 

I t is the intention of the Board to erect suitable workshops in other parts 
of the city. 

NUMBERS OF CLASSES AND TEACHERS. 

The total number of classes in the Continuation Schools is as follows 
Diy. I, 35; Literary English, II; Commercial, 306; Technical, 74;. Art, 20; 
Dumestic, 288; Recreative, 87; total, 821. 

There are 421 teachers employed in the Continuation Classes, 122 being' 
trained certificated teachers. For the remaining 299 the Board arranged a course 

. oj 6 lectures on the art of teaching, illustrated by 4 practical demonstration 
k;;:;ons by their Master of Met hod. The attendance averaged 200. 
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PERCENTAGE OF ATTENDANCE. 

A very high percentage of attendance has always been a prominent featUie 
in connection with the Continuation Classes, due to the regulations as to return 
of fee, to attendance and Burton prizes, to the close touch kept with parents 
and employers by head-teachers, to the interest pupils take in the work, and to 
the stimulating and practical nature of the teaching. The percentage of attend
ance for the ten years 19°1-1910 has been (in round figures): 95, 95, 94, 94, 
95, 95, 94, 93, 92 , 90. 

CO-ORDINATION WITH CENTRAL INSTITUTIONS. 

There is a scheme of co-ordination between the Continuation Schools and 
the Heriot-Watt and Art Colleges. The general principle of the scheme is that 
the elementary instruction in English, Commercial, Technical and Art subjects 
should be given in the Continuation Schools, and that students who have 
successfully completed a two or three years' course, as the case may be, should 
be granted certificates based upon the results of class work and class examin
ations, as well as on attendance, qualifying them for admission to the Advanced 
or Specialized Classes in the corresponding department of the" Centrals." The 
standard of these certificates is maintained under the supervision of three 
Assessors appointed by the above Colleges and the School Board. So far as 
technical work is concerned, co-ordination is becoming a distinct success, but 
in art and commercial subjects results have not been quite so satisfactory. 

METHODS OF ADVERTISING CLASSES. 

The prospectus of the classes is issued in a joint form showing the relations 
between the Board's classes and the specialised classes. of the Colleges, and 
a copy is sent to pupils who have left day school during the previous session. 
The arrangements for the session are also widely ad vertlsed by posters, handbills, 
window-bills and newspaper l]otices. Employers of labour are visited by the 
Organiser, meetings of workpeople are addressed by Members of the Board, 
and assistance is asked from clergymen, secretaries of trade societies and head
masters of day schools, in arousing interest in the classes and directing young 
people to take advantage of them. ' 

Among the questions which now claim the attention of the Board are the 
following :-

(I) The best means of reaching the 7000 young persons in the city at 
present receiving no instruction. 

(2) The provision of more suitable class-room and workshop accommodation 
for adolescents. 

(3) The prevention of overlapping -and waste by judicious schemes of co-
ordination with the Central Institutions. 

(4) Increased attention to the teaching of Citizenship andPhyskal 
Exercises. 

191d-15 
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(5) The training of practical pvr)pr1c<:: in the art of teaching. 
(6) Further co-operation with employers with a view to the institution 

d Day Continuation Classes. 

SECTION 4: CENTRAL INSTITUTIONS. 

The Central Institutions recognized by the Scotch Education Department 
and situated in the city of Edinburgh are The Heriot-Watt College, (2) 
Edinburgh and East of Scotland College of Agriculture, (3) Edinburgh College 
of Art, (4) Edinburgh School of Cookery and Domestic Economy, (5) Royal 
(Dick) Veterinary College. 

A scheme of co-ordination has existed since 1903-04 between the Continua
tion Classes and Secondary Schools, leading up to the Heriot-\Vatt and Art 
Colleges. I t is hoped to have a scheme of Cookery and Domestic Economy 
brought in. this plan the School Board secures expert advice 
of highly trained specialists employed in those Central Institutions, who visit the 
Continuation Classes no" as inspectors but as advisers, to indicate such lines of 
work as will best connect with the more advanced college work. In the equip
ment of the workshops at Tynecastle the School Board had the benefit of the 
advice of the heads of those institutions, and by so arranging the work that it 
would not trench on the ground of the Heriot-Watt College, the public were 
satisfied that economy was carefully in mind. 

The Continuation Classes provide only two sessions' instruction in English, 
Technical, Art or Conllll':~rcial subjects, and pupils who receive certificates of 
qualification from their schools are therec.fter expected to go forward to the 
more advanced stages of instruction in the Colleges. The assessors representing 
the "Centrals" and the Board have power to visit the schools from time to time 
and see papers set by teachers and samples of papers worked by pupils, and 
where qualified pupils have been readmitted to enquire into the re::tsons. 

The Heriot-vVatt School Board certificates in English and 
Carpentry and Joinery to admit to Intermediate Classes; those in Bookkeeping 
and business procedure to admit to specialized classes; and in ::'vlechanical and 
Electrical Engineering, Construction, Printing and PLuu'Jing as ad-
mitting to classes in those of the College which accept School Board 
certificates in Commercial Arithmethic and Commercial Geography as equivalent 
to their own in these It is arranged that Shorthand, Typewriting and 
elementary Geometrical be not taught in the Heriot-Watt College 
and that the School Board continue to make special arrangements for teaching 
these subjects. 

The College of Art School Art Course certificates to admit holders 
to their Art and Board certificates in Cabinet-making to admit to ad-
vanced classes in this 

A joint syllabus is issued showing the courses of instruction in the various 
subjects and the relation between the Board's Continuation Classes and the 
advanced classes in Heriot-VVatt Cullege. 
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To encourage pupils to pass on from the Board's Continuation Schools to 
those Central Institutions, a private fund is distributed covering College fees, 
preference being given to pupils who hold certificates of proficiency from Con
tinuation Schools. The Edinburgh Committee on Secondary Education has a 
scheme for enabling city students who have successfully completed a two or 
three years' course of study at Continuation Schools to obtain, by bursaries or 
otherwise, according to circumstances, education at any recognized Central 
Institution. 

Evening classes are held in the Heriot-Watt College, the Coliege of Art, and 
the College of Agriculture. In the latter the classes appeal especially to those 
engaged in rural industries in the neighborhood of Edingburgh, in Factor's 
oHices in the city or vicinity, in the seed trade, in nurseries, in gardens or forests 
or other branches of estate work, in dairying and in the meat and cattle trades. 
The classes in Botany and Zoology are of special interest to teachers, as they cover 
most of the ground of the ordinary Nature Study courses. A summer class in 
Nature Study beginning in April takes up the life history of typical flowering 
plants, influence of environment, etc., and typical vertebrates and invertebrates. 
In all the classes the work is made as practical as possible by means of laboratory 
work, demonstrations, examination of specimens, field work and visits to farms, 
woods, gardens and other places of interest. 

The scope of the several Central Institutions in Edinburgh recognized as 
such by the Scotch Education Department is as foHows:-

(I) THE HERIOT-WATT COLLEGE. 

This institution was founded in I82I, under the name of The School of 
Arts, its general object being the provision of classes to enable industrious trades
men to become acquainted with such of the principles of Mechanics, Chemistry 
and such other branches of Science as were of practical application in their 
several trades. The two leading classes then established, which still continue to 
take the fundamental subjects of educa.tion in the Cul1ege, ·were in Chemistry and 
Natural Philosophy, The name of the school was later changed to the \Vatt 
Institution and School of Arts, and finally, when the Governors or George 
Heriot's Trust took over the management in 1885, to the Heriot-\Vatt College. 
(George Heriot was jeweller and goldsmith to James VI, whom he accompanied 
when the Court was transferred to Lor:don in 1603.) 

The curriculum has been greatly extended, and is now of much more general 
character than originally. The Day Classes, which preserve to a great extent 
the characteristics of the fundamental courses, aim chiefly at providing advanced 
technical instruction in the applied sciences of Engineering, Chnnistry and 
Mining over at least a three years course; whilst Evening Clit",,;·;.; i ndude 
instruction in such subjects and also provide courses in those of a commercial 
or literary character. 

The courses of instruction are co-ordinated above to the Engineer-illt{ 
Department of the University and below to the Continuation Gass System nt 

the School Board. 
191d-15! 
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The students number annually about 4,000. 

The Continuation Classes conducted in this College are as follows;-
For those engaged in Engineering and Metal Trades: 

A. Elementary Engineering. 
13. Elementary Physics. 
C. Constructional Engineering. 

For those engaged in Ihe Builcling Trades: 
D. Elementary Building Construction. 
E. Plumbers' Work. 

For those engaged in Wood·working and Furniture Trades: 
F. Carpentering and Joinery. 
G. Cabinet making. 
H. Upholstery. 
I. French Polishing. 

For those utgaged in Book-binding and Printing Trades: 
J. Printing. 
K. Bakery and Confectionery. 
L. Tailors' work. 
1\1. Plaster work. 
N. Brassfmishc:rs' work. 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING COURSE, 

(School Board Continuation Classes.) 

I Year, II Year.-Geometrical Drawing, Practical Mathematics and MachIne Drawing. 

(lleriot- Watt College Classes.) 

III Year.--l\lachine Drawing, 4 hrs. weekly. Practical Mathematics for artisans, I he 
weekly. 

IV Year.-Electrical Engineering (Elem. I hr. weekly) and IJ'/, hrs. Laboratory work 
weekly (2nd half of Sess.) 

V Year.-Prime Movers (Elem.) I hr. lecture, I hr. laboratory. Applied Mechanics 
(Elem.) I hr. lecture, I hr. laboratory weekly. 

Similar Courses arc arranged in all regular subjects. 1st and 2nd years are given in Con
tinuation Centres of the Edinburgh School Board; 3rd 4th and 5th years arc given in Heriot
Watt College. 

(2) EDINBURGH AND EAST OF SCOTLAND COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE. 

This College was established in 1901. It is under the Scottish Education 
. Department and entirely independent of the City, the Board of Governors 
representing County Councils. The building is provided with fully equipped 
laboratories and class rooms. In the day course a three years' study in the 
science and practice of agriculture is given; Horticulture and Forestry are also 
included. To meet the requirements of country districts, courses of lectures 
and experimental we rk are given at various stations in all the counties through
out the allotted area of influence of the College. 

The ColIege does not own a farm, but has 10 acres outside Edinburgh for 
experimental work. An organizer calTies on experimental and advisory work, 
and at the same time organizes all other branches of agricultural activities in 
the districts. Most of the experiments are of the demonstration type on plots 
of from a quarter-acre to one acre. Farmers give up pieces of land for the 
purpose. 

There are 28 Extension Lecturers who give their whole time attending 
markets and visiting the farmers regularly, but not teaching in Continuation 
Classes. Tr~e plan has worked out towards improvement. Farmers are evi-
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dencing their interest in the work, large farmers being extremely friendly. 
Farmers' Clubs give valuable suggestions, and Advisory Committees of practical 
agriculturalists meet and guide the College organizers as to experiments that 
can be taken up, bits of work that may be specially investigated, etc. 

Under the direct supervision of the staff 128 School Gardens in connection 
with ordinary schools throughout the area of the College are conducted under 
regulations laid down by the College and adopted by the Scotch Education 
Department, which gives special grants to School Boards for these gardens. 
The College has regular farmers at these places, and there is a constant point 
of contact. There are no Evening Classes in connection with School Garden 
work, but Continuation Classes in scientific work are proposed, and, if established, 
will be correlated with School Gardens. 

Two classes (in Perth and Fife) are held throughout the whole summer for 
teachers actually engaged in schools, and teachers-in-training also attend 
College twice a week for 2~ hours each time. 

The Scottish Agricultural Society works with the College, which advocates 
the co-operative sale of produce whenever possible. 

There are about 475 students. Some qualify for the University diploma, 
and some for the B.S.A. degree. Fifty-two per cent of graduates go back to 
the land; the others are mostly teaching, lecturing, etc. In 1910 there were 
114 Day and 287 Evening Students. In Edinburgh a good many legal offices 
connected with land-factorial work-send young fellows wanting insight into 
forestry, etc. Farmers near the town come in for veterinary work. Horti
culture last year had 83 students, chiefly young gardeners engaged in the Royal 
Botanic Gardens in Edinburgh and at nurseries and private gardens round 
about. The work of the College is closely correlated to the Department of 
Agriculture in the University. 

(3) EDINBURGH COLLEGE OF ART. 

This College has recently been established by tlH~ amalgamation of several 
independent institutions which for many years carried on art instruction in the 
city. It is under the administration of the Town Council of Edinburgh, and a 
valuable relationship exists hetwccn it and the various Scottish Art Societies 
and Institutions. New buildings in Lauriston Place were opened in January, 
1909, admirably suited for the work, A well organized system of departments 
in the various branches of Pure and Applied Art has been instituted. 

The number of students (day and evening) is about 830. 
About ISO lads in the painting and decorating trade attend 4 or .5 nights 

weekly in the dull season, and about 2,5 of these were selected for a :-;jlccial course 
in Drawing and Design. Employers pay their fees from November to March, 
and during that time they have instruction two days a week, for which iinH~ 
they are paid by employers. The Evening Class is entirely lInd"r tlH~ control 
o1>the empioyers and the Trades Gnion. 

For trade work, both masters and men are represented on the Committee 
but do not control. 
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All architects' apprentices take two hours every morning in Designs a 
applied architecturally, and quite a number take all-day instruction, special 
students being selected for further instruction in Evening Classes. 

Courses cover Industrial Art, Design, Artistic Crafts, as well as Fine Art. 
Special classes are held for teachers. 

(4) EDINBURGH SCHOOL OF COOKERY AND DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 

This institution provides instruction and issues certificates in Cookery 
(Plain and Upper-Class), Laundry work, Needlework, Dressmaking, Millinery, 
and other subjects allied to domestic economy. It also gives the necessary 
training for managers and for those who are to become teachers of these subjects, 
its certificates being recop-nized by the Scotch Education Department and the 
Board of Education in England. 

A course has been specially organized for girls wishing to train for domestic 
service. They must be over 14, and must have gone through a preliminary 
training in the Supplementary Course. The instruction consists of six month's 
continuous training at this School and includes practical instruction in Cookery, 
Laundry-work, Housework, Sewing, Mending, etc. The fee, £1 I, covers the 
cost of material for a working dress to be made in the class, also provision of two 
meals a day in the school. The School keeps a register of students earning the 
Certificate from this course, and endeavors to find them suitable situations. 

A Special" Housewife's Diploma" Course is offered, covering from 6 months 
to 2 years, according to subjects, the fee being £20, also a one year's course for 
Lady HOllsekeepers, fce £17. There is a course for Laundry Managers, 50 

fee £6. 65. 
The co-ordination of the work of this school to that of the Continuation 

Classes of the Edinburgh School Board is under consideration. 
The number of students attending the various courses and demonstrations in 

this institution averages about 3,000 annually. 

(5) THE ROYAL (DICK) VETERINARY COLLEGE. 

This College was founded by the late Professor Dick in 1823. Previous to 
that no institution devoted to the teaching of Veterinary Science existed in 
Scotland, nor was any Veterinary Degree obtainable in the country. 

In the Highland and Agricultural Society, in co-operation with whom 
Professor Dick had acted in founding the College, appointed a Board of Exami
ners, who issued to 51:ccessful students certificates of qualification to practise the 
Veterinary Art. Professor Dick on his death in 1866 endowed the Royal 
Veterinary College, hence it bears his name. 

Up to I906 the College was carried on by the Town Council of Edinburgh, 
as Professor Dick's Trustees, with the funds left by him, supplemented by 
students' fees and the income from the College practice, but it is now administered 
by a representative body of management. 

The number of students is now about 100. 
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(6) TRAINING COLLEGES FOR TEACHERS. 

There are three of these institutions in the city, acctlmmodating about 9.50 
students in all, and serving the South and East of Scotland. They prov:de the 
general and professional education prescribed by the Education Department as 
necessary for the training of Primary and Secondary teachers. The course 
extends generally over two years, but allowance is made for time spent at the 
University or elsewhere in approved courses of general training of academic rank. 

The work of the Colleges is closely related on the one hand to the preliminary 
instruction given in Secondary Schools and Junior Student Centres, and on the 
other to the curriculum of the Arts and Science faculties of the University. 

The Colleges, formerly under the management of the Church of Scotland 
and the Free Church, are now united into one under the control of a public body 
known as the Provincial Committee for the Training of Teachers. A second 
still remains under the management of the Scottish Episcopal Church, and the 
third, the St. George's Training College for Secondary Teachers, is under the 
management of a Committee chosen from the subscribers to the College. 

(7) EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY. 

Although the youngest of the four universities of Scotland, the University 
of Edinburgh annually enrols the largest number of students, and has, in some 
respects, acquired a fame greater than any of the others. 

Founded in 1581 on the historic site of "Kirk 0' Field," the scene of Darnley's 
murder, it was opened for teaching in 1583 under the name of King James's 
College. Its origin is due to a bequest left to the Town Council by Bishop Reid 
of Orkney. In 1789 the original buildings had fallen into a state of disrepair, 
and the erection of de present stately buildings in South Bridge was commenced. 
The work was compltted in 1828. 

In 1869, owing to the great increase 1)[ students, it became necessary to 
provide more acco!11ll,oclat ion, and the University new buildings were subse
quently erected. These building;; 113.ye heen completed by the addition of the 
M'Ewan Hall, a gift to thc city and University, which cost £II5,ooo. Within 
recent years additional buildings have been provided by the establishment of the 
John Usher Institute of Public Health and by the erection of a new block at 
High School Yards for the Engineering Department. 

There are six degree conferring faculties in the University constituted by 
recent ordinance,-Arts, Science, Divinity, Law, Medicine, alnd Music. 

The number of matriculated students during the session 1908-9 was 3.286, 
distributed as follows: Arts, 1,157; Science, 300; Divinity, ('4 Law, ,3u5; 
Medicine, 1440; 1\1 usic, 20. 

'vVomen are admitted to degree examinations on the same conditions as lllelL 
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SECTION CONVERSATION WITH MR. J. W. PECK. 

Information obtained from" C01n'ersation" 'i.iJith MR. J. \lV. PECK, Secretary to the 
School Board, Edinburgh. 

Every year about 4,000 children, half boys and half girls, flow out from the 
schools, about 3,000 at one time and 1,000 at the other, and the Employment 
Bureau deals with them. 'When the date for leaving school approaches, the 
head-master fi1ls out on a card the boy's educational qualifications, physique, 
adaptation, and what trade he would be suitable for. The parents also put 
on the card what they would like him to go into. The boys and girls are notified 
to go to the head office and get verbal advice on those things. Their go:ng is 
optional, but tea parties are given at the schools, with all the parents present, 
and they are pressed very strongly to send the children along immediately they 
leave school and follow up the registation or _ personal interview with the 
authorities. The larger porportion of the 4,000 and their parents go, a certain 
number of nights weekly heing set aside for these interviews. 

Mr. Mc~al1y, the organizer of the Continuation Classes, deals with those 
matters. He advises the scholars and their parents as to what they are best 
suited for, and also what Continuation Classes they should follow if they are 
going in for a profession. 

There is also an office in the Labor under the British Government 
system, and for the juvenile work the Officer sits in the room next 
to Mr. McNally. After the boy has fixed upon what he is best suited for, he 
passes on and definitely registers there for that occupation, and the Government 
olli.ccrs keep all his record cards. The age is 14 plus a fraction, there being two 
fixed dates for leaving school. 

The "forked road" in the selection of an occupation between professional 
and industrial life occurs in the school course about 12. The Labour Exchange 
Ofncer,who is in contact with all the employers of the city, looks up his cards and 
writes for the boy to come along. The boy mayor may not get the job. It 
is a recent system, but it is working fairly well. Mr. McNally gives advice on 
(I) what the boy is suited for, (2) the industries of the city, and (3) the educa
tional qualifications to keep up with them. 

CONTINUATION CLASS SYSTEM. 

The Continuation Class is a two-year from 12 or 13 onwards, for 
the more elementary side of industrial work. The more advanced side is 
during the following three years at the Heriot-\Vatt College for engineering 
and mathematical work: at the College of Arts for art work; at the of 
Domestic Science for cookery work; and at the College of Agriculture and the 
Veterinary College. There is 110 College of Music, thus leaving a gap in the 
system. There are three years of training sub-divided in these more highly 
specialized Colleges. 
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Edinburgh suffers somewhat from the variety of managing bodies. Tb 
School Board manages the Continuation Class system; then the several College,; 
are under the management of Governors. The Colleges wiped out their eIe 
mentary Continuation Classes some time ago. When boys get to the top of 
the Public School system they pass on to the various Colleges, and the sys
tem is practically all one, as though one authority were managing it. The 
Colleges were quite glad to be relieved of their elementmy work. The pro
fessors go around and see that the elementary teachers are working on lines 
co-ordinating with their own. 

The Continuation System aims to cover education on four pointS:-(I) 
English: general development of power in speech and writing; (2) Citizenship, 
duties, privileges and responsibilities-they are all linked together in the organ
ism; (3) Physical Exercise; (4) Actual Technical Training in various sub
ject;;;, which follow pretty well the sub-division of the Colleges. The schools 
give, on a lower scale, what the colleges are giving on a higher, under a scheme 
of co-ordination whereby all the colleges relate their syllabuses to those of the 
Elementary Schools. 

A CENSUS SURVEY. 

Last summer a survey was made of all the industries; and houses of less 
than £30 rent were visited to ascertain what industry or occupation the young 
people therein between 14 and 18 were following. In this way a complete 
censUs was obtained of the juveniles and industries of the city. Where the 
census showed that a certain industry was asking for workers, and waE not pro
vided for in the educational scheme, a class was started. It is hoped to have a 
scheme of classes that will fit the condition' disclosed by that industrial census. 

How TEACHERS ARE SECURED. 

The question of teachers is a very difficult point. Some are Day School 
teachers of ordinary subjects, such af; Geography and History. Actual workers 
in the industries are employed as teachers of the technical work, as they know 
the practice of the shop and are familiar with all the pmcesses; but they have 
the disadvantage of not being trained as teachers. Last year an effort was made 
to overcome this by a course of six weeks on methods of teaching, class discipline, 
110W to interest pupils, etc., tugether with practical demomltratiol1s by really 
good teachers, such as Professor Stanford, of the Heriot-\Vatt College, who 
gave a lesson on how to teach Engineering, all the Board tcaehers who were 
teaching Engineering being present. 

Mr. Peck's opinion was that the advantages from the teachers being 
practical men compensated for their lack of training in teaching. lie would 
rather take a practical worker and give him training in teachin~ than take a 
trained teacher and try to indoctrinate him in the Technology of 
The workshop teachers had had experience as pupils in Evening Cla,;scc' and 
would remember how they were taught. Professor Stanford goes round 
the Continuation Classes to see about the teaching. 
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The practical workers who teach in the Evening Classes are paid about 3S. 4(1. 
(80 cts) an hour. At the head of each group of Evening Classes there is a Head 
Teacher, who is generally a man of experience in the Day School and is respon
sible for seeing that proper teaching methods are followed, details of registration 
properly carried out, etc. There are about 300 of these workshop teachers. It 
is proposed to give three lectures on general methods of teaching to the whole 
of them by the Master of Method from the Training College, then to follow that 
with three or four lectures to the various groups by recognised experts in those 
groups-lectures to Engineering men on the special way in which Engineering 
should be taught, etc. Then that would be followed up by sending those experts 
or subordinate experts to observe them in their classes and see if they were follow
ing out the methods they had been given in these two different kinds of lectures. 
It is hoped thus to rivet the whole thing together by conduding with lectures 
by the Master of Method. 

STUDENTS AND E:MPLOYERS. 

The Continuation Clas,es are attended by about 10,000 pupils in 
winter and 3,000 in summer. In addition to the office work by the organizer 
of Continuation Classes and the officer of the Labor Exchange, series of 
meetings of employers are arranged. The employer gets all his work-people 
together, and the Education Office sends speakers to urge on them the 
advisibility of entering the classes, the employers in some cases guaranteeing 
the fees. In that way a large number are brought in. Some eight years ago 
only about 3,000 were in these Classes, but by advertising, by employers' 
meetings. by getting at the parents, and by proving the caliber of the 
work, the number has been increased to JO,ooo, which is only about half the 
possible number. Mr. Peck did not know that they would get much higher 
than that figure, because of the inertia which could not be moved by even the 
most vigorous methods. 

Re Cm,fPULSORY ATTENDANCE. 

Optional powers are given to Local Authorities under the Act of 1908 to pass 
by-laws requiring all young persons up to the age of 17 to attend Continuation 
Classes. Age limit, not educational attainment, is the basis of the legislation, 
just as in the Elementary School. One little Board in Haddingtonshire in 190 9 
passed a by-laW under the Act, but it has not been followed up to any extent yet. 
I\1:;.-.Pcck thought that compulsion up to the age of 14 does not give the authorities 
sufficient power or opportunity; and that specialization for industry before 14 
is for such a very limited period that it must be of a very elementary kind. It 
was not real specialization at 14, but was just to interest the pupils in the appli
cation of their Arithmetic and Drawing to industries and arts, and did not 
carry out the work in the detailed way of the higher courses. He did not think 
the system which stopped at 14 could give a Technical Training such as the 
communi ty required. 
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SIX HOURS OF DAy-LIGHT TEACHING SUGGESTED. 

He pointed out of the Act does not say that the classes must be Evening 
Classes but simply says "further education," leaving the Local Authorities 
free to specify Day Classes in their bylaw. If employers could be persuaded 
to let their employees off for Day Classes he thought it would be the better 
way. The Day Continuation Class work, he added, would have to be a part
time system. It would be a very serious revolution to take a large lump of day 
time out of industry. An improvement, if they could get the employers up to it, 
would be to take six hours weekly in daylight for Continuation Classes, instead 
of two hours on three nights weekly as now. Most of the members of the School 
Board, however, were timid about making this move. The initiation of the by-law 
is left to the School Board, which is subject to the will of the general ratepayers, 
who to some extent would be employers. The situation would be quite different 
if compulsory attendance were a statutory requirement. \Vl"ere the School 
Board is elected it is more difficult to pass such a by-law. Of course if any 
large number of the ratepayers wanted it they would press for it at the triennial 
elections. 

ADVISORY COMMITTEES AND THEIR FUNCTIONS. 

Advisory Committees, 18 in all, are made up for the groups of industries 
from employers, expert workmen and others interested in the industry, Their 
object is to see that the classes are kept in contact with industrial 
practice, and that the teachers are doing the work properly. They also advise 
the authorities as to whether they are guiding the pupils properly to the various 
industries; whether the various pamphlets issued by the Board about the 
industries are properly drawn up; and generally, they keep the Board right 
in regard to those matters. The members of those Advisory Committees attend 
meetings very regularly. The reports almost invariably say, "every member 
present." Each Committee has from 5 to 8 members. The Advisory 
Committees meet all together once a year and discuss things generally, and their 
,mggestions arc found very valuable and practicable. Those Committees arc 
consulted about the worhhops. For example, if the Board wanted to leach 
Tailoring, they could advise as to what sort of work should be taken up, what 
sort of men should be obtained as teachers, etc. He did not say the Board 
always accepted fully what the Committees suggested, because it has to deal with 
the educational side of the question. Out of the entire Advisory Council of 125 
members, which is made up of the members of all the Advisory Committees, 
only 10 or 12 arc educational experts. 
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CHAPTER XV: ORGANIZATION OF 
TION IN GLASGOW. 

DUCA-

INTRODUCTORY. 

Glasgow is organized for education on lines so similar to those given in 
detail for Edinburgh, that merely a summary and a few special features 
are 

The School Board has IS members and a Clerk; 12 Committees look after 
the various departments; and the Board has representatives on various edu
cational and other bodies in the city, numbering 22 in all, including Central 
Institutions, Endowments Board, Committee on Secondary Education for the 
District, etc. 

After experience with the new Education (Scotland) Act of 1908, the 
Board reports that while proceeding cautiously and, where possible, by way of 
experiment in regard to new questions, it continues to make steady progress 
in all departments of its work. It is establishing a systematic co-ontination 
of the various departments of educational work, and attempting to bring about 
the closest possible connection between the Day Schools and the Continuation 
Classes. 

The experiment of establishing, in one of the Higher Grade Schools, a three 
years' course of instruction specially suited for the needs of pupils who inc end to 
proceed to engineering or allied trades, and to continue thei.r studies at the 
Evening Classes of the Technical College or other Central Institution, proved 
so successful that it has been extended. 

The Continuation Classes are developed with due regard to the needs 
of all members of the community; and, as fitting in an industrial city like Glas
gow, attention is being paid to the requirements of artisans. Further, 
in order to insure that every child under their care shall get at least the rudiments 
of a good elementary education, they have, under section 10 (3) of the Education 
(Scotland) Act, 1908, made by-laws compelling the attendance at Continuation 
Classes, until 17 years of age, of young persons beyond the age of 14 years 
within their district (1) who have not completed two years' attendance at a 
Supplementary Class or the equivalent thereof, (2) who are not otherwise 

a suitable education, or (3) who are not especially exempted by the 
School Board from the operation of the by-laws. 

SECTION 1: CONVERSATION WITH }vIR. J. CLARK. 

Information obtained in "Conversation" with MR. J. CLARK, M.A., Clerk to the 
School Board of and with MR. FLEMING. 

The School Board has very wide powers under the Act of 1908. There 
are fixed dates for the children to enter and leave school, these uates being chosen 
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with the approval of the Central Authority, viz., 1st August, 1st February, m

Ist April next after the child's 5th birthday; the leaving date being the cor
responding one aftcr the age of 14. From the time of entering to about 7 years 
of age, the child remains in the Infant Department; then from 7 to 12 the:'c 
are five main stages, At 12 he passes the Qualifying Examination, and goes 
to either Secondary School work or to a Supplementary Class. The latter has 
an important bearing 011 industrial training. Many artisans are getting their 
training in the Evening Classes and pro'ceeding to the Technical College or 
other Central Institution, where they take certificates and diplomas. 

SELECTION OF VOCATION. 

There is no distinction between Elementary and Secondary School work 
before 12 years of age. 

At the age of 12 a notice is sent out to the parents, them which course 
desire the child to follow. If a child is to leave at 14, since the Board has 

power to keep him at Evening Classes till 17, it is better for him to take the 
Supplementary Course and afterwards take his artisan or commercial training 
in the Evening Schools. 

The integral difference between the two courset:---the Supplementary Course 
and the course of the Secondary School-is that in the Supplementary 
Course no new is broken. Generally speaking, half the time is given 
to manual work; the boys have 5 hours Drawing and Manual Instruction. 
and the have Housekeeping, including Household Arithmetic and 
Accounts. go out in turn to buy the provisions that are to be cooked 
for the day's work; and in addition, they have Dressmaking and other things. 

If a boy had taken the S1)pplcmentary Course and then changed his mind, 
he would really require to go back to the of the Gracie Course. 
Though he might go a little faster, would be handicapped almost to the 
€xtent of the time he had spent in the Supplementary but he would 
have lost in his powers of observation and fIe would not 
be so well equipped for the science side, A lad, after two years of Supplementary 
Class work and two of Class technical work, would be as well 
equipped for the particular kind of artisan work he was to, as if he had 
had the three years' science course of the Intermediate Classes-in fact, a little 
more so. As a matter of fact, there are only very few cases of boys changing 
from one course to the other, chiefly because the schools are very fortunate in 
having the right men to advise the parents, so that only those who are quite 
sure of not able to keep the boy at school after 14 are sent into the 
plementary Classes. 

ATTITUDE OF EMPLOYERS. 

Out of about 7,000 going out yearly, probably 2,000 pupils have not 
the Supplementary but there is a by-law under the Education .Act that 
they shall it up before 16, The difficulty is that where the boys are 
working in factories and shops, the number of hours, including educatioll, 

191d-16 
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must not exceed the limit stated in the Factory Act. Some employers are rather 
inclined to say that if there is any restriction as to the hours of labor, they 
will take nobody before 17; but others pay their apprentices a week 
additional for each certificate they get, so that some of these boys who would 
ordinarily be 10 shillings, are earning 14 shillings per week. One of the main 
objects of the by-law is to improve the attendance at Day-School, and in time 
people will realize that those \vho do not attend are so much handicapped in 
getting that the eGon \vi!! be made to keep them at school till 14. 
Only those who do not attain a certain standard come under the by-law, and the 
pareras to appreciate it already. 

ADMISSIONS AND BURSARIES. 

All the Science Classes in the whole of the West of Scotland are affiliated 
with the. Technical College, and the students can get into the Technical College 
without examination on the certificate of the school. 

The and County Committees have schemes of bursaries and main-
tenance allowances which enable the poorest lad in the district, if he has the 
necessary ability, to go on with those classes. The various industries are repre
sented··--engineering, drawing, building, naval architecture, coal mining, etc., and 
a scheme is being worked out on more elastic lines on the Commercial Education 
side at the Central Institution. The bursaries tend to keep the boys at home 
in the early stages, which is desirable, as the lower stages of the Technical 
College are overcf'(n\Tled. By co-ordinating these local courses and accepting 
their certificates for admission to the Technical College, this is achieved. The 
particulars ('abe of an applicant for a bursary are gone into in each case, 
and the authority nominates on the basis of the certificates 
held by the while the personal evidence of the student is made an ele-
ment, 

CO-OPERATION WITH LABOR EXCHANGE. 

The Technical College co-opts special members to decide along what lines 
special instruction should be given, and the Local Committees co-opt leading 
experts in various all working in close conjunction with the Labor Exchange 
and the Committee consisting of representalives from all the education 
authorities, and from leading trades and industries and associations of industries. 
These can do what the Labor Exchange cannot do, advise parents and boys 
what trades are overcrowded or unsuitable. Cards in duplicate are sent to the 
ceiltres, one being filed at the School Board for Continuation Class purposes, the 
other filed at the Labor Exchange. These cards give information about the boy 
and some idea of what he i:'l must litted for. The Headmaster advises the boys 
when to continue their education, and every case is visited so as to get them 
into the Continuation Schools. The Labor is not to relieve parents 

,()f their responsibility, but to help them. Special inducements are offered to boys 
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to take courses rather than single subjects, by making it cheaper to do so. It 
is also proposed, instead of returning part of the fees for regular attendance, to 
admit to a second year's course, and to return the money at the end of that. 

In Scotland the School Boards have a great deal of power in the matter of 
attendance, but Glasgow is the only big educational authority in Scotland which 
enforces the by-law about children in factories attending school, or even children 
working for their parents, or independently such as newsboys, etc. Every child 
has to be licensed for public purposes, and licenses are refused to those who do 
not attend school. 'While regularly constituted authorities have much power and 
responsibility, the Scotch system is essentially democratic. 

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION. 

The number of pupils for whom grants were paid during the school year 1910 
was 69,886. Of these, 1,903 pupils, including I98 junior students, earned grants 
in the Higher Grade Departments and 67,963 in the Elementary Departments 
of the schools. The total amount of grant received from the Scotch Education 
Department, exclusive of the two High Schools, was £99,303, 6s. 1 Id" being £1. 
8s, 3id, per pupil, for schools inspected on the work of 12 months, as against 
£94, 887, 7s, 2d., or £1. 7S. 6!d per pupil, in the previous year. This shows an 
increase of £4,415, 19s. 9d. over all, and an increase of 8id. per head. 

I t is noted with satisfaction that enrolment in Supplementary Classes or in 
Higher Grade Departments was 5,735, as compared with 5.483 the previous year. 
The percentage of successes of pupils was 96.3, as against 97.7. In these classes 
and departments, 4,916 pupils received instruction, as compared with 4,406. 
Grants amounting to £8,185 lOS. were paid on an average attendance of 3,146, as 
against £6,921 on an average of 2,676; and Merit t:::ertificates were awarded to 
1,618 pupils out of a total of 1,670 presented, as compared with] ,257 out of 1,279 
in the previous year. 

SECONDARY EmJCATION. 

An increasing number of duly ([l1alitled pupils continue to take advantage 
of the higher education olTered ill the Secondary Schools of the Board. Care is 
taken at the date of each qualifying examination that parents are informed of the 
difference between Supplerncntary and Secondary Education, and warned as to 

the inadvisability of enrolling in a High School or a Higher Grade Department 
any pupil who is not to continuc at school until he has obtain!>!! at least the 
Intermediate Certificate. 

The three years' instruction, which constitutes the IniCrJl1\'dialC Course, 
includes a systematic study of English and one or more languages, I"danced 
adequate instruction in Mathematics (including Arithmetic), and 
Drawing. All specialization is postponed until the stage of tlll' I l\terHH< 1 Llle 
Certificate has been reached. Thereafter, the pupils, while following a IHoar! 
general curricutum, have an opportunity of their subjects ui <l«'<Jrd·· 

ing as they aim at an academic, a scientific, a technical, or a commercial CarC('L 
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The Interm;odiate Certificate is as qualifying pupils for admission to 
Schools of Art, Schools of Domestic Science, and certain other Central Institu
tions. This standard of attainment is also demanded of pupils entering on the 
Junior Student Course. 

Pupils who have completed a post-intermediate course of three, or in some 
cases, two years, and have obtained the Leaving Certificate, are fully equipped 
to profit by University instruction, and a pass on the higher standard in any 
subject at the Leaving Certificate Examination is accepted as the equivalent of 
a pass in that subject at the University Preliminary Examination. 

CONTINUATION CLASSES. 

In the organisation of the Continuation Classes, the establishment of a close 
connectiOli' between day and evening school work, and the encouragement of a 
higher standard of general education are sought. The development of Supple
mentary Classes in the day school makes it possible to secure this. One function 
of the Continuation Classes is to make it possible for pupils who have completed 
the Elementary Day School course to broaden and extend their knowledge, and 
ultimately to specialise along the line of their practical \YOlk. Recognising this. 
the Board are gradually increasing the scope of their classes. In addition to the 
courses already in existence, English, Language, Commercial, Domestic, and 

courses have been and all students who have not previously 
acquired a knowledge of English must include that subject in their 
c.ounlC. 

Provision has been made under the Industrial Courses for artisans engaged 
In variol,s trades to receive instruction in the principles underlying their 
occupations, and in workshop methods and processes, with such practice as may 
be necessary to supplement their workshop experience. 

Attempts are also made to stop the leakage between and Evening 
School in the case of those who left school before reaching the Supplementary 
Class. At each of the fixed dates, particulars of all children leaving school are 
obtained, and Attendance Officers are detailed to visit their homes, aud endeavour 
to secure their enrolment in the Continuation Classes. So far this has not had 
an appreciable effect, but under the new by-laws the attendance of such children 
viiil be compulsory. The co-operation of the Employment Bureau of the Labor 
Exchange proves helpful in enabling the Board to trace sHch children as receive 
employment through the Exchange. Despite t,1,e leakage above referred to, 
there is a considerable increase in the number of pupils taking advantage of the 
classes for the completion of general elementary education, the total number 
being 3,588, as compared with 3,017 the previous session. In the more advanced 
classes for specialised instructiort there is also a considerable increase, the numbers 
being 20,688, as against 18,50G,tl1c percentage of attendance being 80, as against 
SL 
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SECTION 2: CENTRE FOR THE OF SCOTLAND. 

Glasgow is the centre for the \Vestern Division comprising the Counties 
of Argyll, Ayr, Bute, Dumbarton, Dumfries, Kirkcudbright, Lanark, 
Renfrew, \Vigtown. In this \Vestern Division there were in the Session 
1909~IO, 435 Continuation Class Centres and 827 Continuation Classes. 

As the result of a conference between the Glasgow and West of Scotland 
Technical College and the Glasgow School Board, these two bodies were per
suaded to have a common system of organization in which the objective of the 
Continuation Classes conducted by the School Board should be the Technical 
College, and which would be beneficial to the pupils to the extent to which they 
carried it. Of course the co-ordination is a loose one; no rigidity is insisted on; 
but the Glm:;gow and Govan School Boards accepted the proposal, and now it 
has spread over practically the whole of the south-west of Scotland; so that 
classes in Kilmarnock, Dundurn, Paisley, Greenock, Hamilton, and many other 
places are all directly linked on to the Technical College, the scheme having been 
adopted by some 30 Boards in the Western Division and three from Stirlingshire. 

ORGANIZATION OF SCIENCE CLASSES. 

This has raised the question of representation upon the Joint Committee 
on the organization of Science Classes, which could not be regarded as satis
factory unless every Educational Authority adopting the general scheme of work 
was represented on the Committee. The whole matter has now been considered 
and a readjustment made upon a fair basis. The Committee is now composed 
of:-

(a) Four representatives of the Technical 

(b) Three IIf the School Board of 

(c) Three representatives of the Govan Parish School Board. 

(d) One representative from each of five School Boards and 011e represent
ative from the Govan Y. M. C. A. 

(e) One representative of each authority, excluding those mentioned, having 
an enrolment before the September of not less than I individual 
students in affiliated classes. 

(f) The Organizing Secretary or Director of EducatioJ) fur auy county 
containing affiliated centres, or a representative from the COUIUV 

Education Committee. 

(g) A representative of the Scotch Education 
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PLAN OF TECH~aCAL EnUCATIOX IN RENFREWSHIRE. 

The following conspectus of Technical Courses in Renfrewshire will serve 
to show the arrangements made in that county. 

GLASGOW. 

Technical College (Central Institution). 

fe.dmkai School 
(Ft\~1 Course). 

C-,i)urock. Port 
Glasgow. 

Yoker. 
Scotstoun. 

Shawlands Academy, 
Queen's Park H.G. 

Barrhead H.G. 
'-----.-~ 

Preparatory and 
Finlt<md Second Years. 

Renfrew. Camphill. 

E\lPUWERS' CO-OPERATION IN CONTINUATION CLASSES. 

Public have been held in a number of towns with a view of arousing 
a measure of interest in Continuation Classes and widening public 
opin;on their aims and possibilities. A -Workers' Educational Assoc-
iation, representative of various Craftsmen's Societies, has been formed with 
branches and secretaries in certain districts through with the object 
of with the Board by impressing upon apprentices the benefits 
likely to accrue from attending a course of study having a direct bearing on their 
craft. Conferences have also taken place in several cases between employers 
and others interested in education, for the purpose of opinions on the 
selection and of apprentices. 

In response to a Circular issued to all employers in and District, 
containing a series of questions, practically everyone favoured co-operation, and 
promised to do all they could; some stipulating that the classes be held in the 
evenings. The questions dealt with the training of apprentices (a) before 
2.pprenticeship, (b) during apprenticeship. 

Under (a) the great majofi1y emphasize the importance of general education 
rather than technical, though specialization in mathematics and kindred subjects 
is favored by some. Under (h) specialization 011 the linc,; of the pupil's work 
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is recommended, adequate instruction being 111 Mathematics, Geometry, 
Drawing and Blue-prints. Some employers also express a desire for practical 
instruction of apprentices in their particular work. 

On the whole, firms would give preference to boys prepared on the lines 
indicated; some however decline to do so. The bulk of employers would be 
willing to give every encouragement as regards promotion, etc. to apprentices 
in their works attending classes approved by them; some have already adopted 
this course. Others point out that owing to the trade rates of ""ages it would 
be difficult to grant increases. 

Some employers offer to recoup apprentices' fees and expenses for materials, 
etc. or to promote good pupils to the drawing office by examination. All express 
willingness to co-operate \'lith Education Authorities in promoting Trade Classes 
whose object is to produce more highly skilled workmen. They also promise 
to lend small equipment, such as patterns, tools, moulding boxes, etc. to classes 
in the district. 

As regards the time for holding classes, about 80% of the firms maintain 
that work would be dislocated if the classes were held during the clay. About 
I think that classes should not be altogether in the evening, while others 
express doubt, but will consider the matter. One finn suggests that boys ,ihould 
spend half the year at classes and half at the works. Even those finn", who con
sider that the classes should be in the evening, express readiness to co-operate 
with Education Authorities in arranging them at other times. 

The majority of employers do not consider it advisable to have reports 
sent them on their apprentices' progress, only 37% answering in the affirmative. 

GENERAL SUMMARY OF EMPLOYERS' OPINIONS. 

The general opinion is in favour of:
(I) Boys to stay at Day School till 16; 
(2) Failing which, boys to attend Continuation Classes for subjects similar 

to those of the Day School, to be followed a more technical course in Mathem-
atics and Machine Drawing on entering their apprenticeship. 

BURSARIES. 

The Bursaries awarded by the Committee on Secondary Education for the 
District of the School Board of are of three classes, viz 

(a)-Il1terrr:ed£ate Bursaries, granted to pupils from Elementary Schools 
or Departments, and lcnahle at an Intermediate or Secondary School for three' 
years, from the beginrring of the session subsequent to that in ,vliit'h the Qualify
ing Examination has been A Bursar must take the full curriculum of 
the school for the Intermediate Certificate of the Scotch Educatiul1 DcparllncnL 

(b )-Secondary Bursaries, granted to pupils from Intermediate or 
Schools, and tenable at a Secondary School from the bcginnillf! of 1\l(: SP;iSIOll 

subsequent to that in which the intermediate Certificate lias heen 
A Bursar must take the full curriculum of the school for the Lv'lyillg' ClTl i fi'a, (', 
or for the Junior Student's Certificate. 
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(c)-Central Institution Bursaries, tenable at the following Institutions 
The School of Glasgow Athena:um (Commercial College), the 

;::.:ld \Vest of Scotland Technical College, The \Vest cf Scotland Agricul-
tural Co II c;::;c, Glasgow College, The Glasgow and vVest of Scotland 

of Domestic Science. 
A Central Institution is awarded for one session only, but a further 

may thereafter be made to the Committee. 

GENERAL CONDITIONS. 

(I) The parents or of applicants for Bursaries must be resident 
\vithin tl~e area of the School Board of Glasgmv. 

(2) The Bursaries are not Rv,-arded by examination, but the 
"viII take into account the educational qualifications of the applicants as well 
as their need of financial assistance. The amount awarded will vary 
to the circumstances of each case. 

(3) The Bursaries will be paid only on a satisfactory report as to attendance, 
prcgress, and conduct obtained from the Head Teacher. 

The Bursaries shall not be tenable with any other Scholarship or 
unless in very exceptional circumstances, with the special approval of the Com
mittee. 

(5) On the award of a Bursary a form must be declaring that the 
Bursar intends to complete the relative curriculum course; in default of such 
completion, the return of the amount expended will be required. 

Under the Glasgow Educational Endowments Bursary competitions 
were hel(l ill. 19II for University Bursaries. Three Bursaries of the annual 

tenable for four years at the University of Glasgow, were awarded 
among lhose who had attended Public or 

aid in obtaining a Gniversity education. 
170 Bursaries were also awarded for Continuation Classes, So being for 

scholars whose previous education qualified them for attendance at Continuation 
Classes at Central Institutions, and the remainder for those already in attendance 
at such classes. 

Candidates above the age of 17 are excluded from these competitions and 
the Bursaries are aw".rded in the order of merit. 

SECTION 3: CENTRAL 

The Commission was impressed with the good work done in 
as in other in Scotland. In addition to the information obtained 

from conversations with Messrs. Clark, Stockdale, Newbery, 
and other leaders, we give 11 brief survey of the Central Institutions. 

The Glasgow a;1d \Vest of Scotland Technical College is fully covering the 
ground in the various brallclw" of Engineering, Mining, !'-Taval Architecture, 

, Metallurgy, Buildillg, Textile Manufacture, Mathematics and 
An account of the work of this college follows the "Conversation" 

\\Cith Dr. Stockdale. 
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One Institution of particular interest is the Glasgow School of Art, which is 
featured under (4) of this Section. 

Under the head of Central Institutions, brief outlines are given of the \Vest 
of Scotland Agricultural College and the Glasgow Athemeum (Commercial 
College). These and the above, together with the Glasgow and 'Nest of Scotland 
College of Domestic Science and the Glasgow Veterinary College, form the 
Central Institutions for the district. 

(r) GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND TECHNICAL COLLEGE. 

Information obtained in "Conversation" w'ith DR. H. F. STOCKDALE, F. R. S. K, 
Principal. 

This College was established in I796, and is therefore probably the oldest 
Technical College in the world. A class known as the Mechanics' class conducted 
under that old institution, which had the name of Andersoniall College, called 
after the founder, Professor John Anderson, hived offfrom the parent institution 
and took to itself separate premises and management and called itself the "Me
ch2.nics' Institution". That waf) the beginning of these 11ls1'itutionswhich under 
that name spread throughout the \'/hole of Great Britain, and which have formed 
the beginnings of nine-tenths of the technical iustitutions of England. 

In 1886 a Royal Commission which had to deal with the emlowments of 
Scotland, and had large powers, brought together again the old Mechanics' 
Institution and the Andersonian College and some [hree or four or five other 
endowed bodies, and formed them into the "Glasgow and 'VYest of Scotland Tech
nical College". These were brought bit by bit into one homogeneous 
but the work of the College was conducted in three or four buildings scattered 
over the city. About ten years ago Glasgow raised a building fund of about 
£360,000, £80,000 of which came from the Government, the balance from 
voluntary subscription:" or grants from the city and other authorities. With 
that money the present magnificent building was erected. 

REPRESENTATIVE BOAIW OF GOVERNORS, 

When the College was start(:d with a new lease of life in 1886, the 
placed it under a Board of. Governors which consisted in the first of certain 
Life-Governors representing old endowments which were then thrown into the 
common pool i and in addition to that they authorized the Provost and 
Magistrates, the School Board, the University, the Trades House, lhe Merchants' 
House, Educational Endowments Boards, and public bodi(·;:; of 1 hat kind, to 
appoint representatives for terms of years. 'With very ( 
that Constitution holds good to-day, and these men are the 

FREEDOM UNDI<:R SCOTCH DEPARTMENT 

In the old days the work was largely under the Science and Art lHt'nl 

of the English Board of Education, but about 12 years ago lhe power 1;; 

money for this work was transferred to the Scotch Board, and since then 1 ht' 
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College has been in the hands of the Scotch Education Department 
whose general policy is to allow the utmost freedom in the development of the 
work. \Vhile the Department requires to be very fully informed about finances, 
proposals in reg"ard to payment of staff, and a hundred and one things that 
make up the working machinery of the College, they have not interfered, and 
have had sense enough to see that those on the spot probably understand iocal 
problems better than they, and from the start they have done nothing but 
help those in charge. 

DAY STUDEXTS. 

Shortly after the transfer of authority, the day work began to push ahead 
very strongly, until now there are 600 day pupils, more than half giving their 
whole time to College work, on which they enter with full University standing; 
but the standing of the diplomas of the Is not less than that of any 
BrItish Uniyersity. The other half of the students is variously made up. For 

a big shipbuilding finn has met with difficulty in regard to a particular 
oil, and they sent a competent man, a in science, and him in the 
laboratory to deal with that particular question. Though this man is not 
typical of the other 300, it is quite a common thing to find a man in a civil 
engineering office who is weak in surveying and wants to push ahead in that sub
ject, and his employer will arrange to release him for a course in the College. Out 
of the 300 men there would probably be ISO graduates, who in the main attend 
the College to follow special courses adapted to their peculiar requirements. 

The whoh~ of the work is of :otandard, excepting the work 
of ont' little group"" the Bakers. 

EVE XING CLASSES-GENERAL SECTIOX. 

The Evening work is in two distinct secticms. The large General Section 
is on a par with the work as to standard,which is indicated by the fact 
that there are from ISO to 200 University graduates in the Evening Classes. 
Entrance upon this work is preceded by preliminary examination only in 
Mathematics in regard to non-engineering subjects; in subjects 
a preliminary of Dra,,-ing is also required. This standard, which 
marks the beginning of the evening work in the main section, is the point at 
which students from Continuation Classes conducted by the School Boards 
around Glasgow enter, the latter having courses leading to particular 
departments of the Collegc under agreement ",,jth the College authorities, 
the work being regulated by a Joint Committee. 

An officer of the College visits all the surrounding classes to see that the 
work is done in accordance with the agreement, that the syllabuses are correct, 
and that certificates are iSSlll'd only to students who have satisfactorily donc 
the work and reached a desirable The volume of this work can be 
judged from the statement that every class of any importance, within 30 miles 
of Gla,sgo~v.;, is affiliated with the College, and that the numbers in these classes 
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reach about 7,000, while there are within the College itself about 5,000; so tk.t 
with the day students the College is the centre of organizations affecting about 
13,000 or 14,000 students. 

No work is done in the College of as Iowa grade as is done in these Supple
mentary Classes; there was an agreement that there should be a strict line of 
demarcation. The College had to send down to the Supplementary Classes 
hundreds of students, but the attendance has increased tenfold, and they are 
coming back very much better prepared than before, because they are giving 
very much more time to preparatory work. A boy, who has left the Elementary 
School at 14, has to go through a preparatory course of possibly two and usually 
three years before going to the College, so that there is good material with 
which to carryon the evening classes. 

EVENING TRADE CLASSES. 

The other side of the evening work is the Trade Classes, and to this problem 
the Governors are giving very serious attention. Dr. Stockdale said he could 
not say that a satisfactory solution of the prohlcm hac! been found. The 
classes bave grown bit by bit; the plmuhing classes are the oldest, having 
existed for 30 years; sheet metal workers v,ere the next, then tIle decorative 
trades, then printers, and thus bit by bit the College was led into the provision 
of a great deal of instruction which had no relation to the mass of the evening 
work. 

The general tendency of the last Act of Parliament and of the policy of 
the Education Department of Scotland is towards putting all this hade work 
under the School Boards. The main work of the College is grmving so much 
that something will have to be put out of it to allow for that legitimate grmvth, 
and Dr. Stockdale thought that almost inevitably it would be the Trade Classes. 

SPECIAL INSTITUTION FOR TRADE CLASSES. 

Pers011<,lly he would like to see esiahlis.hed a big separate institution which 
would provide for a!l the trades concerned in the work of the dislrict, with 
relations to School Boards silnilar to those of this Colleg'~, that new institution 
providing for the rank and lik jLlbt as the College endeavors to provide for the 
higher ranks of the industrial world. This was Dr. Stockdale's jlCrSOllaJ view, 
and he added that what he :,;alrl fill this subject had not been con:,;idvlcd by the 
Governors and adopted as their opinion. 

He thought the College and iis work were big enough as all administrative 
unit, and that if it grows arty larger it cannot be properly luoh'd afier. He 
therefore personally deprecated the indefinite expansion of the VltI]'k suet; as 
would follow a decision to retaiu and develop the TracIe C!a:,;sc:, wiihill tll(, 
College walls, as these could forlll a section which might wdl [H' dr>;tli lvit h 
separately. He thought that they wouid have to be in a huilding s('paratp 

from the Continuation Classes, because of the necessary setting miide or work
shops with very extensive and complete plant. At present the whole of the 
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basement of the College from end to end (350 ft.) with the of one 
room is given up to the Trade Classes. That type of student could not be 
got into the the Baking School being the only one in which, 
during the day, is done in the way of trade work. The ordinary oper-
ations which affect industTY prevent men frem coming in during the as 
they must earn their bread and butter. 

It is not the intention of the Trade Classes of the College to teach a trade. 
The practical classes are open only to those who have had sufficient 
to profit by the class. In that way the Trades Lnion difficulty is met, and yet 
at the same timf> the classes are left open to those who have h2.d workshop 
experience. 

THE BAKING SCHOOL. 

The College was approached a short time ago by the Master Bakers of 
Scotland with a for help stating that, although the industry has become 
very important and a number are engaged in it, very little is known about 
it from a scientific point of view. The College authorities agreed to do what 
they could, and the Master Bakers subscribed among themselves about £4,000 

to equip rooms for the instruction of bakers. One of the Associates in Chemistry, 
who had also a knowledge of bakery, was put in as lecturer. 

The School forms a little world within a ·world, and is apart from 
the general working operation of the College. Ten or twelve 
all sons of their whole time to that work, and are looking forward 
to succeeding theix fathers in business. 

Probably the School will always be treated differently from others,. 
hceau;:;e the hakers of Scotland have made important sacrifices to establish 
ii, worked for many years, long before there was the present strong 
{«("ling in favour of education, and today the Master Bakers of 
the College over £100 a year and provide the material used in the 
School. 

Dr. said the way in which science could help the baking trade 
was very He told of an extensive baker from Edinburgh who 
a few months ago came to the College saying that everything was going wrong 
-thousands of loaves being turned out every day that were practically unsale
able--and asked what could be done to help him. The College man, on 
tigating, found a colony of foreign bacteria in possession of his 
He told the baker what to do; and after he had done it everything was all 
right. 

PRELIMINARY EXAMINATIONS. 

There is no difference in the entrance standing between the Technical 
College and the though there is a difference in methods, and it is 
hoped chat the made two years ago would simply the work 
or the J oint Committee of the \ !)lj versi.ties. 
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The Joint Board of the Scottish Universities controls the examination for 
admission to them, and at present this College does not come under that, but will 
have to do so and adopt the same preliminary if and when the in the Uni
versity takes place. 

One feature that must be kept in view is that the Secondary School system 
of Scotland terminates with the Leaving Certificate at the age of about 17, 
and Dr. Stockdale hoped that that Leaving Certificate would be accepted for 
matriculation without question in any faculty in any of the Universities. To all 
intents and purposes it is accepted now, but accepted for individual subjects; 
but he would like to see it accepted as a unit because, being the completion of 
the Secondary Education system, it would mark the entrance to the University. 

In addition to the information obtained from "Conversation" with Dr. 
Stpckdale, further particulars wel'e learned by visiting the Institution and hy 
examining its publications. The features of use to Canadians are mentioned 
hereafter. 

EVENING CLASSES. 

All students, except those afterwards exempted, who propose to enter the 
Evening Classes are required to pass an entrance examination in Mathematics. 

Those who have obtained Course Certi:6cates from any recognized Conti
nuation School are admitted without further examination. The entrance 
examination is not required from students over 16 years of age proposing to 
enter classes in Music, Bacteriology, Biology, Geology, and Physiology, but they 
are expected to have received a good education. 

Students over ! 6 years of age Trade Classes are exempted from 
but are recommended to qualify for admission to classes 

related to their subject in other Departments of the College. The Trade 
c;asses are :--- Boilcrmaking, Decorative Plumbing, 
Sheet Metal and Allied Trades, and Clock-

Students mllC;t tIll' Heads of the Departments m which they 
wish to attend classes that are prepared to profit the instru.ction 
provided. The Organizer of Continuation Classes in Science present each 
evening to advise junior students j()ining the College for the firCi1: tirne. Advi
sers for the several courses of leading to the Certificate have been 
appointed, whom students Hre recommend to consult. 

ENRou.n~NT OF STUDENTS 

The enrolment at the college in 19IO was as follows:-

Intermeuiate Students ClaBs Enrolments. Stlld(:!lt-ho1Jn~. 

21o,n6~ 

32 8,'116 
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OCCUPATIONS OF EVENING STUDENTS, SESSION 1909-1910. 

Met]. 

Mechanical Engineers and Draughtsmen, and Structural 
Draughtsmen ...................................... . 

Boilermakers, Ship Platers, Shipwrights, and Ship Carpenters .. 
Foundry Managers, Blacksmiths, Brassfounders and Finishers, 

Moulders, Steel Smelters, and Roll Turners ............ . 
Tin and Copper Smiths, and Sheet Metal Workers, ......... . 
Civil and Mining Engineers, and the Mining Industries ..... . 
Electrical Engineers and Draughtsmen, and Instrument 

Makers ............................................ . 
Telegraphists, Telegraph and Telephone Mechanics, ........ . 
Opticians and Watchmakers ............................. . 
Clerks, Travellers, and Civil Servants ..................... . 
Teachers ..................................... " ........ . 
Architects, Measurers, and the Building Trades ............. . 
Chemists, Gas Manufacturers, Druggists, Drysalters, Paper 

Makers, Dyers, Colour Makers, and Bleachers; Paint 
and Oil Trades ..................................... . 

Printing and Allied Tr3.des ... ' ............................ . 
Cabinetmaking and the Furnishing Trades ................. . 
Textile Trades ......................................... . 
Tailors ................................................ . 
Bootrnakers ........................................... . 
\Narehousemen and Salesmen ....... ' ..................... . 
Bakers, Chefs, Cooks, Grocers, etc ........................ . 
Other Trades .......................................... . 
No occupation, or occupation not stated ................... . 

Women. 

I,32 9 

149 

52 
II2 

314 

186 
143 
60 

30 4 
146 
677 

198 
141 

59 
66 

70 

57 
124 

399 
32 

133 

Teachers.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78 
Chemists, Telegrzophists, Clerks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 

Dressmakers, Miiliners, etc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 

No occupation, or occupation not stated. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84 

Total. ............... : .................... . 

(2) WEST OF SCOTLAND AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. 

During the Session of 19[()-11 there were in attenciance at Day Classes 
I I 1 it;dividual students; at EvcninR Classes I I I; at the Kilmarnock Dairy School 
240 • A steady anllual increase since the College was opened in 1899 points 
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to the urgent necessity of more accommodation. S4 students followed full 
consecutive courses for the Diploma or Associateship of the College. The 
regulations allow recognition of attendances at a rural course under the Provincial 
Committee to qualify pro tanto for the College diploma. 

Extension Lectures in agricultural subjects have been delivered in 65 different 
towns and villages, and by arrangement with County Councils and other Local 
Authorities, classes with from S to 20 lessons in each have been conducted in 
Argy\lshire at 10 centres, Dumfriesshire 17 centres, Lanarkshire 4, Ayrshire S, 
Kircudbright 9, Perthshire S, and I centre each in Renfrewshire, \Vigtownshire 
and Stirlingshire. Dairy Extension work is also vigorouely carried 011. 

Horticulture lectures have been delivered at 47 centres, and 55 School Gardens 
established in the different counties related to the College. 

The Ponltry Department has been strengthened by the appointment of a 
Lecturer, and Extension Lectures on Poultry Husbandry have been given in 
26 centres. 

A number of Demonstmtions have been given in different parts of the 
division of Woods and Forests. 

Farmers engaged in Cheese-making continue to be supplied with pure cultures 
by the College. 

The experiment of linking together related subjects to form a course has 
resulted in a greater number of students receiving systematic instruction. 

(3) GLASGOW ATHENAEUM (COMMERCIAL 

The number of individual students in the Session I9JO-II was IA02, the 
enrolments in the various classes being 2,758. At the close of the session 917 
students presented themselves for examination, and the work done, as ascertained 
by independent examiners, is stated to be of a high standard. 

The classes now number 128, the staff numbering 3! as I3 five years 
ago. 

Courses have been instituted in tl1<: Law of Shipping and Marine Insurance, 
Law to Railways, etc., thE' Patterns, and Trade 
Marks, special Day Classes formed in order to encourage from 
Secondary Schools to continue studies before entering upon business. The 
result justified their continuation and extension. 

The experiment of linking related subjects to form course has 
resulted in a greater numlJer of students receiving systematic instruction. 

Earnest consideration is Ilcing given to the question of co-or<iill<lting the 
College work with that overtaken hy School Boards. 

(.1-) GLASCOW SCHOOL OF ART. 

In Scotland th<> leaving certificates (Intermediate and I he: 
meeting-points for school graduatiull, and the radiating points (o\vanl" it ,n 
in the professions. It is necessary to emphasize the facts: that Drawiug 
runs through the entire curriculum, the minimum time behw T hours weddy 
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in the earlier stages, and 2 hours in the later; (2) that the Intermediate Certifi
cate is granted on the results of inspection and examination at the medium age 
of 15, not for isolated subjects, but for a well-balanced course of study, including 
Drawing; that it is not a final certificate, but a passport to higher study; 
and that the higher Grade Certificate in Drawing is awarded to successful 
students on a minimum of two years' further study. 

art studies, as well as technical, are under the control of the Central 
Institutions, which include the Edinburgh College of Art, Glasgow School of 
Art, and Aberdeen (Gray's) School of Art. Committees of Central Institutions 
are composed of representative men, appointed from local bodies such as town 
councils, universities, school boards, trade societies, etc. 

Universities have not been identified to any extent with Art teaching. 
In 1880 a Chair of Fine Art was founded in connection with Edinburgh University, 
but the functions of the Professor consist chiefly in giving an annual course of 
lectures, of which little advantage is taken. It is believed the time is not far 
distant when Art will be more closely associated with courses. 

The certification of Art teachers, hitherto based entirely on the result of 
practical attainments, such as acceptance of ,,"orks and personal examinations, 
'will be conditional in future on the possession of the Intermediate Certificate; 
further study of general subjects of ecincation, including Art, during a period of 
two years as Junior Student in training; aJ,ld the diploma of a Central School 
of Art, a period of two, three, or four years. Attendance at a training 
centre for professional instruction in teaching methods, principles of education, 
etc., is also necessary. 

Students 
mediate Art 

to be teachers of general subjects must obtain the Inter
succeeded normally by at least two years' study as 

during which it is expected that the Higher Grade certificate 
in 'Nill be obtained. may be recognized 
as qualified to instruction in 

ART RELATED TO INDUSTRIES. 

Yiore attention has recently been paid to the bearing of Art teaching 011 sub
jects relating to industries~their design, technique, and economic production. 
The satisfactory completion of a definite course in the Central Schools Is attested 
by the award of the school The value of these diplomas is being 
increasingly recognized by employers and teaching bodies. Central and more 
important schools are equipped with craft rooms. 

In view of the large number of occupations which do not call for extensive 
Art training, but in which Drawing forms a valuable adjunct, courses are 
provided which include Free Drawing and Technical Drawing, Geometry and 
Mensuration. 

In Scotland the term" F'ree Drawing" includes what was formerly known 
as free-hand, model, and light and shade, with all their modern developments. 
Technical Drawing in this connection means the application of Drawing correlated 
to subjects of a technical nature. 
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Scottish students have not hitherto enjoyed adequate opportumtles for 
higher Art study, but the future looks much more promising. 

The influence of Art Education on industries will manifest itself more appar
ently in the demand for good and tasteful products, than in the creation of Art 
objects; so many are users and so few producers. Hence instruction in Art matters 
must be a fundamental feature of the Art Education of the future. Sufficient 
time has not elapsed to demonstrate fully the effect on students and employers 
of the present system. 

THE FUNCTIONS OF A SCHOOL OF ART. 

Taking Glasgow and its School of Art as typical of most of the larger cities 
of the United Kingdom, the following is selected as an interesting statement 
embodying the views of Dr. Xewbery, Principal, in reply to the question "\Vhat 
ae the functions of a School of Art with special reference to craft classes?" 

A craft class may be defined as a course of instruction in any special pro
duction to which Art is applicable, and in which the producer must be an Art 
workman. A craft class is really a trade class, for instruction in the nature and 
limitations of material. In the establishment of craft classes it should be taken 
for granted that the School of Art is a central institution for instruction in 
advanced Art, and that it is set dmvn in the middle of an industrial population, 
whose chief work is the production of manufactured material or articles to which 
Art is applicable. Its objects then are,-

(I.) To supply to the utmost the needs of any and every local manufacture 
in which the application of Art plays any important part. This should be its 
chief work. 

(2.) To aid in the resuscitation and revival of any Art industry which may 
once have been traditional, but which the pressure of commercial competition 
may have either thrust into the background or sapped of any vital life. 

(3.) To endeavor to create new industries, provided always that the difficul
ties attending such creation be not immperable. 

GLASGOW INDU;:;TRIES REQUIRING ART. 

(1.) Glasgow has a multitude of manufactures, but it is primarily a weaving 
to",'11. It makes carpets, tapestry goOds--SllCh as curtains and hangings; cottOll 
prints; muslin goods (particularly the harness variety); linen, damask, etc. But 
it prints wall-papers; it makes furniture; ca'St-iron work is a noticeable produc
tion; and there are one or two wrought-iron firms (one fairly good). It has a 
large trade in wood carving; it supplies architects with both wood and stone 
carvers; glass-staining is a noticeable, and more than locally appn:dated art. 
The art of pottery is being taken seriously by at least one manufacturer. The 
city has silver-chasers, and jewellers' manu£acturers, die sinkers, and c()mmcr(,la! 
engravers. Lithography, though [<trgely mercantile, employs many 
there are the usual decorators' and painters' trades; mosiac and rnarble workerI'> 
claim attention, and others, whose needs must be met. 

191d~--17 
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Under (2.) comes needlework and embroidery, which in time made Ayr-
shire famous, and an endeavour is being made to revive not only its acceptance, 
but also that of the aft of lace-making. 

Lnder (3.) comes the tentative effort being made, chiefly through the medium 
of the School of coupled with a firm of well-kno\\<'ll publishers, to afford 
work for women in the craft of book-binding and decoration; also to meet any 
possible demands that may be made by local gold and silversmiths for enam
elling, and designs for gold and silver work and jewellery. 

This list of the arts and crafts presents a fairly full budget for any School 
of Art to meet, but the demand may be taken as typical of most of the larger 
cities of the kingdom, ","ith the exception, that in specialis~d centres, such as 
Birmingham, Sheffield, Manchester, or the Potteries, a local need bulks which 
simplifies and centralises craft work. 

COURSES I~ DESIGN A~D DECORATION. 

Guided by local conditions and demands, the Glasgow School of Art has the 
following courses in design and decoration: 

Technical Studios have specially erected to enable students to learn design in and 
through the use of material. show the process of weaving, a loom has been erected and a 
practical weaver gives the demonstrations. 

COURSES. 

Principles of Design.-Lectures and demonstrations. 
Applied Design.·~Textiles-Carpets·-Wall Papers--etc. 
Sta·ined Glass.-Design-Material-Technic-Preparations of Cartoons-Colour SC.herne,s

Study of old examples-Drawing of Figure, Foliage and Ornament-Painting and 
Finished work. 

Decorations of Interiors.-(Churches, Public and Private Buildings)-Drawing from the 
Cast-Drawing andPainting Flowers---Principles of Ornament-Architecture-Colour Schemes
Stencil Cutting-General application. 

Needlework and Embroidery, Applique, &c,·-Foliage in Outline-Study of Flowers from 
Nature-Design and Application-Technic-Study of old examples-Original work in Silk, 
\Vools, and Linen. 

Bookbinding and Decoratio1t.-Outline fr0111 Cast-Foliage from Nature-Desigu to fil! 
given spaces-Study of old examples---Tools and their uses-Material-Preparation and Execu
tion of original design. 

Ceramic Decoration, Design and Painting.-Outline from Cast and Foliage-Still Life 
Painting-Modelling, Design, and application-Materials-Colours·-Processes-Glazes-Firing. 

Enamels.-Ornament-Figure-Life.-Still Life-.Design and Composition-Technic-Fin
ished Work. 

Mosaics.-(Same as above.) 
Block Cutting and Printing in Colours.-Drawing and Shading Ornament from the Cast 

in line and wash-Antique-Life-Design and Figure Composition. Experiments in Printing 
will be made by a Printing Press. 

Sgrajfito and Gesso,-Drawing and Modelling Ornament from the Cast-Antique-Life·
Architeetnre-Colour Schemes. 

Design, Lithographic and Poster.-Ornament 
Painting-Design-Figure Composition-Colour 

Figure from the Cast-Life, Drawing and 
and their application-Technic-

Printing-Finished Works. 
lvIetal Work-Gold, Silver, Brass, 

Casts-Design-Modelling-Or nament 
Chasing and Engraving-Original \Vork. 

Wood Carving ami Engraving. 

and lron.-Drawil1g Ornament and Figure from 
the figure--Material-Techllic-Repousse \Vork-

Stone Carving.-Drawing and NIodelling Ornament and Figure from the Cast··-Life
Figure Composition Design-Copies of old work from examples and photographs; Original 
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BEGINNINGS AND DEVELOPMENT. 

The Glasgow School of Art was founded in 1840. In I892 the Governing 
Body was made representative of the principal Public Bodies of the city, and 
the School was registered under the Companies' Act. In 1894 the Governors 
to collect public subscriptions for the erection of a new building, part of which 
was formally opened in 1899. In that year the Scotch Education Department 
took over the control of the Science and Art Education of Scotland, and in Sep
tember, I90I, the Glasgow School of Art was established as the Central Institu
tion for Higher Art Education fOT Glasgow and the vVest of Scotland. In 1906 
the growth and development of the School made the completion of the building 
a matter of necessity, and this was accomplished three years later. 

The Governors are authorized to grant Diplomas and Certificates to stu
dents upon the results of a course of instruction, together with special tests. They 
bear the official endorsement of the Scotch Education Department, and are 
accepted by that Department as proofs of technical capacity. 

The various Secondary Education Committees of the Country are em
powered under the Education (Scotland) Act, to grant maintenance bursQries and 
maintenance scholarships to enable duly qualified students to obtain education 
in the Day and Evening Classes of the School of Art as a "Central Institution", 
Certain sections of the \vork of the School have been co-ordinated \vith that 
being done by the Glasgow Provinci2J Committee, the Technical College and 
the chief School Boards of the City and district. 

RELATION OF ART SCHOOL TO PRIMARY SCHOOLS. 

The scheme of Drawing studies agreed upon between the School of Art 
and the Glasgow School Board, intended to form a connecting link between dIe 
art work of the Primary School ;mel the Sd1Oo1 of has bcen acccpted and 
put into working e{Teet by at least a doz(~ll other School Boards, so tint their 
Continuation Classes in have been advantageously linked to the 
Evening Courses in tile Central Institution. 

An inspection of the work in tile Continuation Classes of the year 
results in a number of students being selected for further inslrud.ion in the 
School of Art. These classcfi an: intended not only for students who desire to 
become painters, sculptors or designers, but also for those who wislt to 
a general knowledge of and in Art and the Artistic Drawing 
classes generally are, however, disappointingly small. Notwit.hstanding every 
effort having been made, both by School Boards and by mem.bers of the ,I\iastl'c 
Painters' Association, to bring before them the advantages of1\rt itl~1 rlwtioll, 
it is doubtful if more than of the apprentices and journeymen have (aken 

advantage of the facilities provided, 

191d-ln 
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ENROLMENT OF STUDENTS. 

The ordinary students in attendance (I91O-1 I) at the various classes-day and evening-in 
the four Departments of the work of the School were as follows:-

Drawing and Painting .. '" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 458 
Design and Decorative Art.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 99 
Modelling and Sculpture. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41 
Architecture.. . . .. . .. . . ..... . . . . . ... . .. .. ...... . . ...... .. . ... ... 125 

TotaL.. .............. . .... ..... ..••... . .. . ..••.. . ... . . 723 

CONVERSATION WITH MR. NEWBERY. 

Information obtained in "Conversation" with MR. FRANCIS H. NE\VBERY, 
A.R.C.A., Director of Glasgow School of Art, and MR. JOSEPH VAUGHAN, Sup
erintendent of Art Instruction under the Glasgow School Board, and by a visit 
to the School of Art. 

The Glasgow School of Art is a state institution managed by Governors 
elected from public bodies in Glasgow. the Education Department at Lon
don paying half the cost of maintenance. The efforts of the institution are 
devoted to raising the standard of Art throughout the length and breadth 
of the land. The attainment of this end is being achieved in no small measure 
through the work of the Elementary School teachers who come to this School 
for their training. 

The School aims to make art applicable to industries. The object is to 
give people good taste and skill and power to apply good taste to the things 
they make. and to their own occupations. The School starts with the suppo
sition that every boy and girl has an instinctive desire to express himself or 
herself in terms of Art. The point is to define exactly what is meant by Art. 
Mr. Newbery starts with the desire of the child to decorate itself, to surround 
itself with forms which are copies or impressions of what it sees, and he endeavours 
to make the child observe and study nature, and through this desire of decoration 
applied to itself or its surroundings to cultivate that side of bea~ty. It is a 
very simple proposition to recognize a certain power which the child possesses, 
and to deal entirely with that. 

The old idea was that the school-master had so many homeopathic doses 
of Drawing to compound and count, throwing in stuff of no use to man or 
beast, and to serve that out to the children. The new idea is that Art 
students, like anybody else, have certain powers and instincts to be cultivated 
and directed. lVIr. Newbery said the result had warranted the new point of 
view, and he believed there were now in the west of Scotland a large number 
of people teaching Art by endeavouring to develop this instinct in the child 
and directing its attention to the observation of nature from a purely artistic 
point of view. Between 800 and 900 teachers pass through the School every 
year. He believed that each of those teachers, in tur.n, is a missionary exercising 
an influence upon the children. Only by such education could they hope 
to get at the big thing called public taste, because the little children in the 
school are the future public. 
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No distinction is made between the Art student who comes on Monday 
morning and works five days a \veek and the man or woman who comes on 
Saturday morning as a school teacher. The latter are not school teachers 
to the Director and his staff. The moment they enter the Art school they 
are Art students, and are submitted to the same Art influences of environment, 
instruction, direction, and any other that the staff can bring to bear upon 
them. 

NEED OF EDUCATION IN TASTE. 

Many evening class students work in Glasgow shops, but the problem 
here as elsewhere is this: Until the public can be brought to the point where 
good taste becomes national, if not universal, the designer works against odds, 
for the manufacturer is there to sell his goods to the public, and in plain English 
he sells them to people whose taste is worse than his own. Today 30 men 
and women are finding a living in Glasgow in Arts and Crafts who ten years 
ago could 110t get a foothold. They approach the public directly in the same 
way as the man who paints pictures. The girl working in a studio receives 
an order to make a piece of embroidery, to paint a picture, to make a piece of 
silver work or of repousse work; she puts the taste into the article, and all over 
Glasgow the manufacturers' shops are filled with such articles for which this 
Art School is responsible. The people compare what they get this way with 
what the manufacturers of machine-mades sell, and have taken the view 
that this is the thing to produce. These Art works have developed a standard 
of taste. The school is turning out Art craftsmen, and slowly but surely the 
quality of the artistic needlework, pottery, silversmithing, etc., which the 
students are putting on the market is elevating public taste. It follows that 
in time the tone of machine-manufactured goods will be similarly elevated. 

SHOULD SCHOOLS MANUFACTURE GOODS ? 

The question of the manufacture of goods in schools fer sale is a very 
involved one, the Director rcm:trked, and one that neither this l\,'( School nor 
any other can settle directIy.l\1 anufacturers in Glasgow pay rates to support 
the experts and others in the Art School, and if the School were to set the manu
facturers against them, they would say, "VI/e are not going to run thi;; school 
in order that it may compete with our own works." They would not have 
a School of Art that was a factory. Therefore all the Schooi had to do was 
to turn out designers seeking clients and customers. Me Newbery stated 
that in Germany last year he found exactly the same problenl, together with 
others. 

SCHOOL PRODUCES DESIGNERS, NOT DESIGNS. 

Mr. Newbery believes that Art education should be far more gCl\('ra! in 
its application; then graduates can go to a manufactll1TI' alld specialize in 
what they want. He told of a manufacturer coming from for a man 
to take the place of his foreman designer. The man turned out to be a vel." 
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success and revolutionized the establishment, increasing the trade and 
making the whole thing smarter. As a matter of fact what he did "vhen he got 
into that firm was to change almost entirely the style of design they were 
doirg, and he 'got there' because he changed the style. "This School carries 
out a policy of its own in producing designers, not designs, not subserving 
the needs of any particular industry. If a student is working towards, say, 
textile designing, his exercises are supervised by an expert from time to time, 
and any defect3 or features that are impracticable are pointed out; but the 
School does not have advice from anyone in trade as to what they think would 
be suitable for the School to do to meet their industrial conditions." 

At the close of the term all the design students, who desire the School 
diploma, submit their works to a jury consisting of an artist, two designers, 
an architect and the best manufacturer who can be obtained, who is an expert 
on the manufacturing side. 

ART AXD PRACTICAL PROCESSES. 

In pottery work the idea is that there is no preconceived design. It is not 
a question of having somethIng made and then applying Art to it, but in the mere 

of it Art is the result. When such articles are taken into the home they 
exercise an influence, and people then want to buy something more of the same 
sort. 

Pupils learn the colours very quickly, and like quiet colours-greys 
and blues, greens and purples. The pupils are kept away from floral forms, 
but the appearance of a flower can be made like small circles, and it doe;; not 
take long to evolve floral forms from purely geometric forms. Pupils must 

that embroidery is not painting, and that it will not do things that 
will do. 

Twice a week a stained expert comes to the School of Art, and though 
he does not design he knows how to put a window in and tells about the lead
line, etc. The School is thus kept in touch with the technical requirements 
of the trade. The School eliminates the idea that the designing is done for any 

manufacturer, but the student at the school wants to express himself, 
does so in this way, and is kept right by experts. The putting in of lead lines 
must be endorsed by a man who knows the trade, else the design in stained glass 
may be like some designs in textiles-impossible of execution. The School 
endeavours to accept aud carry out any demand that may be made upon a man 
to express himself. 

REVIVAL OF ART NEEDLEWORK. 

There is a general tendency to revive Art Needlework, but it has not yet 
been generally placed upon a good educational footing by relating it to discipline 
in Drawing and Design. The Im·;pector notes that it appears in some cases 
to be difficult to persuade teadu.'l's and pupils that pleasing designs can be pro-

with the nC2dle even when the stiTches used are of the simplest and most 
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familiar character; but wb re this is once properly realized there is seldom any 
desire to return to the ordinary purchased design traced upon the material. 
\Vith this craft, as with wood-carving and repousse, systematic success can best 
be obtained when a close connection is maintained with the Art Classes of the 
School. 

THE DORSET SMOCK. 

A rather interesting experiment in educating the public taste is being 
'Carried on by Miss Macbeth,an Instructress in charge of Sewing and Embroidery. 
Director Newbery said that when he was a boy in Dorset, the "Dorset Smock" 
with its sewing and the artistic decorations of the dwelling 'were features of that 
countryside. The people who made those smocks never heard of the Art School 
in their lives, yet made extremely charming works of Art on traditional lines. 
So good was their work that when he could get hold of an old smock he bought 
it for the museum or Art School as a work of Art relative to the craft. 

In sewing, as taught in this School of Art, school mistresses 
receive some practical illustration of the belief of Art teachers in the applica
tion of Art to the things of daily life. Hitherto they had been doing designs 
based upon floral forms, etc.; now they had evolvcu a scheme whereby, in the 
very act of joining two pieces of cloth together, the stitches were so arranged 
that they formed a kind of decoration, the result being a work of Art. 

It is a long step forward if people can be brought to see that Art 
ensues by simply doing a thing in an artistic way, for they then begin to feel 
that Art is not something exterior to themselves, or a technique apart from them
selves. 

The child is a better artist at the end of the process just described than 
before, because the Art has developed outward-~which all Art must do, Miss 
Macbeth said the children in the Kindergarten had been doing similar work 
in paper; now they do it in textiles; and it goes on logically from that. 

The Continuation Classes use construction stitches to make Art garment&--~ 
decorative construction all through. The first four stitches are the heavy 
stitches, the tacking and herring-boning stitch. The child 
learns these stitches in the At seven years old it learns the plain 
stitch. Darning is beglin as decoration. The principle is applied all the way 
through. 

COLLABOHATlON WITH ARCHITECTS. 

A life-size day model was shown, and it was stated that one student made 
two full-sized figures in collaboration with an architect, and 
into touch with the actual requifcments by working with the architect. I\UOillf'1' 

student went recently to a new building in Glasgow and made for Ihe dDor·· 
way in keeping with the style of the place and the architect was so much stnlCk 
with these pieces that he put them up. Architects come to the tichnoI ami at", 
for things and get them for their buildings. 
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KEEPING IN TOUCH WITH THINGS OUTSIDE THE SCHOOL. 

All the professors have studios in the School. They have three days 
on and three days off duty at the School; they keep alive in Art by touch with 
the outside world. 

Mr. Newbery considers the Glasgow School the most practical Art insti
tution in the world, its aim being to do the greatest good to the largest number. 
\\Then a school is tied to a manufacturer it cannot do that, for the latter would 
not allow it, he being the biggest number. This school is concerned solely with 
being of the utmost utility from an educational point of view. 

During the winter 478 teachers were in attendance; in July another batch 
would be coming out of the glens and the Highlands, and in August still another 
batch. This is University Extension. 

There is a set of lectures during the winter on related subjects~History 
of Art, Architecture, Sculpture, etc, because a student who is going out into 
the world to carry on a tradition ought to know the history of that tradition. 
Last y(,:ar there was a brilliant set of lectures by University men on social and 
cultural subjects supplementing the History of Art, because it is absurd for a 
man to try to understand Greek Art unless he knows both Greek sculpture and 
the social conditions that produced that Art. 
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CHAPTER XVI: ORGANIZATION OF EDUCA
TION IN THE COUNTY OF FI 

INTRODUCTORY. 

The Commission was informed that the organization and work in the County 
of Fife might be taken as representative and illustrative of much of the best that 
was being undertaken outside the large cities in Scotland. The County was 
visited and some of the more important features are reported upon. 

The occupations foIlmved in the County of Fife may be classed as purely 
Rural, Mining, Industrial, Commercial, Fishing and Housekeeping. These are 
in addition to the professional occupations usually followed among such people. 
Provision is made by the various School Boards and the County Education Com
mittee to meet the educational needs of young persons for these several occupa
tions. The School Boards make provision for Primary Education and Continua
tion Class work, particulars illustrative of which have already been given. In the 
towns there are Secondary Schools for general education which prepare for occu
pations or for entering colleges and universities. Under the Education Act of 
1908 most of the Continuation Class work for Industrial or Technical Education, 
which was formerly under the County Education Committee, has come under 
the care of the several School Boards. A strong County Education Committee 
supplies specialist teachers (practically sublets them to local School Boards) 
for such subjects as Mining, Household Science and Industrial \york where the 
school population of the locality does not require the whole of the time of such 
a specialist. These specialists circulate around a district and undertake their 
work in classes under a number of School Boards. 

SECTION 1: CONTINUATION 

Mr. James Mitchell, the enthusiastic and capable organizer of C:ontinuatioll 
Classes, has the general supervision of the work under the County Education 
Committee of which he is Secretary. The following points were gleaned from 
conversation with him 

Continuation Classes or Courses are provided for the chief occupations 
of the County, viz. Agriculture, Fishing, Mining, Engineering, Textile Manu
factures, Commerce and Housekeeping. 

For Agriculture there are not as yet any classes U1Hler j)ivi~ioll HI. 
Students who have gone as far as to be ready for sueIl wIJrk go on 
to the Agricultural College at Edinburgh. 

Nature Study is provided for at the Rural Schools. 
There is a Course Teachers of Rural Schoo.", continuing every Saturday 

during one school year. This course is given at Anstrmhcr, where there is it 
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suitable School Garden. Such teachers receive an allowance to cover travelling 
expenses and while attending the course continuously, during the holiday period, 
they receive ISS per week living allowance. 

Fishing. In the centres where a large proportion of the population follow 
fishing, the Nature Study in the Primary Schools is given with the needs of that 
occupation in mind. A special Fishery Course of 3 weeks' duration is provided 
for the fishermen at the Fishery Station at Aberdeen. Particulars of that are 
given under Schools for Fishermen. The County Education Com
mittee name two or three men from each of the several fishing communities 
and pay their expenses while taking the three weeks' course. _ The fishermen 
appreciated the course very much and said they derived benefit from it. The 
information obtained by them was quickly and readily passed on to others who 
had not the advantage of attending the course. 

For the other occupations, such as Mining, Engineering, Weaving or Textile 
Manufacture, Commerce and Housekeeping, Preparatory Classes are held at 
the smail centres. Then the pupils go to larger centres for courses in Divisions 
II and III. On evidence of satisfactory progress, such pupils receive travelling 
expenses to these larger centres. After completing a course in Division III at 
one of these centres, the pupil may go on to the Evening Classes at one of the 
Central Institutions. Or when he completes the work in Division III, he may 
become a day pupil at one of the Central Institutions, and the way is open to 
him to proceed to what is practically the equivalent of a degree. 

Mr. Mitchell considered the essentials in organization and effective main
tenance of Continuation Classes to be as follows 

I. An enlightened and energetic County Education Committee and like 
School Boarels; 

2. A capable and enthusiastic Organizer; 
3. Competent, sympathetic and intelligent Teachers. 

INSPECTOR'S REPORT ON CONTINUATION CLASSES. 

Mr. J. C. Smith, His Majesty's Inspector for the district including the 
County of Fife, reports on the Continuation Class work in his district. The 
following points are selected as illustrative and suggestive for Canada. 

For several years Fife had been very fairly provided with Continuation Classes~very 
fairly, that is, in comparison with most country districts in Scotland. But this was due in 
large measure to the activity and foresight of the County Committee. During the Session 
1908-09 (in which is included the spring session as well) Continuation Classes were conducted 
at 69 separate centres, about half of which were under the management of the County Com
mittee. Except in the larger towns-where the School floards conducted classes in all Divisions~ 
the distribution of management proceeded on this principle: that the County Committee should 
manage all Technical Classes, whether Industrial or Domestic-and, of course, the Domestic 
Classes had by far the largest enrolment-leaving to the School Boards the management of 
Division I. and of any literary subjects that might be desired; classes in commercial sub;ects 
were conducted by both authorities. J 

\Vith the passing of the I908 the establishment of Continuation Classes became a 
statutory duty on School Boards, County Committee proceeded to divest itself of the 
management of its classes, except a that were considered to serve a wider area than was 
~mbraced by. any single Board or l~racticab!e c01~bination of B,?ards. This process, I may add, 
15 now practically complete; the County Committee now retall1S only the management of the 
important Mining School at Cowdcnlleath; and at the same time the classes formerly conducted 
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by various local committees have all but one been absorbed by the School Boards. These 
transferences have occasioned a partial collapse of the Continuation Class system, but 
for the fact that County Committee had in its employ a considerable staff of expC'rt teachers, 
whom they retained, sub-letting their services (so to speak)to the School Boards at less than 
cost price. Contil:llity was thus maintained, and the County Committee, though no longer 
managing these classes in the technical sense, still helped to control their organization in no small 
measure. 

Provision is made for Rural Continuation Classes in a comparatively large 
number of villages in Fife. Lads of 14 to 17 employed on farms are urged to 
attend the day school in the afternoon for several days or for eve:'y day in the 
week. That can be done without serious inconvenience to anybody. 

Urban Continuation Classes have been established all over the industrial 
area of Fife, and a very satisfactory Continuation Class system is said to exist 
in skeleton. The need now is to fill that up by large attendance of those in 
need of education. 

PERCENTAGE OF ATTENDANCE. 

As instances of the number of individual pupils who attend the Continuation 
Classes, the case of Dysart is cited, which, with some 3,500 pnpils on the rolls 
of the day schools, has no fewer than 850 students enrolled in the Continuation 
Classes. In Kirkcaldy the proportion of Continuation Class students to the 
total number of boys and girls between 14 and 17 was estimated at 40% in 1910, 
as against 27% in 1909, In the case of Dunfermline, where there are from 1,200 
to 1,300 boys and girls between the ages of I4 and I7, only 351 of these, or 28%, 
were enrolled in 1910 in Continuation Classes. The Inspector says: 

'What abollt the remaining 72%? That is the problem in a nutshell. The first thing 
is to bring home to people the fact that tlHo problem exists, and what is its nature and extent. 
vVhen we look at our fine Technical and :Mining Schools we are apt to think that we are doing 
quite well. And so in a sense we arc. For those adolescents who know what they want, lor 
boys and girls who mean to get on in life, who have a definite ambition and want help in its 
pursuit, many of my Boards doing very well indeed. But this class, as we have seen, amount., 
even in a favoured district to 28% of the whole. \,\rhat of the rest? Are to let them 
drift? The attitude of many well-meaning people amounts ill dIect to that. There is llO 

demand for these " they say; and the c\;lsses in conseqnence arc either not started 
or arc soon abandoned. is this attitmlt, which we first of all to vYe have to 
impress on School Boards that their rCS1)()n"iliilily for welfare of no longel ceases 
and determines at 

The first .)1' adok'icents (14 W 17), showing their occupations, 
the Continuation are attending, and the stage of they 
have reached when they day In my Day School Report I shown that' 
50% of our pupils leave. withoLit qualifyingj of those who qualify, abollt one-third leave 
before getting the Merit Certifl(:ru('. I t. will be found that the 28 per cent who attcud Con
tinuation Classes consist largely uf tho:!", who have obtained the Merit Ccrtilkate in the day 
school. So much for tIle e;:tent of problem. 

* * * 
In Dysart, on the other h;wd, we have a plain wcrkin;;-c1ass population, nt> gn'rlt variety 

of occupations, and no education I mditiol1 to speak of; the problem here is much hrmlcr, and 
the success correspondingly more bli<bl)\c. One factor in this success kh lll'l'r\ til,: that 
all the Dysart Supplementary Courses and Q~alifying Clas. es are ct:lltm\l>i<'d on Vicw(orth 
Public School, and that head master of Vlewforth Pubhc School IS abo [ 
Viewforth Continuation Heilce most of the Dysart children an, 
for a year or two in the day school, and can beheaded towards the ContitlUaliulI 
is also possible SO to frame the syllabus t.hat Division I shall be identical 'lilli/ails 
the first of the Supplementary Course, and Preparatory Division 111 \\' il h 1 ",'colld. 
Pupils can be transf~rr,:d fron~ clay. to evening c1ass.a~ .any fixed Thi, n'tl[ilillily 

symbolize~, an.d the preJudIce, wllH;h sull hangs about DIVISIOn I, "by (h",<! 

as "Iwenlllg Supplementary ( OlJr:o<'s, Preparatory al'ld Advann'd. n:gard ai'gn, 
ment of Supplementary COl.lrSe and Cum;Iluation Class work as of gn.'rH importance. 
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PRACTICAL MEASURES SUGGESTED . 

.A summary of the most hopeful practical measures to be taken, in the opinion 
of his Majesty's Inspector, are:-

I. A census of adolescents in each School Board area, with particulars as 
to occupation, Continuation Class, if any, attended, and the stage of advance
ment which they have reached before leaving the day school; 

2. The appointment in each School Board area of a salaried Organizer, 
whose duty it will be to supervise the system of Continuation Classes. This 
official would co-operate with the County Organizer on the one hand, and with 
the employers and trade representatives on the other, to secure a system of 
classes that would meet the educational needs of the locality; 

3. The alignment of the work of Division I and Preparatory Division III 
Classes with that of the Supplemenary Courses; 

4. The establishment of Information Bureaus at all suitable centres. 
The Information Bureau is likely to be a useful ally to the Continuation 

Class work, especially in industrial districts with a wide variety of occupations. 
The prospect is more obscure in purely mining and purely agricultural districts, 
where there is a steady demand for labour of one kind, and most boys go straight 
to the pit or the plough tail. In this activity the School Boards will be obliged 
to co-operate with the employers of labour and with representatives of labour, 
and this, too, should react favorably upon the Continuation Class system. 

SECTION 2: COWDENBEATH MINING SCHOOL. 

The Fife County Committee joins with the Beath School Board in providing 
courses at the Fife Mining School, Cowdenbeath. This is the case in the 
County where the County Education Committee and the School Board manage 
courses jointly. In other cases the County Education Committee, through 
its organizing secretary and by subletting specialist teachers, co-operates with 
and assists the School Boards. 

OBJECTS OF SCHOOL. 

The School is established for the purpose of carrying out a liberal scheme 
of Technical Education in Mining and in the several branches of industry 
closely related thereto. 

The organised courses of instruction are based on the requirements of 
Division III. of the Code of Regulations for Continuation Classes issued by the 
Scotch Education Department. Systematic courses extending over three or 
more years are provided, and in addition there is a Preparatory Course for those 
whose previous attainments do not fit them to enter at once with profit on the 
specialised work of their particular course. 

The Laboratories are fitted in a thoroughly modern manner, and comprise;-

Chemical Laboratory. 
Physical Laboratory. 
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Mechanical and Strength of Materials Laboratory. 
Hydraulics Laboratory. 
Electrical Engineering Laboratory. 
Mining Laboratory. 

C01]RSES OF INSTRUCTION. 

711 

In accordance with the requirements of the Code of Regulations for Con
tinuation Classes, the student must follow a definite course of instruction in 
subjects relating to and having a special bearing upon some particular trade or 
industry or occupation. 

In compliance with these Regulations, and to provide for local requirements, 
courses of instruction have been arranged for under the following heads:-

I. Mining. 2. Mechanical Engineering. 3. Electrical Engineering. 

Each part of any course must be taken up in an orderly manner, and single 
or disconnected subjects may be taken only after the express sanction of the 
Principal has been obtained. 

The School provides courses in Divisions I, II and III, as already des
cribed under the Continuation Classes, pages 664-5. 

The equipment of the Mining School has been provided with particular 
regard to meeting the needs of those actually employed in and about the mines. 
The School itself had been in existence for about 16 years, although the new 
school building, where all the departments are now accommodated, was opened 
only a year before the visit of the Commission. Before the new building was 
provided the attendance at the Mining School was from IOO to I20. After 
the new building with its staff and equipment was provided, the increase in 
attendance was very large. During the Session 1910-19II about 760 pupils 
were in attendance. Of these, 280 were taking the 5 years' course in 
Division III, 42 were colliery managers in actual service and taking a special 
course, and 440 were workers taking the more elementary courses. These 
were all evening courses. 

COC\'DITIONS ON WInCH THE SCHOLARSHIP IS PAID. 

Junior Scholarships or assisted railway fares are given freely to those who 
are qualified to profit by the courses and require such financial assistance. The 
following are the conditions Oll which the Scholarship is paid:-

1. The Scholarship is awarde(1 conditional upon attendance at a COUfse under Division 
III in all the prescribed subjects of that course for the particular year. 

2. Application must be made on it form to be obtained from James M.itchell, E5(h F,KLS., 
County Buildings, Cupar, and must be in the Secretary's hands before I51:h August, 

3. Students must perform all their class work and exercises to the satisf:1(;tion of their 
teachers. 

4. Students must make not less than .80 !,ler cent of the poss!ble attell.dall:·"~'. 
5. They must attend all Class ExanunatlOns, and also OffiCial Examtnatwns of t!l(~ School 

at the close of the session. 
Scholarships will be paid only to (a) unmarried men in receipt of a wage under per 

(b) married men in receipt of a wage un?er 40s, per week. 
7. Distance travelled must be over two miles, 
8, Sc.holarship will be paid in one instalment not later than 15th May in each year. 
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THE MINING COURSE. 

The Mining Course continues during 5 years. Students who have com
pleted a full course are admitted to the 5th winter session of the course held 
on Saturdays in the Heriot-\Vatt College, Edinburgh. 

A Bursary is awarded of the annual value of £50, tenable for 3 years at 
the Heriot-\Vatt College, Edinburgh, or at a University approved by the Com
mittee, and subject to a report of satisfactory conduct and progress of the bursar 
at the end of every session. 

In Division II the following Special Courses are given:-
1. A Class forming a preparation for the Colliery Manager's Certificate. 
2. A Class forming a preparation for the Under Manager's Certificate. 
3. A Half-Session Course (Jan. to April) in Strength of Materials, for Col

liery Managers. 
4. A Half-Session Course (Sept. to Dec.) in the Examination of Mine Air, 

for Colliery Managers. 
5. A Special Class in Electrical Engineering, for Colliery Officials. 
6. A Class forming a preparation for the Fireman's Certificate. 
For the convenience of men in official positions, who find Saturday a.ftemoon 

the free time during 111e week, a Class forming a preparation for the Colliery 
Manager's Certificate and another Class forming a preparation for the Under 
Manager's Certificate, meet on Saturdays fro111 4 to 6 P.M. 

The curricula include: Coal Mines Act. Ventilation. Lighting. Sinking, 
fitting, and pumping. Haulage. Winding. Modes of working. Mine gases 
and coal dust. Strength of materials. Applications of electricity to mining. 
Surface arrangements. Surveying and levelling. 

ORGANISED MINING COURSE 

1. Preparatory Year's Course, comprising:-English, Arithmetic, Drawing, Mensuration, 
and Physics. 

2. First Year's Course, comprising:-Applied 
Physics and Chemistry (Lecture and Laboratory 

3. Secone! Year's Course, compl'i:·;ing;>···)\pplied 
Mechanics ane! Steam, Class 1 (Lc<:turcs ane! Laboratory 

Class I; Mining, Class I; 

11; l'il ining, Class II; 
Class in Practical 

Surveying and Drawing, Class L 
4. Third Year's C:tlltr[,c', compr[s;ng:"~App]ied .Minhcmatic3, Class HI 

Technical Electricity (Lectures and Lll!c,ratory COllrse); Summer in 
5. Fourth Year's Course, comprjsjrH!:;~·J\pplicd Mathematics, IV; 

Mining Laboratory, Class r;' Electrical Engineering (Direct Current), Lectures 
Course; Summer Class in Surveying and Levelling, Class III. 

6. Fifth Year's Course, cOUlpdsing:"Mining, Class V; Mining Laboralnry, Class II; 
Mechanics and Steam, Class J I (Lectures and Laboratory Course); Electrical Engineering 
(Alternating Currents), Lectures and Laboratory Course. " 

7. Saturday afternoon Classes rtt the Heriot-vVatt College for students who have success· 
fully passed through the above These Classes comprise:-

1. Half-session course in JVlcchankal Laboratory, making tests on engim;s, boilers, 
fans, etc. October to Christmas. 

2. Half-session course in Alternating Currents in the Electrical Laboratory, 
April. 

3. Series of Lectures on Mining throughout the session. 

to 

Arrangements have been made with the Local School Boards, whereby 1he 
student may take portions of the above course at the Board School, and the 
remaining portions that cannot be dealt with at the 10ca.l celltr(!Ci, at the 
Mining School. Cowdenbeath, 
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Students working under these arrangements must be careful to complete the 
full course of each year before proceeding to the next year's course. 

Students may take their classes in Mining and Mathematics of the first 
year of Division III at local centres, where such classes are held, and attend one 
evening each week at Cowdenbeath for Chemistry and Physics to complete their 
first year's course. 

Similarly, Mining and Mathematics of the second year's course may be 
taken at the local class, and the student travel to Cowdenbeath for Mechanics 
and Steam to complete the second year's course. 

ORGANIZED MECHANICAL ENGINEERING COURSE. 

A course of dass work and laboratory practice is given in this Department 
and continues during 4 years. 

1. Preparatory Year's Course, comprising:-EngIish, Arithmetic, Drawing, Mensuration, 
and Physics. 

2. First Year's Course, comprisin~:'·Applied :\lathematics, Class I; Mechanics and Steam, 
Class I; Practical Geometry and Mechanical Drawing, Class I. 

3. Second Year's Conrse, comprising:-Applied Mathematics, Class II; Mechanics and 
Steam, Class II; Mechanical Drawing, Class II. 

4. Third Year's Course, comprising;-Applied Mathematics, Class III i Mechanical Drawing, 
Class III i Technical Electricity (Lectures and Laboratory Course), 

5. Fourth Year's Course, comprising;-Mechanics and Steam, Class III; Electrical En
gineering, Class I; Mechanical Drawing, Class IV. 

ORGANIZED ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING COURSE. 

A course of class work and laboratory practice is given in this Department 
and continues during 4 years. 

1. Preparatory Year's Course, comprising ;-English, Arithmetic, Drawing, Mensuration 
and Physics. 

2. First Year's Course, comprising--Applied Mathematics, Class I; Mechanics and Steam, 
Class I (Lecture and Laboratory Course) ;Physics and Chemistry (Lectures and Laboratory work), 

3. Second Year's Course, comprising:-'Applied Mathematics, Class II; Mechanical Drawing, 
Class I; Technical Electricity (Lectures and Laboratory Course). 

4. Third Year's Course, comprising;-Applied Mathematics, Class III; Electrical En
gineering (Direct Currents), Lectures and Laboratory Course; Electrical Machine Design, 
Class 1. 

s. Fourth Year's Course, comprising:-Applied Mathematics, Class IV; Electrical Engineer
ing (Alternating Currents), Lecture and Laboratory Course; Electrical Machine Design, Class II. 

CONTINUATION CLASSES. 

Continuation Classes are conducted at 5 Board Schools of the Parish of 
Beath. These comprises courses of stuclies during 4 years, viz. Preparatory; 
Division I or First year; Division II or Second Year; and Division III or Third 
Vear. In each year they are groupecl as Commercial Course, Industrial Course, 
Household Management Course and Art Course. 

Similar Continuation Courses are carried on at over 70 separate centres 
under the various School Boards within the County, not all of them carrying 
on all four kinds of classes or all four years of work. The classes or courses are 
arranged to meet th ~ needs of the population served by the local School Board. 
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As already mentioned, when a pupil has exhausted the opportunity in the small 
centre he may receive a bursary to enable him to attend the Classes at a larger 
centre, and so on to one of [he Central Institutions. 

SECTION 3: SPECIAL PROVISIONS AT DUNFERMLINE. 

The town of Dunfermline, also in the County of Fife, has made full provision 
for Continuation Schools under the School Board, and these are co-ordinated or 
lead up to the Technical Classes in the Lauder Technical School. 

THE LAUDER TECHNICAL SOIOOL. 

This is a Secondary School with a Classical Side and a Modern Side. The 
equipment for classes in Mining and Weaving seemed particularly complete and 
appropriate. Evening Classes use the laboratories and equipment to a great 
extent. There were no day pupils attending the Weaving School up to the time 
the Commission visited the School. 

The main building was a gift to his native city by Mr. Andrew Carnegie. 
It affords excellent provision for the Science and Art, as well as for Mining 
and other classes. It coatains a fine suite of Art Rooms, including Elementary 
Drawing-room, Antique and Clay-Modelling rooms. There is a large Lecture 
Room, provided with every facility for lectures on science subjects; also Labor
atories, in which students have the opportunity of practical work in Chemistry, 
Magnetism and Electricity, and Mining-Engineering, and rooms for the teaching 
of Mathematics, Building Construction, and cmch-like subjects. A large exten
sion, handsomely equipped, in which electricity is lliilized both for power 
and lighting, was opencd. in NovC'ml)cr 1910. Here excellelll accommodation 
is provided for the tleP;l rirncnh; of \,V(:<Lving and Engineering. 'rhe sllite of 
Weaving Rooms includes a Weaving Lecture-Room, a Laboratory for textile 
testing and analysis, and a large \Veaving Shed, all furnished in a very complete 
and up-to-date manner, For thc accommodation of the Engineering Classes, there 
are two rooms specially adapted fur teaching Machine Constructing and Drawing, 
a large Mechanical LaboraiofY wcll supplied with testing and 01 her machines, 
models, etc.; a Heat Laboratory, an Experimental Engine-RoOlII, and an I1'On
Workshop. There are also Laboratories for Electrical En~;inecring and 
Chemistry. 

Excellent provision has been made, in alliance with the Cnnlcg[(' J hnn
fermline Trust, for the teaching of Craft work related to various trad(,s, in which 
artistic form and fitness of design are to be regarded as matters of primary 
importance. This includes work in Metal, Wood Carving, M.odellillg", EIl'
amelling, Gilding, RepoussC:, Work, etc. 

191d-18 
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INFOR:lfATION AND EMPLOYMENT BUREAU. 

Dunfermline has a weli-organized and active Educational Information and Employment 
Bureau. Its purposes may be stated as follow5:-

(r) To supply information with regard to the qualifications most required in the various 
occupations of the City and District, the rates of and the conditions of employment. 

(2) To give information about the technical commercial continuation classes having 
relation to particular trades and industries. 

(3) To advise parents regarding the occupations for which their sons and daughters are 
most fitted when they leave school. 

(4) To keep a record of vacancies intimated by employers, and to arrange for suitable 
candidates having an opportunity of applying for such vacancies. 

Children can now leave school only at certain fixed dates, these being 
in Dunfermline Ist January, Ist April, 1st August, and 15th October. 

Ifis proposed that a record shall be kept in the Bureau containing inform-
ation on the following points regarding all boys and girls who leave school 

(1) A statement of Attendance and Behaviour. 
(2) Physique, Sight, Hearing. 
(3) Standard of Education attained. 
(4) Fitness for particular occupations. 
To facilitate this work, the School Board provides cards, of which the follow

ing copy may be taken as an example. A different colour of card is used for each 
different schooL 

DUNFERMLINE (BURGH) SCHOOL BOARD. 

EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION AND EMPLOYMENT BURE.\U. 

COMMERCIAL SCHOOL. 

Name of pupil. .........•................... Address. '" .....................••••..... 

Date of birth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ............ . Date of leaving School. ............... , ... . 

Standard of Education attained ........ '" ............................................. . 

Attendance .•................... " ........ . Behaviour .............................. . 

Physique. . . . • • • . • • . . . . . . . .. Sight.... • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . .. Hearing .................... . 

Occupation desired (Parent to be consulted by Pupil). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ............. . 

Opinion of Headmaster and Teacher as to kindS{ ..................................•....... 
of Occupation Pupil is fitted for by natural 
bent and educational equipment .................................................... . 

In what Evening Classes dues Pupil propose to) ......................................... . 
enrol, and for what Course of Instruction?! 

(. ........................................ . 
.. . ................. . Headmaster. 

NOTE.-Remarks by Teacher or Headmaster should be entered on back of card. 
This card to be sent to School Board Of£ce, I04 High Street. 

CARNEGIE DUNFERMLINE TRUST. 

Dunfermline is fortunate in many educational advantages and oppor-
tunities provided or assisted by Mr. Andrew Carnegie, whose birthplace it is. 
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For Dunfermline proper, the Carnegie Dunfermline Trust practically pays 
3 doctors, one dentist and 2 nurses in connection with the health ,vork for the 
public schools. T'KO of the doctors do also some work in teaching, and in 
the training of teachers who are the courses of Physical Culture and 
Hygiene at the Institute. The Trust also pays the of the Drawing teacher 
who visits the several schools. Bath premises, with finely appointed conveniences, 
have been provided; for the use of these small fees are charged, and the Trust 
provides the sum of about $I5,000 per annum for maintenance, above the amount 
received from fees. In the old bath prernises, which preceded the more commod
ious and beautiful ones at present in Uf;e, the baths are free at certain times under 
regulations, and provision is made there for a free medical and dental clinic, 
In brief, the Carnegie Dunfermline Trust is doing exploratory and experimental 
work to shed light on social and educational problems, as well as to Lenefit 
immediately the children and people of the town. 

COLLEGE OF HYGlmm AND PHYSICAL TRAINING. 

This institution gives a course of training extending over two years, which, 
in conjunction with the professional course of training in teaching provided by 
the Provincial Committee, prepares students to hecome teachers of Physical 
Training and Hygiene in schools. During the Session of 1909-10 the total 
number of students was 44, of whom 16 were men. Five men and 16 women 
completed the course and were awarded the diploma of the College. 

VACATION CLASSES. 

St. Andrews' Provincial Committee, in co-operation with the Fife County 
Committee, arrange for the further instruction of teachers Vacation Classes 
held at 6 centres within the County. These provide for ordinary certificated 
teachers, teachers of Physical Training, Manual Instructioll, Cookery, Plain 
Se xing and Cutting Out. 
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CHAPTER XVII: GALASHIELS AN HAWICK. 

SECTION 1 : HAWICK. 

Hawick is an ancient Burgh with a present population of about 17,000 people. 
The chief industries are the manufacture of Scotch tweeds and woollen hosiery. 
A walk against the workpeople, leaving the mills at the close of the day, revealed 
a working population of healthy appearance, vigorous physique, neatly dressed, 
quiet in manner and apparently contented and happy. There was no evidence 
of dissipation. Men and women alike were smart and intelligent looking. 

One learnt that many of the solid neat-looking houses where these people 
live were built through the aid of a Building Society. Numbers of these were 
semi-detached stone cottages from £350 to £400 per house. The pay
ments necessary to enable the occupant, for whom the house \\'as built, to own 
it outright had been about per annLlm on the cost of the house for a period 
of 20 years or rather more. Such payments gave a member of the Building 

a full title to the house at the end of the 20 or more years. Tenement 
buildings had been built on a similar basis but costing less per house. Such 
tenement houses with kitchen, living room and beclroom could be rented for 
from £8 to £12 per annum. 

In the newer areas of the town the houses had neat well-kept gardens in 
front. and the workers had plots for vegetables at some distance from 
their ctwellings. There were over 400 such plots of 1-10 of an acre each. The 
abundance of flowers and their had made this an industrial" garden city" 
before that name was technically appropriated by a new movement. These 
facts are mentioned, because some least of the fathers of the town in conver-
sations attributed them III measure to the education and educational 
influences of the place. 

CONTIN UATION CLASSES. 

Hawick School Board provides Evening Continuation Classes for the further 
education of young men and women after the Elementary School has been passed. 
In the announcement of these classes the Clerk to the School Board says: 

Boys and girls 011 leaving school. 
extend and at the same time in their minds the knowledge 

especially desirable that parents should see the importance of their 
and should do everything in their to further such attendance. 

do not 
It is 

attending 

of adolescents is as one of the most important developments 
UC"'UU'll"" system. It is at that the moulding of character is effected. Much 

pro"perity of the upon the manner in which he spends these years. 
Increase I knowledge is best preparation for an honourable and profitable 

employment; and the formation o[ of study. and the consequent of higher 
and ideals, are a safeguard against temptation to idlenc,,; Jnd Therefore 

let youth of the town be encolll'aged to their evenings prolltably at these which 
are conducted by capa~)le t:::acilcr, ill a~ and ill·otructivc a manner as PV:,bllJl\;;. 
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The Continuation Classes are carried on in a manner somewhat similar to 
those described at length at Edinburgh. Division J has preparatory courses; 
Divisions II and III provide specialized courses arranged in no less than 37 classes 
providing courses of work for (a) engineers, (b) joiners, (c) masons, (d) plumbers 
(e) commercial workers, (f) art students and domestic occupations. The 
classes themselves, beginning with English, provide also for Latin, French and 
German and furnish systematic training for each of the groups of ,vorkers. 

In conversation one of the teachers expressed the opinion that it was desirable 
that pupils from these Supplementary Classes should be sent or taken frequently 
to the more advanced technical classes held at the Hawick Technical Institute 
in order to interest them in the provision which exists [or further education. 

SUCCESSFUL EVENING CLASSES. 

In "Conversations" with members of the School Board it was learned that 
the Board relies a good deal upon the Consultative Committee in thc arrange
ment of the classes. The attendance has grown up chieHy during the last eight 
or nine years since they have become more attractive hy adaptatioll tol:hc occu
patrons of the young people. They are now attended by 853 indiv.iduals. 

I t is claimed that the evening classes, instead of exhausting the young people, 
have a recreational and exhilarating influence because of the different kinds of 
activity from those folloyyed during the day. The development of more taste 
and more thinking on the part of the pupils is claimed to be an excellent result. 
The attendance after the classes are opened is so well maintained, after the first 
month, that 90% of the whole number have their fees returned by making 
of the total possible attendances. It 'was observed that the attendance at the 

Classes was about 5% of the total population of the place. That is a 
tribute to the wisdom of the people, the effectiveness of the administration 
and the capability and enthus:as111 of the teachers. After learning the character 
and extent of the educational work done, one has no cause to wonder at the 
wholesome bearing of the people and the br:autiful appearance of their sturdy 

TI·;C'lJ.:\· INSTITCTK 

The following gathered from "Conversation" 
\Villiam Davis, who is also Director of Textile 
under the Education Authorities of Carlisle and Dumfries. 

The Institute ,'ms brought into existence to train operators 
two stapie local viz: \\'ool1e]) doth manufacture and the 
knitted fabrics. The classes are held, from to, each c\ 

7 to 10 p.m., and are keenly taken advantage of by the young men 
ia these industries. This has been more particularly the case (II(; h,,;l 

two sessions since all were provided with a fttll Hl1Clll of 
a,pparatus. This given the cause of tcdlllicnl educatioll 

for this district such an impetus that !vIr. Davis 5tmn,:)y recomnH:ml 
any ne'l~:' clas~Jes to have the ins~al1ed the 
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Generally the students of anyone department meet two 
per week, one devoted to lecture work for about one hour and the other 

to practical work for about tKO hours. \Vhen the classes started consider
able difficulty was experienced in obtaining teachers qualified so as to be recog
nised by the Education Department. Though practical men who had but little 
previous experience in teaching, or lecturers who had but little practical 
experience, could be obtained with comparatively little difficulty, the two accom
plishments were rarely found together. The method now is to appoint a lec
turer who can be recognised by the Department, and then have a practical man 
to take charge of the apparatus. When the classes have been in existence for 
some years promising students come forward, and after obtaining their diploma, 
qualify to act on the Staff. 

For the past seven years Mr. Davis has been engaged in developing textile 
technical instruction in various parts of Scotland and England. For several 
years he went to a neighbouring district near Hawick until a young man qualified 
who could be left in of the classes. Other places ",'ere taken up in the same 
way and young men are now qualifying to establish such classes permanently. 
In three years' time all such towns will have a textile department established 
under their own local teachers. 

TRAINI};"G vVO;\lE};" WORKERS. 

Last SeSSlOl1 the Institute took up the question of training the women 
workers in local and introduced classes for repairing the imperfections 
of woven textiles. The experiments proved an unqualified success; 25 students 
attend(~d two evenings per week with the utmost regularity, and showed the 
keenest interest and enthusiasm. As a result of this instruction the manufac
turers have Lecn able to considerably shorten the period of apprenticeship 
necessary to learn this branch of work. The work of this Department has attract
ed the attention of the neighboring towns of Galashiels and Selkirk, which are 
now starting similar classes in their Institutes. 

Similar sections exist in connection with the knitting department, where a 
number of students devote their time to the structure of the various stitches of 
the knitted loop and learn how to repair such fabrics, The difficulty about 
teachers for such departments is not 50 great as with the other sections, for the 
work partakes more of a practical character, and the general supervision of a 
technologist is all that is needed along with pTactical female instructresses. 

TEACHING METHODS ARE IMPORTANT. 

In Great Br,itain teachers of technical subjects at present have had little 
or no training in educational methods. An effort has been made to remedy 
this in Ha-wick by a certain link bet'ween praclical technical require-
ments and mat in the Kindergarten. teaching the building up 
of fabrics first, the student io; all the better able to repair the imperfections. 
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By conference with the teachers in the Kindergarten departments it has 
been brought about that the young children, in weaving with strips of coloured 
paper, soon learn to weave according to patterns which can be carried out on a 
textile loom. 

In the other departments also even teachers recognized by the Government 
to teach Textiles do not proceed in an appointed method. This point is worthy 
of attention in connection with any new scheme of instruction. In fact it would 
be advisable to ask prospective Textile teachers to take the ordinary courses 
of educational method provided by the ordinary Teachers' Training Colleges. 

Great stimulus is given to the work by the students preparing themselves 
for the London City and Guilds examinations in textile subjects, in connection 
with which certificates and prizes are given. 

KINDS OF CLASSES. 

The Hawick Technical Institute provides specialized- courses in weaving 
and hosiery manufacture and in cloth mending with ten cbsses. The names 
of these classes will suffice here to indicate the character of the work which 
is undertaken: The classes are arranged as T¥ool and TVorsted 'Weaving and 
Desigm:ng for each of four years; Frame~work Knitting and Hosiery Afanujacture 
for each of three years; Cutting out and Finishing Hosiery Gartnenis for each of 
two years; Cloth Mending, one year. 

SECTION 2: GALASHIELS. 

Galashiels is another headquarters for Scotch tweeds. Here also the 
appearance of the workers and their homes equal the hest that were seen in 
Germany. Both towns had every appearance of being well kept, \O;ith no evi
(fence to an observant visitor of anything like slum life Of slum Many 
workers o>vn theif houses. In the factories which were visited the workers 
seemed to be intelligent, and interested. On every hand one had 
evidence of good organi%ation and absence of hurry-scurry. If loafing or 
idleness took their toll they 110t obtrusive. Particularly at one mill at 
Selkirk, the buildings themselves and their surroundings had an appearance 
of solidity and beauty which in Call~tda one would expect only in an educational 
or art building. One of the proprietors said he was sure the buiidings 
their surroundings and appo.intments gave II tone" to the workmen and 
work which was advantageous alike to the employer and those employed. 

In addition to the usual JJoard Schools, with their Supplementary and 
Continuation Classes, Galashids is the seat of the South of Scotland Technical 
College. 

THE GALASHIELS TECHNICAL COLLEGE. 

So far back as 1883 classes for instruction in the technique of woollen 
manufacturing were commenced in Galashiels, under the auspices of the Maml
facturers' Corporation, In course of time the management of the classes 
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passed into the hands of the Burgh School Board, associated with the Deacon 
and Deacon elect of the Manufacturers' Corporation, while the Corporation 
made an annual contribution towards the expenses of the school. In recent 
years the success of the school has been phenomenal. The students have 
gained the distinctions in the examinations of the City and Guilds of 
London while their interest and enthusiasm in the ordinary work 
of the schoool have been great. The school had won such a high reputation 
that when the manufacturers and others were invited to contribute towards 
the new Technical College scheme, a sum of £ro,I20 was forthcoming, 
which, supplemented by a grant of £10,000 from the Scotch Education Depart
ment, has enabled the managers to bring the scheme to a successful issue. 

The College buildings consist of a main two storey portion in the Classical 
Renaissance of architecture, 161 feet long by S4 feet broad. Provision 
is made on the ground floor for two lecture rooms and laboratories for pattern 
analysis, textile testing, fibre analysis, dyeing, colour, physics, 
machine with textile mbseum, principal's and teachers' rooms. The 
upper floor affords space for art, chemistry, electricity and building depart
ments, with Board room and lecture hall. Behind the main building extends 
a shed of 9,000 square feet in which is placed the textile machinery of the school. 
The equipment consists of 60 hancllooms for students' use in experimental 
weaving and designing; 6 power looms, warping, warp and weft winding; a 
set of woollen cards with the different feeds and condensers; mule; twisting 
frame; machines, besides smaller 2.pparatus. 

The Institution was primarily intended to serve the purpose of a Woollen 
School for Scotland, It is devoted chiefly to instruction in the principles 
and of "mallen and worsted cloth manufacture; and it has 

highest 
best in the 
business and 

No effort 
is not 
of the 

such as engineering and building construction. 
the College is by woollen concerns of the 

is in living contact with every of all that is 
facilities are thus afforded of learning the 

thorOl:ghly practical conditions. 
train operatives to become more 

facilities are afforded in the mills. 
classes is directed towards the 

character. Students are made to feel that they are pan of an honourable lhsti-
tution with a whic:l must not be Imvered any 
on their 

body consiStS of five members of the School Board ar 
three manufacturers and O1:e 

The income in 19IO-Il ,vas derived from Government grant, £roGr; fees, 
£I:22; local rate, There are five 'vVoolicu f"l;"r:u-

Course with an attendance of 12 full day 10 part time day 
130 pupils; with 40 pupils in Clot;, .Mending. Of the 

pvpils ,,_bout 100 airn to be hold some position 
of desj~sning. (2) j\ Depart-
"'.udl:nLs; (3) all in evening 
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classes. The day occupations of these students are as draftsmen, fitters, turners, 
pattern makers, blacksmiths, moulders, and they are chiefly apprentices at 
those trades; (4) Building Construction Department with 40 to 45 students 
mostly joiners with some plumbers and building clerks; (5) A School of Art 
with 50 to 60 pupils. The total attendance is about 350 individuals. 

The Director had 12 years' experience in woollen mills and was the:l selected 
as Evening Technical Lecturer. He had previously been an eveninK school 
student in Science, Art and Technology. In spare time during the , while 
conducting evening teaching, he studied first for London University B ,Sc., then 
Edinburgh B ,Sc. Engineering, and D .Sc. Physics. 

The staff have been selected by the Director from among a number of 
students by personal observation of qualities. The men have proved satis
factory. The teachers are all craftsmen, and their theoretical qualities are 
attested by City and Guilds of London Institute certificates in their several 
subjects. 

The Head Art Master is an A.R.C.A. London. The other members hold, 
as a rule, first class honors (City and Guilds). The Engineering lecturer is a 
Whitworth Exhibitioner and Medallist in University and City and Guilds, South 
Kensington, etc., subjects. 

The teachers are obtained from the most intelligent workers in the factories 
who have been students in the Evening Classes. These act first as demon
strators and then as assistants. \Vhen they become assistants they receive 
5s. 6d. per hour. 

The Principal receives more private applications for ex-students as 
etc., than he can properly meet, and has frequently to recommend men who 
have not been students. Ex-students have been sent this year to Russia, 
France, Ireland, Yorkshire and various parts of Scotland. 

WITH DR. THOMAS OLIVER. 

"Conversation" with Dr. Thomas 

the needs of the trade 
Trade Guilds. This 
in the industrial army 

when manual 

instruction air11ed n:aking 
ellident at the same work. Since 

every man in the trade a ,verner, nothing was to be gained by 
\'\'eaver better than anothrc The modern revolutions in the industry, 

the 
unit 

about by mechanical invention, have also a division of labor which 
fifty years ago would 110t have been entertained. The efforts of ever)' worker 
d,re so restricted to of the process manufacture that JJC' 11;1,; lie) oppor-

of acquainted with the remainder of the pnj('(':b, 

of the average icdi vidual decreases. 
automaton the less the machine attendant 

rnorc c:111cient l11Ust the I O'vE;{louker 1 be. 

ihc 
,ro;tclws 
and 'lht: 
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Last ye2.r Dr. Oliver tried, in accordance with Departmental instructions, 
to make a course of Elementary Physics, Mechanics and Mathematics interesting 
to first year weaving students. On the third night he had a deputation wailing 
on him to try and get something more useful and agreeable substituted. "\,7hat's 
the use of these things to me? I am going to be a weaver"-was the 
sum of the young person's wisdom. 

GERMAN PROGRESS IN \VOOLLENS. 

The Germans try to develop the innate artistic and scientific faculties in 
their young men. \Vherever work requires brains, and brains are invested in the 
work, the product of these brains will appear in the long run. "At the present 
time" said Dr. Oliver, "om continental rivals are far behind in the matter of 
style in the production of f;:mcy woollens. Fifty years ago they were far behind 
us in industries from which have now completely ousted us. Now, I am 
confident that when the Germans put as much brain power into the manufacture 
of falicy woollens as they have put into the dyeing industry, into the electrical 
industry, and into the application of optics, they will succeed equally as well. 
It will lie with us to see that we are not pushed out of the market by superior 
products." 

EDUCATION MADE ApPLICABLE. 

"A new spirit is suffusing minds ill the woollen industry. The most conspi
cuous evidence of the fact is shown in the erection of this College. Ten years 
ago we would have deemed such an expenditure a ridiculous waste of money. 
But education is 1':OS5 costly than ignerance. ,,,-hich promotes the 
intelligence and the industrial of the is well spent. 
and varied are the causes for industrial depression. Good ti;nes 
make employers and employed wasteful and careless. The Peruvian silver 
miLlcs were the cause of the downfall of Spain. The excessive pursuit of the 
various forms of sport, the enormous drink traffic, lower wages and longer hours 
of foreign workers, the edicts of Trades Unions, the tariff walls of other nations, 
are all advanced as causes, and are undoubtedly prime factors in the decline of 
many of our industries. But one which is too often ignored is that we are 
deficient in the knowledge of our business. \1,7e have been playing at technical 
education for thirty years. 

"Technical education is not nor jugglery; it is merely common sense 
organized. I am 110t one of those people who assert that education is the pres
cription that will cure all ills. The technical education of thirty years ago, 
although meeting a great need at the time, has been in measure found wanting. 
It took insufficient account of tbe diversity of modem industry. Moreover, 
there has been no effective system in operation which cn,mres that the right 
kind of stl,dem will receive instmctioll. The instructicn has been too pedantic, 
teo much do:;dnated by the of (he University. This is more eVldent 
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in engineering than in textiles. Technical College prospectus in the 
country has had er:gineering on the same model, viz., the University course. 
The young student struggled through his University career, secured a post as a 
technical teacher, and promptly commenced to inflict a miniature University 
Course on his students, forgetful of the fact that none of his students were going 
to be teachers. They hope to be foremen of turning, fitting, pattern making 
shops and so on." 
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IRELAND. 

XVIII: OUTLINE OF THE 
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

Ireland has a total area of 32,605 square miles, 945 of which are water and 
1,800 bog land. In round figures it contains 20,000,000 acres of land, about 
three quarters of which is classed as cultivable. Ireland is bounded on the North. 
West and South by the Atlantic Ocean and on the East by the St. George's 
Channel and the Irish Sea. The distance from the coast of Wales is about 50 
miles and from that of Scotland thirteen and a half miles. 

The climate is somewhat wanner than that of England, the mean annual 
temperature about 50 F. The atmosphere is more humid than that 
of or Scotland and ,vith the frequency and uncertainty of rainfall 
in the summer, has a retarding influence on the ripening and saving of the grain 
crops. 

The 

is 
to 

,vas estimated at 4. 381,951, showing a decrease 
ten years. The decreases in the decennial 

The decrease in population flOm 1881 to 
5' The emigration to the United States 

who went to the United States were 36,616; 
3,554; to British South Africa, 996; to other 

and J910 over 4,187,000 persons emigrated. 

OCCUPATIONS OF THE PEOPLE. 

According to the census of 1901 the occupations employing the 
number of persons ,vere as fol1ows:-

or local gov~rnr:lenl ............................. . 
OCCt2 1:Jatl0n.s. '" .••• , •••.•••• ~ ••.....•.••••••• 

and t'l":1.lionc-ry, .............. 0 •••••• 

etc .............................. . 

3~:"128I 
55.175 

859,525 
10,434 
6,~~I2 

141,588 
110:".208 

GO.977 
Lp,i'79 
I !)563 
J 1,040 
4,267 
3,148 
2,895 
1.715 
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Brick, cement, pottery ......................... . 
Domestic offices or services. excluding domestic outdoor service. 
Providing food, lodging, etc .............................. . 
Transportation. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ...................... . 
Commercial occupations ................................. . 
Other general and undefined IYorkers ...................... . 

Total number occupied. .. ........... . ....... . 

I,38r 
202,23::1 

75,148 
71.2 55 

----

SECTION 1: THE ~ATIO~AL SCHOOLS. * 
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The object of the Irish National School::; is to afford to children 
of parents of all religious persuasions, under safeguards and regulations which 
secure the fundamental principle of non~inter[erence with different faiths, (I) 
literary and moral instruction in common to all scholars; and separate 
religious instruction to those of different faiths without interference with secular 
education. Xo child can be excluded, either directly orindireclly, from attend~ 
ing any National School by reason of religion or social position, and no school 
for any select class of children is recognized as a National School. 

The main basis on \yhich the development of Primary Education in Ireland 
is organized is the granting of aid by t he Commissioners of National Education 
(subject to general principles as above) to local patrons and local managers of 
::-\ational Schools. This aid takes the form of grants and loans for building and 
repairing school houses and teachers' residences; of salary for teaching 
staffs; and free grants (or at reduced rates) of books, maps and requisites 
for the use of schools, teachers and pupils. 

Two CLASSES OF SCHOOLS. 

Ordinary National Schools consist of two classes) "Vested" 
schools are such as have been built by the aid of grants from the National Board 
(two~thirds of the estimated cost of building, furnishing and enclosing the school~ 
house, the remaining third heing provitled locally) amI "ecured for educational 
purposes 1)y leases to l he Comrnis~,ion('rH thelliselves or to Tnlslect-', in the latter 
case the Commissioners a.lso parties loihe lease:-;; (2) "l'\on~vc,;(ed" schools 
are such as have not heen built aid [rom the National Board or :-;(?curcd to 
them by lease. Convent or Schools may be either Vested or Xon-
ycsted. 

SYsTEM OF MANAGE;\IENT. 

Both the above classes (Jf schools are directly under the of some 
person or persons. If the school is vested in the Commi;:;;:;iollcrs, the 
the patron (who is generally the grantor of the site of the 
the lease, and if the school is vested in Trustees the latter are 
palrGn. If the school is non-vested the patron is usually the !)('l'S\)Jl who 

* The material for this sumnJary was obtained from the memorandU:11 by Th" Iluu. 
C. T. Redington, D.L., Commi;;siollur of National Education in Ireland, in " 
on Educational Subjects" issued by tbe Education Department, Londun, Eng., J 
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to the Board for aid in the first instance; but if a local committee is managing 
the school then the committee is the patron. The patrons have the right 
of managing the schools themselves or of nominating as local managers fit persons, 
such as clergymen or other persons of good position living in the vicinity; 
and these are charged with the direct government of the schools, and must under
take to visit them frequently and see that the regulations of the National Board 
are complied with. The Commissioners reserve the right to refuse to recognize 
any patron or manager, or to withdraw their recognition of such after investi
gation. The local managers, subject to the approval of the Commissioners, 
appoint the principal teachers, assistant teachers, work-mistresses, etc., but the 
Commissioners appoint the "monitors" from among the best pupils of the Nat
ional Schools, on the recommendation of the District Inspectors. The local 
managers have the right to dispense with the services of any member of the 
teaching staff, and the Commissioners aiso reserve the right of refusing to recog
nize or to continue the recognition of any member of the teaching staff, and of 
fining, dismissing, reprimanding or otherwise punishing any teacher or monitor 
when necessary. 

Great interest is taken in the conduct of the'schools by the local managers, 
of whom there are about 3,000, including clergymen and laymen of Christian 
denominations as ",'ell as some Jews. 

CCRR1CULUM. 

The Commissioners have made the following subjects compulsory in al! 
schools:--reading, writing, arithmetic, spcllillg, grammar, geography, together 
with agriculture in rural schools for boys and needlework in all girls' schools. 
The following extra subjects are taught in addition to drawing and music 
Classics, French, Irish, German, instrumental music, physical science, chemistry, 
hygiene, geometry, agriculture, dressmaking and other industrial branches. 

Many National Schools have private endowments, and schools of this class 
have been included in enduwment schemes formulated under the Educational 
Endowments (Ireland) Act of 1885; and the Comm;ssioners in some instances 
have representatives on their Governing Boards. Under the operation of the 
Irish Education Act of r892 most of the Nat'onal Schools have become free, 
and when the compulsory attendance clauses of that Act fully operate it is 
expected that the attendance will be largely increased. 

TEACHERS AND GRANTS. 

Many National Schools are recognized in connection with convents and 
monasteries, and in some of them the teachers, though members of religious 
communities, are "classed," and the schools conducted and the teachers paid 
precisely in the same way as the· ord:nary Natio!1al Schools. In the case of 
such schools where the teachers arc not classed, and consequently not paid the 
class salaries, the conductors of s\lch schools receive a "merit capitation grant" 
of lOS. or 12s. per annnm per pupil on the average daily attendance, according 
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to the proficiency of the pupils generally as reported by the Inspector. Th23e 
unclassed convent and monastery schools are dealt with as ordinary National 
Schools, the essential difference between them and the latter being that the 
teachers of ordinary National Schools are lay persons. The Commissioners 
recognize lay persons as industrial teachers in Convent Schools, and pay them 
fixed salaries, but do not pay "lay" persons who assist in ordinary instruction 
in Convents though such must be "classed" teachers. 

The training of National teachers is provided for in five training colleges. 
Three of these are Roman Catholic (two for males and one for females), one is 
Protestant (for both sexes) and one, entirely controlled by the Commissioners 
(the Marlborough Street College) is undenominational for both sexes. At these 
colleges nearly 800 students attend annually. 

TRAINe,G COLLEGES. 

Each college has two courses: (I) for National teachers already "classed" 
who have actual charge of schools but who employ subHtitutes during their 
absence for one session at college; (2) for" classed" teachers who have 110t 
charge of schools; also for pupil teachers, monitors and other suitable candi
dates. This course covers two sessions. These students are granted diplomas 
of training after completing their courses and two years' satisfactory service 
in National Schools. The college authorities are paid £50 per annum for each 
male teacher trained and £35 for each female teacher trained, besides diploma 
bonuses of £10 and £7 respectively. 

Professors and staffs of the Denominational Colleges are appointed by their 
managers subject to the general approval of the National Board. 

Practising National Schools are attached to each college and the teachers 
in these schools have special privileges as regards salaries. 

Since 1879, teachers may receive pensions after retirement at the age of 
55 for males and 50 for females, three-fourths of the benefits provided 
from the Government endowment, the remaining fourth being contributed 
by the teachers. 

Teachers under the Irish National system must be qualified being pen.;ons 
whose attainments have been tested examination, or as members of religious 
communities of men and women devoted to teaching. Where" class" ur 
salaries are claimed the school attendance must be sufficiently numerous to 
warrant such payment, an average daily attendance of 20 pupils requin::d. 
Special arrangements are made in cases of small schools on islands. 

Teachers of ordinary :\atiollal Schools receive in addition to salaries, 
"results fees" according to the answeri;ng of their pupils at the annual "results 
examination"; capitation payments from the local taxation and 
grant of £78,000 per annum; payments out of the grant for [we education 
under the Irish Education Act of r892; gratuities for training monitor;;; ,w(J 
premiums from certain local contribution funds. \i\Torkmisl ,lre !If it 

classed as teachers; they are paid an annual salary of £r2 and gel a share of i lie 

results fees. Industrial teachers are usually paid a salary oi per annUlIl, 

and do not receive results fees. 
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I);,SPECTION. 

The country is divided into 66 each having an inspector in charge. 
The 6 head inspectors exercise supervision over the district inspectors 
and their assistants and also have actual inspection of a number of schools. 

Each National School is examined yearly for results, and the inspector's 
report covers the marks obtained in each subject by each pupil examined, 
the class in which the child was previously examined, how long enrolled in the 
class in which he was last examined, etc. The inspector also carefully examines 
the school accounts and verifies the number of attendances of each child. No 
results payments can be sanctioned for any child who has made less than 100 

attendances in the results yea;-. 
In Ireland the schools meet 

and a child must be 
once each day for four hours' secular 

before the rolls are called to warrant 
his attendance counting for "results" purposes. In National Schools situated 
in Poor Law Unions, which are" under the Act of the Guar
dians pay the teachers 50% additional to the results fees earned, but in such cases 
the Guardians and not the teachers receive the share of the customs and excise 
grant aforesaid. 

MODEL SCHOOL DEPARTMENTS. 

Besides the ordinary National Schools there are Model School Departments 
in towns and tovn1Ships, these schools being owned, controlled and directly 
managed by the Commissioners. The teachers are usually selected by competi
tive the Headmasters provided in most cases 'with residences 
or cash allowances in lieu of them, and additional special payments are available 
flil" such masters and mistresses under certain contingencies. NIonitors are 

in Model Schools under the same conditions and at the same rate~" 
of pay as in ordinary National Schools. In addition to monitors, Pupil·teachel's 
(who must be at least 16 and not over 20 years of age) are appointed for only 
one year 011 the recommendation of the head and district inspectors after exami
nation, but may be continued for a second year; they are not 
except Model Schools. At the end of their first year of 
after a satisfactory examination, be placed in the lowest of "classed" 

and after a second year's service may be promoted to the first division 
of that class on the same conditions. These pupil teachers free grants 
of books on first appointment, are paid £26 per annum, with and if 
retained a second year receive a small quarterly salary. 

EVENING SCHOOLS. 

schools are recognized in connection with Model, 
and ordinary National Schools. Teachers of evening schools in 

connection with Model Schools are paid special rates of salary; in connection 
with Convents and Monasteries £ro per annum is allowed for every 100 pupils 
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in average attendance; teachers of other evening schools receive £1 per month 
while the school is open. Teachers of all evening schools are entitled also to 
results fees, but receive no benefit under the Act of 1892. Evening schools 
must be open three evenings weekly for two hours each evening, and will not 
be examined for results unless in operation for six continuous months. 

SECTION 2: DAY SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 

In "Conversations" with Mr. T. P. Gill and Mr. George Fletcher the 
Commission gathered information concerning Day Secondary Schools which 
are under the Intermediate Board of Commissioners. The following are some 
of the main points so gathered; others are dealt with in Chapter XX
"Conversation with Mr. George Fletcher." 

As to the Day Secondary Schools being dealt with directly by the Depart
ment, Mr. Gill said it might be interesting from the point of view of SQme Cana
dian circumstances to state that all the Secondary Schools in Ireland, without 
exception, are voluntary schools, and none of them were created by the State 
or the Local Authority. Nearly all have been in existence for many, many years, 
some with foundations, some with none, but all without exception receiving 
State grants either from the Intermediate Board or from the Department. 

The principle adopted in administering the grants from the Depanment of 
Agriculture and Technical Instruction leaves it free to disregard everything 
concerning these schools except the efficiency of the teaching of the particular 
programme for which the Department paid the grants. For example, the Depart
ment wouid go into a school like St. Andrew's College, which is Presbyterian, 
or Mount Joy Church of Ireland School, or a school maintained by the Free 
Mason body, or the Catholic Schools conducted by the Christian Brothers, or the 
Convents. It was a matter of no concern to the Department what religion, 
if any, those schools taught provided they taught the Department's programme 
(Experimental Science, Drawing, Manual Instruction, Domestic Economy) 
in an adequate manner, gave a proper amount of tim.e to it, employed in the 
teaching of it teachers qua.lified, and also permitteu the most 
complete inspection by the If those conditions were fulfilled, 
and the Department's at t he end of the year revealed that the schools 
had given adequate time to the programme and taught it well, then the grant 
would be paid. 

There are no Secondary Schools that receive Municipal assistance; they are 
all private schools. The Department grant does not form a very substantial 
part of their expenses, but also get grants from the Intern1f~(liate Board, 
which administers grants for Secondary Education in the schools. The pro
gramme of that Board has been co-ordinated with that of the Department; 
so that they fit in. 

GRANTS FOR SECONDARY EDUCATION. 

The total from the and the Intermediate Board together 
would be about £4: lOS. per pupil, hence it would be impossible to f 11I'11ish any-

191d-19 
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thing like the excellent system of Secondary Education in Ireland but for the fact 
that a very number of these schools are provided by religious orders and 
have voluntary teaching, the salaries not cutting much figure. The cost of 
a Secondary School pupil in Ireland generally might be put at from 
to £18, and the Government grants did not amount to nearly half that. If 
the of Agriculture and Technical Instruction went on the plan of 
saying that it wanted a particular type of school that would fulfil this or that 
condition, and that it would not give grants to any other schools, it would start 
out y.'ith a very costly programme. On the other hand if the 
ment said it wanted a certain programme taught and certain results accomplished 
by the schools, and that if it received them it would pay for them, that plan would 
secure what were considered most valuable conditions-minimum cost and 
maximum results. 

SECTION 3: AGRICULTURE, INDUSTRIES AND 
TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION. 

The watchwords of the movement for progress in Ireland, through the 
improvement and extension of Agricultural, Industrial and Housekeeping Educa
tion, are imperishably connected with the name of Sir Horace Plunkett: "Better 
Farming; Better Business; Better Living." 

The recent developments had their immediate origin in the Report of what 
is known as the Recess Committee. That Committee was formed on the invit
ation which Mr. (now Sir) Horace Plunkett issued in August 1895 to a number of 
Members of Parliament and other Irishmen of various political opinions, to 
meet for the discussion of any measures for the good of Ireland about which all 
parties be found in agreement. 

RECESS COMMITTEE'S \VORK. 

The Recess Committee evidently did its work in a thorough-going manner. 
Its Report, which was issued in August 1896, recites whatthe Committee under
took to do. 

(I) It first devoted its attention to the existing economic condition of 
Ireland, and to trace its industrial shortcomings and commercial disabil-
ities to their more direct causes. 

(2) It next reviewed the immediately available resources of the country, 
and considered the possiblites of their development. 

(3) It then caused enquiries to be made in those European countries whose 
experieuce in the improvement of their agricultural and industrial condition 
might guide those interested in the material progress of Ireland. For that 
purpose it sent special Commissioners to the following countries 
Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Bava.ria, \Viirttemberg, Austria, and 
Switzerland. 

(4) The Committee endeavoured to utilize foreign experience in making 
suggestions for the promotion of agriculture and industries in Ireland. 
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Referring to the various countries m which enquiries and investigation 
had been made, the Report states 

Various though the circumstances of these differe;1t countries are, it 
we find the same main principles adopted by th;:m ali in 

which are common to all, may be up in 
Education. That organization of the agricultural themselves 

in or corporate advancement of the various branches of their 
industry; representation of the opinion the farming classes in the administration of State 
aid by Government Departments; and education of the farming- classes, both adults and 
children, in all technical knowledge appertaining to their indus:ry. 

The Committee also reported that they found decentralization, the free 
play of local individuality, and direct relationship with local industries to be 
the keynotes of artistic and technical training throughout the Continent. 

The general conclusion arrived at by the Committee was :~-
(I) That the administration of State aid to industries in Ireland, on the 

principles to be described, can be most effectively carried out by including the 
two branches of Agriculture and Industries, and the Technical Instruction 
relating thereto, under the care of one Department of the Government specially 
created for the purpose; 

(2) That this Department should consist of a Board with a Minister of 
Agriculture and Industries responsible to Parliament at its head, and a Consult
ative Council representative of the agricultural and industrial interests of the 
country. 

As the result of these enquiries and investigations, the Chairman of the 
Committee, in a letter to then Chief Secretary to the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland 
(The Rt. Hon. Gerald W. Balfour, M.P), said, "\Vhile we do not anticipate 
an immediate fulfilment of all the possibilities we indicate, we arc confident 
that progress on the lines suggested is within the bounds of practical 
attainment. " 

LESSONS FOR CANADA. 

The conditions which existed in In:land in J 896 were in many respects so 
much like those in Carmela in respect j () trailling for Agriculture and Industries, 
that an extended and reasonably full ,;taiul1en'l is given of the organization aml 
,york of the Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction which was 
created as the result of the of the Recess Committee. A reason 
lies in the fact that the current ami intimate knowledge, gained I 'y practical 

enables the Department to judge how far the which was 
inaugurated and the methods which have been followed are appro] ,date and 
efficacious. 

Our Report is limited to the main features of the work which is directly 
educational. 

The Department issued its fimt Annual Report in 1899- h)OO. Aft(~r 10 

years of experience, some modifIcations in the methods of aciminis1nlliOlI have 
been made, extensions have been added, but on the whole, thl' orgHlliza! 
system and methods then adopted have proven themselves well adapted to lIleet 
the situation. On all sides one finds testimony, through his eyes and em·s, 
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to the happy results, of a regeneration of agriculture and of a revived interest 
in and preparation for industries, \vhich are being accomplished by the joint 
work of the Department, Local Bodies and individuals. 

The members of the Recess Committee rendered such an illustrious and 
service to the cause of and industrial education in English-

countries, that the Commission takes the liberty of recording their 
names in this Report, and of paying its tribute to their work: served their 
own well, and have enabled Ireland to contribute to the progress of civil
ization with increasing advantage to itself and marked benefit to other countries. 
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